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PROHIBITING REDUCTION OF DUTIES IN TRADE
NEGOTIATIONS ON TEXTILES

TUESDAY, AUGUST 15, 1978

U.S. SENATE,
SUBCO3[MI"rnE OX 1N'N.'RNATIN()-AL TRADE

OF THE CommnrI'iT ON FINANCE,
l1a8hington, D.C.

The stiI)comnittPe met, pursuant to notice, at 10 a.m. in room 22'21,
I)irkien Senate Office Building, lIon. Abraham Ribicoff (chairman of
the subcominittee) presiding.

Present: Senators Ribicoff, Long, Talmadge, Byrd, Jr., of Virginia,
Ilansen, and Roth, Jr.

[The committee press release announcing this hearing and the bill
S. 2920 follow:]

[For immediate release]

U.S. SENATE,
('OMMITTEE ON FINANCE,

SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE.
July 31, 1978.

FINANCE SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL TRADE To HOLD lIE.RINOS ON S. 2920,
A BILL To PROHIBIT THE REDUCTION OR ELIMINATION IN TRADE NEGOTIATIONS
O )UTIES OR IMPORT RESTRICTIONS ON TEXTILES AND TEXTILE PRODUCTS

The Honorable Abraham Ribicoff (D. Conn.), Chairman of the Subcommittee
on International Trade of the Committee on Finance, today announced that the
Subcommittee will hold public hearings on S. 2920, a bill amending section 127(b)
(f the Trade Act of 1974 (19 U.S.C. 2137) to prohibit the reduction or elimination
in trade negotiations of duties or import restrictions on certain imported textiles
and textile products. The prohibition would apply only to products whioh are
subject to restrictions negotiated under section 204 of the Agricultural Act of 1956
(7 U.S.C. 1854). The hearings will be held at 10:00 A.M., Tuesday August 15,
1978, in Room 2221 I)irksen Senate Office Building.

Requests to tcetifV.-Chairman Ribicoff advised that witnesses desiring to
testify during these hearings must make their request to testify to Michael Stern,
Staff Director, Committee on Finance, 2227 Dirksen Senate Office Building, Wash-
ington, I).C. 20510, not later than Thursday, August 10, 1978. Witnesses will be
notified as soon as possible after this cutoff date as to when and If they are
scheduled to appear. If for some reason the witness is unable to appear at the
tine scheduled, he may file a written statement for the record of the hearing in
lieu of a personal appearance.

Con solidatfd testimony.-Chairman Ribicoff also stated that the Subcommittee
urges all witnesses who have a common position or share the same general inter-est to consolidate their testimony and designate a single spokesman to present
their common viewpoint orally to the Subcommittee. This procedure will enable
the Subcommittee to receive a wider expression of views than it might otherwise
obtain. Chairman RIbicoff urged very strongly that all witnesses exert a maximum
effort to consolidate and coordinate their statements.

Legislative Rvorganization Act.-In this respect, he observed that the Legis-
lative Reorganization Act of 1946, as amended, requires all witnesses appearing
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before the Committees of Congress "to file In advance written statements of their
proposed testimony, and to limit their oral presentations to brief summaries of
their arguments."

Chairman Ribicoff stated that in light of this statute and In view of the large
number of witnesses who desire to appear before the Committee in the limited

time available for the hearing, all witnesses who are scheduled to testify must
comply with the following rules:

1. All witnesses must Include with their written statements a one-page summary
of the principal points included in the statement.

2. The written statements must be typed on letter-size paper (not legal size)
amid at least 75 copies must be submitted to the Committee not later than the close
of business on Monday, August 14, 1978.

3. Witnesses are not to read their written statements to the Subcommittee, but
are to confine their five-minute oral presentations to a summary of the points
included in the statement.

4. Not more than five minutes will be allowed for the oral summary,
Witnesses who fail to comply with these rules will forfeit their privilege to

testify.
Written etatcment.--Witiesses who are not scheduled to make an oral presen-

tation, and others who desire to present their views to the Subcommittee, are
urged to prepare a written statement for submission and inclusion In the printed
record of the hearings. These written statements should be submitted to Michael
Stern. Staff Director, Committee on Finance, Room 2227 Dirksen Senate Office
Building not later than Tuesday, August 29, 1978.
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95m CONGRESS

2 SEIO4 S. 2920

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

APRIL 17 (legislative day, FEBRUARY 6), 1978

Mir. HOLLINGS (for himself, Mrs. ALLEN, Mr. ANDERSON, Mr. BAKER, Air.
BUMPERS, Mr. RoBaEr C. BYRD, Mr. DURKIN, Mr. EAGLETON, Mr. EASTLAND,
Mr. FoRD, Mr. HANSEN, Mr. HATcii, Mr. HATHAWAY, Mr. HELMS, Mr.
McINTmRa, Mr. MORGAN, Mr. MHOYNIIIAN, Mr. NUNN, Mr. PELL, Mr.
RANDOLPH, Mr. SAsSER~, Mr. SP"ARKim,%, Mr. STENNIS, Mr. TALMADGE, Mr.
ThURMOND, and Mr. Towrai) introduced the following bill; which was read
twice and referred to the Committee on Finance

A BILL
To amend the Trade Act of 1974.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 ties of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 That section 127 (b) of the Trade Act of 1974 (19 U.S.C.

4 2137) is amended by inserting immediately following "sec-

5 tion 203 of this Act": ", section 204 of the Agricultural

6 Act of 1956, as amended (7 U.S.C. 1854), insofar as such

7 section relates to textiles and textile products,".

H
**(Star Print)

Senator RmicoFF. The committee will be in order.
This morning the Subcommittee on International Trade will have

testimony on S. 2920. The bill would prohibit trade negotiations on
textiles and textile products. This issue is of great importance, both
to the domestic textile industry and the administration.
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We will take your testimony this morning. Because of the laigenum-
ber of witnesses and our commitments on the floor, we have been re-
qlired to limit the amount of time to each witness to make their state-
ments.

Your written statements will appear in the record, as if read in their
entirety.

I think Senator Tollings is on the floor with an amendment; Sen-
ator Thurmond is not here. Our first witness will be the administration
panel: Michael Smith. Peter Murphy, and Arthur Garel.

Senator RoTi. Mr. Chairman?
Senator RIBICOFF. Senator Roth ?
Senator ROTh. I would like to express to you my appreciation for

yomr holding these hearings today. I find that they are very timely.
As just one member of this subcommittee. I would like to make it

very clear that I believe that a healthy textile and apparel industry is
essential to the health of this country. I

As you well know, these hearings involve e three interrelated indus-
tries: The fiber industry, the textile industry, and the apparel indus-
try. That employs something like 2.5 million Americans.

Many of these Americans are women; many are minorities. They
are in both large cities, inner cities, as well as in small towns and
rural areas.

The United States has suffered massive import penetration on many
apparel items. In turn, it has affected the health and prosperity of the
fiber and textile segments of the industry.

I am deeply concerned that we maintain a viable, prosperous, textile
and apparel industry. We cannot allow these industries to go down
the drain. We cannot sacrifice them for the sake of developing coun-
tries or other industries. We have unemployment and poverty here,
too.

Therefore, I think that these hearings today, are considered to be
the best way to maintain a healthy and prosperous textile industry.

Senator R Ircon. Thank you. Senator Roth.
Mr. Smith, Mr. Murphy, Mr. Garel. You may proceed, sir.

STATEMENT OF HON. MICHAEL B. SMITH, MINISTER FOR TEXTILE
NEGOTIATIONS, OFFICE OF THE SPECIAL REPRESENTATIVE FOR
TRADE NEGOTIATIONS, ACCOMPANIED BY PETER 0. MURPHY,
INTERNATIONAL ECONOMIST, OFFICE OF THE SPECIAL REPRE-
SENTATIVE FOR TRADE NEGOTIATIONS AND ARTHUR GAREL,
DIRECTOR, OFFICE OF TEXTILES, DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

Mr. SMrrH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Before beginning, I would like to say that I am accompanied today

by Mr. John Donaldson, assistant STR: by Mr. Murphy, my assist-
ant; and by Mr. Garel and Mr. Levin of the Office of Textiles in the
Department of Commerce.

Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, we welcome this
opportunity to report the administration's position on S. 2920. This
bill, introduced by Senator Hollings, would amend the Trade Act of
1974 to broaden its list of mandatory statutory exemptions from tariff
reductions to include textiles and apparel. Currently, the Trade Act
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exempts from negotiations only those items on which reductions in
duties would threaten national security and those items where import
relief action under section 203 of the Trade Act is in effect.

The administration is strongly opposed to S. 2920 for a number of
reasons, which I would like to spell out in some detail.

First, it is important, I believe, to review what this and previous
administrations have done to assist the U.S. textile and apparel in-
dustry to resolve its import problems. In 1961, the Kennedy adminis-
tration successfully negotiated a short-term arrangement for cotton.
In 1962, this was ex-panded into a long-term arrangement. In 1973,
after three. renewals of the LTA, the first multifiber textile arrange-
nient was negotiated successfully, largely at U.S. initiative. In 1977,
the MFA was renewed, again largely at U.S. initiative. Both the LTA
and the MFA are unique. No other American industrial sector has
been given such a GATT-approved exemption from international
trading rules, and no other U.S. industry enjoys this form of protec-
tion--either now or over the past 16 years.

Second, we have negotiated under both the LTA and the MFA a
wide-ranging series of bilateral import restraint agreements with the
principal low-cost import, suppliers. Indeed, more than 75 percent of
all our textile and apparel imports are covered by these arrangements.
Because of these agreements, since the first all-fiber agreements were
negotiated in 1971 and 1972, imports from all sources have actually
declined. The peak year is not 1977 or 1978 in terms of imports. The
peak year was 1972, and annual imports since then have not matched
thit peak.

Third, on overall terms, our textile and apparel tariffs are the high-
est, among developed countries, and the U.S. textile and-Wpparel in-
dustry has the highest tariffs of any American industrial sector.

ltence, Mr. Chairman, our domestic industry now enjoys three levels
of protection, either unique in themselves or greater than those of
any' other American industry-the MFA, the 18 bilateral agreements
and 11 consultation agreements, and high tariffs. In addition, under
section 503 of the Trade Act, the industry is exempted from the pros-
pect of cotton, wool, and manmade fiber imports subject to textile
agreements being granted GSP.

It is often asserted that textile imports have increased. As I indi-
cated, this is not so, compared to 1972. Even ATMI, in its estimate
for 1978, projects imports in 1978 at lower levels than 1972-6 years
ago. It is also often asserted that hundreds of thousands of jobs have
bxen lost by textile imports. Actually, since 1966, employment has
declined by'76,400 and in 1978 has actually increased some 12,000 over
1977. And, the mill sector has enjoyed a surplus balance of trade for
the last 4 years.

But import figures are debatable, and seldom convince anyone. More
to the point is the question of whether the Government is responding
to the legitimate requests of the industry. The American textile in-
dustry has. thanks to the Carter administration, more bilateral import
restraint than heretofore, a renewed MFA, the offer of only very
modest tariff reductions. and a commitmentdto help assure the long-
term health and viability of the industry. It is unreasonable for this
industry to ask for still "further protection, for an exclusion from the

ITN which no other industry sector has, nor has so vigorously sought.
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In comparing textiles and apparel with other mandatory exceptions,
it also should be noted that producers of items granted relief under
other provisions of the Trade Act can expect that this relief will be
temporary, to be used as an aid to adjustment to competition, whereas
the textile industry has enjoyed protection for 16 years. The most re-
cently renewed MIFIA is under study already for another renewal when
it expires in 31/2 years, and the major bilaterals just renegotiated have
5-year terms beginning January 1, 1978. We expect these bilaterals
will continue after then.

As a result of these significant differences, the administration does
not believe that textile and apparel items should be added to the list
of mandatory exemptions. We support the view of the drafters of the
Trade Act thiat decisions regarding textile tariffs, as well as other un-
specified product tariffs, should be left to the discretion of the
President.

I would like to take this opportunity to record our overall strategy
in the 3MTN for tariffs affecting industrial 'products and show how
textile tariffs fit into that strategy. I believe it will indicate that the
administration has exercised its discretion reasonably and prudently,
regarding textile and apparel tariffs.

The strategy behind our initial tariff offer was to encourage other
countries to make equally significant offers and thus begin the negotia-
tion process at a meaningful level. We did this with the full expecta-
tion that there would be adjustments downward in our offer if we did
not receive reciprocity from our trading partners, which unfortunately
to date we do not have. However, if we had not made a meaningful;
offer to begin with, our chances of gaining increased access for U.S.
products in foreign markets would have been made much more diffi-
cult. An exemption for textiles and apparel could only encourage
other countries to take similar action, not only on textiles but also
on many other items of export. interest to us, thus virtually nullifyinig
the chances for a successful MTN.

Had the agreed Swiss formula for initial tariff offers been strictly
applied to textiles and apparel, the average tariff on these items would
have been cut by 60 percent. The United States chose not to strictly
apply that formula to textiles. Under our initial offer, the average
textile and apparel duty offer was reduced 25.5 percent, or less than
half the called-for reduction. Assuming a 10-year phasing in of the
duty restriction, the average apparel duty would be reduced about
one-half a percentage point per year. The average mill product or
nionapparel item would be reduced at less than 1 percentage point per.
year. This fall we will be entering the final stages of the negotiations
in which further downward adjustment in our offer will be made. Due
to the confidential nature of the negotiations, I am not at liberty to.
discuss our contemplated adjustments in open session.

Mr. Chairman, the administration has tabled a textile and apparel
tariff offer in full awareness of industry's stated Opposition but,
equally, in full awareness that a successful MTN will depend on each
trading partner's ability to limit to the absolute minimum the num-
ber of industrywide exclusions or exceptions. No other trading partner
has refused to put textiles and apparel on the table, and we have good
reason to believe that had we refused to place textiles and apparel on
the MTN table, the chances for a successful MTN would have been
complicated enormously.
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Further, Mr. Chairman, the textile and apparel offer we did table
was extremely modest in comparison with those for other industrial
sectors. Textiles and apparel account for approximately 10 percent
of dutiable trade, yet our initial offer in this sector accounted for more
than 50 percent of the total exceptions and less-than-formula cuts for
the entire industrial sector.

Thus, in order for the United States to meet the overall Swiss guide-
line on the tariff formula. we had to offer deeper cuts in other indus-
trial sectors to balance out the lower cuts for textiles and apparel.

This bill, if passed, Mr. Chairman, would unleash similar demands
from scores of other industries. The chances for a successful MTN
conclusion-a negotiation being entered into as a result of the Trade
Act passed by Congress--would obviously be seriously jeopardized.
Our overriding national economic interest, as recognized by Congress,
is the overall liberalization of international trade-not just'the liberal-
ization of trade into the United States but the liberalization of trade
from the United States to other lands. We believe that our tariff offer
fully balances the specific, legitimate needs of the domestic textile and
apparel industry while meeting the overall objectives of the Trade Act.

Mr. Chairman, I would be pleased to take your questions.
Senator RiBicoFF. Let me ask you. on page 4, you have at the bottom

of the page. "and the mill sector has enjoyed a surplus balance of
trade for the last 4 years." What does that amount to?

Mr. SmiTH. Just one moment, sir.
[Pause.]
Sir, in 1974 there was a trade balance of $106.7 million; in 1975,

$320.8 million; in 1976, $228.9 million; in 1977, $92.5 million.
Senator RIBICOFT. How does that compare with the overall textile

business that we are talking about here?
Mr. SIrTir. The United States has a deficit in overall textile and

apparel trade. The mill sector, through 1974, 1975, 1976, and 1977,
had a surplus balance of trade; the apparel sector had a substantially
lar er deficit amount of trade.

Senator RIBIcoFF. How much? What was the deficit there?
Mr. SmirhI. The deficit, sir, in 1974, in apparel, was $1.76 billion; in

1975, $1.98 billion; in 1976, $2.82 billion; and in 1977 $3.17 billion.
The trade balance was, in 1974-the trade deficit was $1.65 billion;

in 1975, $1.656 billion; in 1976, $2.593 billion; in 1977, a $3.078 billion
deficit.

Senator RIBIcon'. So that the amount of surplus in one sector is
infinitesimal when you put it against the entire textile business?

Mr. SmITH. Yes, sir.
Senator RIBIcOFF. Senator Talmadge?
Senator TALM ADOE. Thank you very much, 'Mr. Chairman. I want

to pursue that a little further.
According to the staff document that I have here, Mr. Smith, our

total trade deficit on textile mill products and apparel for the year
1976 was $2,832,100,000. It is estimated from 1977, $3,821,200,000. Is
that correct?

So that has increased the deficit $1 billion in 1 year.
Mr. SMITH. Senator Talmadge, our figure which we gave to the

chairman, the 1976 figure, shows a deficit of $2.593.4 billion and, in
1977, of $3.078.1 billion.
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Our figures do not include linoleum, apparel of rubber or leather,
and clothing donated for charity.

Beginning in 1968, glass fiber yarns are included. In addition, the
textile exports include some monofilaments.

Senator T.GI. noE. L)o you have any idea how many jobs this $3.821
billion deficit translates into?

Mr. SMITI No, sir.
Senator TALMADGE. Several hundred thousand.
M[r. S ITH. If there were no imports, one could make an assumption

that some of those dollars would be translated into jobs.
Senator TALMA %DE. Are the Europeans and the Japanese better

traders than we are?
Mr. SMITIr. Based on their performance to date, sir, I would say yes.
Senator TALMRADGE. Is my information wrong, or is it correct, that

imports are up 28 percent at the beginning of the multinational trade
negotiation talks?

Mr. SMITH. One moment please, sir.
[Pause.]
Mr. Smxirir. Our figures would indicate, sir, that U.S. imports of

textiles and apparel for the first half of 1978, the first 6 months of
1978, were 24 percent higher than the same period a year earlier.

Senator TALMAD)GoE. That is reasonably close to 23 percent, even by
your own estimate. Who is in charge of seeing to it that we get into
their markets?

M 1'. SMrITII. Well, in the Department of Commerce as the lead agency,
sir, and we, in STR, are beginning to get directly involved. I have just
,concluded a 31/2 week trip to the Far East where I have discussed the
,export situation with those four suppliers who are major suppliers
to us, with the idea in mind, sir, that trade is a two-way street and it
is time that they took in some more of our textile products.

Senator TA6MADGE. What have you done to break up the European
and Japanese cartels?

Mr. Smrru. What have I done myself, sir?
Senator TALMADGE. I did not get the response I What was it?
Mr. SMITI[. Our concern that the United States in exporting certain

textile products to the Far East is at a disadvantage with the Japanese
trading companies who are much more adept, or have greater ease, in
penetrating the Hong Kong, and Taiwanese markets, for example,
than we have.

In my view, this mandates some sort of aggressive action on the
part of American industry to get-over there with people on the spot
full time to offset this advantage which the Japanese trading com-
panies presently enjoy.

Senator TALMADGE. Why do you not say, if you do not take our
goods, or at least let us have a fair chance at your market, we will not
take yours?

Mr. SMITH. Sir, heretofore, we have been keeping the textile re-
straint program as a program distinct and unique by itself. We have
not tried to link the import restraint program with any other specific
trade issue.

The message that we are trying to convey now, Senator Talmadge, to
our foreign friends is that, ;while we do not wish to link, per se, our
impo restraint program with exports, there is, nonetheless, a reality
here that you cannot expect the United States to be forever the re-
cipient of these goods without getting some reciprocity in return.
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We believe that the American textile industry can sell far more
than it is selling now in the Far East and we are going to try to do
everything we can within the Government to pursue this, to persuade
the U.S. industry to take up more aggressive stands on this.

In this connection, Senator Talmadge, the ATMI has designated its
first vice president, Mr. Morris Bryan, to spearhead from the industry
side this sport of export drive. This is a move that Ambassador Strauss
welcomes very muc h.

Senator TALMADGE. Will the current talks lead to a tariff bill that
will solve the problems of imports and exports? "

Mr. S31rJ[. I do -not quite understand the question.
Senator TALMAroE. Will your negotiations solve the problem of ini-

ports and exports?
Mr. SsMTI. Wc. certainly hope that they will go a long way of

solving the problem of imports and exports.
For us, we believe that we have a viable, effective import restraint

program. What is missing is the other side of the equation-that is, the
ability for the United States to get access into foreign markets, not
just from a tariff point, of view, but from a nontariff barrier point of
view, where one country after another has certain barriers against
U.S. textile exports.

Senator TAILMADOE. If we do not increase our exports, onr industry
cannot continue to grow.

The Department of Commerce says we, as a nation, will only be
growing at about 1 percent a year for the next decade. That is only a
little less than 2 million people a year, while the world population is
growing at nearly 60 million per year.

According to the Japanese textile news in June. Korean textile ex-
ports were at an alltime high-$659 million in 1976; $690 million in
1977: $750 million for a projection in 1978.

Does the bilateral agreement allow for a 9-percent growth froin
Korea to the United States?

Mr. SMITH. Senator Talmadge. the Korean bilateral agreement that
was negotiated last month provides for no growth in the quota levels
from 1977 to 1978. Thereafter, there is growth of, I believe, a 6.5 per-
cent in the aggregate and in the three or four groups within that, but
two-thirds, I believe, of the categories within the apparel group have
growth rates in Korea of 3.9 percent to zero percent.

Senator TALMADGE. I feel that you have tried hard and, in most cases,
our bilateral agreements have been as good as any. What can we do
about making sure that they are implemented?

Mr. SMITu. Well, we feel, sir, that we have had problems in imple-
mentation but that overall, we believe that the implementation has been
as effective as any other importing country's perhaps more so.

We have had. in the past, some problems in overshipments. We have
remedied that, both in the bilateral agreement and in internal proce-
(hires within the Government by instituting a strict visa system for
imports.

1We have had some technical problems in moving from an old cate-
gory system, which was the cause until December 31 of last year, to a
new categories system, a simplified categories system this year.

But obviously, Senator Talmadge, the key to the import restraint
program, to the effectiveness of the import restraint program, is to
have an effective implementation program.
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Mr. Garel heads the implementation portion of the program from
the Department of Commerce, and has a very big job on his hands.
We have to monitor some 2,100 or 2,200 categories and even more,
from some 120 countries. So it is a full-time job, requiring close
coordinations with Customs, Census, and Commerce and the other
agencies involved.

It is not an easyproblem, Senator. It is a complex problem requir-
ing a great deal 'of human resources. We are moving into computer
resources which hopefully be onstream in the relatively near future
which should ease our problem.

But there are cei tain problems in implementation. We are monitor-
ing 18-bilateral agreements covering, I guess, 4-some-odd billion dol-
lars' worth of trade, with 106 categories within each 1 of those
agreements, plus 11 consultation agreements, plus watching uncon-
trolled suppliers and new starts, and things like that. It is a big job,
and implementation is the guts of it.

Once the negotiations are done on the bilateral agreements, theymust be impleIented.
Senator TALMADGE. Thank you, Mr. Smith.
Mfr. Chairman, I have no further questions.
Senator RIBICOFF. Senator Roth?
Senator RoTit. Mr. Smith, under the MFA, I believe 1977-78 is

supposed to be a year of no growth in imports. Why did we negotiate
a y ear of no imports if import situation was so rosy?

Has there actually been no growth?
LMr. SMITH. Sir, in the negotiation of the bilateral agreements, there

with no growth between 1977 and 1978, with the major suppliers,
such as Hong Kong, Korea, and the Republic of China. Other agree-
ments with smaller suppliers, less developed suppliers, did have an
element of growth, even from 1977 to 1978.

Senator Rorn. I have heard rumors that imports have gone U p as
much as 30 percent.

Mr. SMiT. Imports, sir, for the first 6 months have gone up 24 per-
cent. If you looked at the figures, the January increase over the pre-
ceding years, the year ending January 1978, as compared to the year
ending January 1977, shows something in the neighborhood of a 40-
percent increase, and gradually that has gone down, so that the year-
ending June figure of 1978 is 5.7 percent, I believe, over the year-ending
June 1977 figure.

There was a sharp increase in imports, especially for the first 3
months of 1978, sir.

Senator RoTH. It is my understanding that EC has some kind of
overall or worldwide ceiling on imports. Is that correct?

Mr. Smini. Well, the EC operates on a slightly different system
than we do. They have what they call globalization, and they assume
that the pie is so big, if you will, if you look at it as a pie, that the
pie is so big and it can only grow by so much, and that they appor-
tion it to the pie in certain ways.

The United States has never held the policy of globalization. in
textiles, we have always had the policy of what is known as the cu-
mulative concept, that imports can increase, but it is the cumulative
effect that we worry about. And we do not have a pie concept like the
community.
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Senator RoTH. In effect, they have an overall ceiling on the aiuunt
of imports?

Mr. SMiTH. No, they do not have an overall ceiling, sir, but they
look at it from a global point of view-imports of all textiles.

Senator RonT. What do you mean, they look at it from a global
point of view ? They put some limit on how much can be imported?

Mr. SMITH. There is no, to my knowledge, no total limit, to the size
of the pie, if you will. As it was explained to me by my counterpart,
they actually have what is known as the two gateaux theory.

They have a pie over here which is for the community and they have
a pie over here which is for the rest of the world. The pie for the rest
of the world can increase, but they judge it, and look at total imports
from all sources, )ut they do not have, to my knowledge, a total
amount that they allow in from the world and no more. They allow
growth.

Senator Rom. When they look at that second pie outside, tney
place some kind of limit, including some growth. Is that correct.

Mr. SMITI. Yes and no, sir. They do not control everybody under
this global-

Senator RoTi. I am confused. Yes and no?
Mr. SMITH. They, from a consumption point of view, they have a

total number of imports. They look at what the rest of the world is
shipping to them, and if strictly applied, they take the wedges and
sometimes redistribute the share according to each country. But there
are many countries which the community does not have agreements
on, and they are uncontrolled.

So the global concept they have really has a lot of holes, around
the edge of the pie, if you will, for which there are no controls.

Senator ROTh. Do you think we might need to have an overall quota
to handle all that comes in? We have a number of bilateral agree-
ments. How do we handle CPR and some of the Communist countries?

Mr. SMITH. We have bilateral agreements, sir, with Romania,
Poland-

Senator Ronrr. What about China?
Mr. SiiTi. Not yet.
We have rejected, Senator Roth, the notion of globalization. This

has been the policy of the Government for a long time. To have a
global policy in terms of a fixed limit for all imports from the world
means that, you end up in a very. complex business of a portioning out,
if you will, or cutting up the pie into the various wedges.

It is a very complex matter.
Wye felt we could handle the problem better by hitting each country

by itself, which we have done.
Senator RoTni. I know that time is of the essence, Mr. Chairman. Let

me ask one final question.
You oppose this legislation. You have made certain proposals, of

course, in the multinational trade negotiations. How closely are you
consulting with the industries affected?

Under the law we require that the various industries be closely con-
sulted as to the effect and impact of the proposals. Are you maintaining
close liaison with the textile, apparel and other industries? Also, with
labor, as you are required under the law?
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Mr. SMITH. We feel we are, sir. We have mandated what is known
as ISAC's and LSAC's-Industrial Sector Advisory Committee and
the Labor Sector Advisory Committee. They have met frequently with
the agencies of the government involved and, of course, we have our
own ongoing consultations with various members at very frequent
intervals.

Senator Ro'rH. Well, I cannot emphasize too strongly that you main-
tain very close consultation with these groups. We will be asking indus-
try and labor, if they are here today, whether or not they feel they
are adequate.

I think the question we have for you if you disagree with this legis-
lation is how are we going to protect an industry that is essential to
this country under your proposal?

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator RIBICoFF. I would like to just follow up. I have just heard

two phrases that I have never heard before-globalization and cumula-
tive concept. I do not have a dictionary before me, but "cumulative".
indicates more keeps piling up. "Globafization" means you put a limit
on what comes in overall.

I mean, just the ordinary meaning of those words.
Now, I think that is the bottom line that we are dealing with. Would

globalization be more meaningful by putting an outsidelimit on what
is coming in, as against cumulative-it keeps on piling up on top of
each other.

M1. SMITH. Mr. Chairman, the words, perhaps, are not the best. In
textiles, we often use a lot of words rather loosely. But the principal
behind the international arrangement in textiles is the orderly expan-
sion of international trade in textiles on the one hand, while avoiding
market disruption, or the threat of it, on the other.

Now. we approach the requirement that there be orderly expansion.
if at all possible in, if you will, like a chocolate bar, but a chocolate
bar which grows this way-it expands, depending on the factors
involved.

But we choose the cumulative concept because if we did not then a
small country could come to us and say well, we only export 30 million
yards. How can we be contributing to market disruption if you are
taking in 5 billion yards?

Our response to them is the cumulative impact of imports which
requires us to negotiate restraints, whether the supplier is large or
small.

It is not global in the sense that there is not a fixed, finite limit to
the total amount of imports that are allowed in.

With the Conununity-if I understand it correctly from the Commu-
nity spokesman-they, too, allow for expansion, but they also, if you
will, redistribute some of the wedges of the pie, the share, if you will,
than we do.

But both trading entities, the European Community and the United
States, say nothing of any other importer who has import restraints
under the MFA is committed under the terms of article I of the MFA
to the expansion of international trade in textiles. That means
increases.
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Senator RTBIcoFr. Yes, but what is the total deficit of imports over
exports in the European Community as compared with that of the
United States?

Mr. SMITH. Sir. the latest figure I have is a 1976 figure which would
indicate that the European Community was in deficit something like
$1.5 or $1.6 billion.

Senator RirncoFr. And what was ours for 1976?
Mr. S.rrT. According to our figures, sir, $2.593 billion.
Senator RIBTCOFF. Well, so we have a situation that we are in deficit

more than the European Community by $1 billion, and so just on the
figure, I like the sound of globalization better than I like the sound of
cumulative concept.

I think there is something new added. I do not know about my col-
leagues, if they have heard those two terms before, but I have not. The
economists that are here representing both the textile and apparel man-
ufacturers and also the labor unions, I would am)reeiae receivin.
from you, on behalf of the committee, an analysis of globalization and
cumulative concept, and the significance of this for the United States,
because I think there may be something we can learn. I think the prob-
lem that you have, Mr. Smith, is this.

No great nation can allow the destruction of any basic industry, and
you would have to say that the textile is a basic American industry.
Now, we realize the interdependence of world trade, and I do not think
that there is a witness here who will say that we are going to have
to get out of the international trade business.

But the question comes, are we destroying a basic industry, and what
do we do about it?

Now, the comparison of the European Community's deficit and
ours-we ran a $28 billion trade deficit in 1977. The consequences of
that deficit are reverberating now. We pick up the newspaper every day
and see what is happening to the dollar, and part, of it is due to that
adverse trade balance that we have.

So we do have a very deep problem and this committee has a great
responsibility when you bring the MTN agreement back to us to make
some decisions.

Ve are going to have the responsibility up here of defending this
on the floor of the U.S. Senate.

So the problem you have is what is on the bottom line, and I realize
the problem here. To go along with the proposal in this bill may mean
no MTN. It may mean the destruction of the entire trade negotiations.

But yet, we do have a responsibility to have an orderly trade policy
in this country, and these adverse trade balances, especially in this in-
dustry as one of the basic industries, is a matter of great seriousness.
And you have brought to us today a couple of terms.

I do not think we have always been very wise in our trade agree-
nients. Now maybe we can learn from the ]&urropean Community that
globalization is a very intriguing term, and I would like the staff as
well to make a study of this. I am willing to les.rn from anybody at
any time, and maybe the European Community can teach us a few
things that we have never learned.

Senator Hansen f
Senator HANSEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I Was in Japan in Jan-

uary of this year, and when we called attention to the disparity in ex-

34-870---78-2
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ports from Japan to the United States as contrasted with those from
the United States to Japan and the increasing and unabated problems
we were having in balance of payments and the decline of the dollar,
the typical response that we got from our Japanese friends was that our
whole problem over here was energy. If we would get an energy bill
passed, we sould do away with our problems. They intimated Mat if
we would cme up with an energy rogram, the other trade problems
and balance of trade problems, wot-d fade away. I don't agree.

I want to read from the Oil Daily Tuesday, August 1, 1978, and
to quote Treasury Under-secretary Anthi ony Solomon. He said that the
economy is headed for a long period of stability with modest growth,
slowing inflation and less threat of job losses from Japanese imports.

I hope he is right. But most significant, I think, in this article from
which am quoting now, is this statement: "Total oil imports in 1977
were 3.18 billion barrels. For the first 6 months of 1977, imports were
1.640 billion barrels, compared with 1.450 barrels so far this year."

It goes on to point out that the U.S.-trade deficit has dropped be-
cause, primarily, of the decline in oil imports from the $2.2 billion def-
icit in May of this year to a $1.6 billion in June of this year.

In the New York Daily News, for Friday, July 28, a signed column
by Louis Rukeystr states'that Robert L. Marks of Siff, Oakley, Marks,
Ii., a firm of independent economic and investment counselors in New
York point out that oil imports this year did not increase as had earlier
been predicted by the administration. Instead of being 4 percent or
above, the increase in energy consumption last year was roughly 2
percent. And he also pointed out that that is pretty good for a year
in which real economic growth was nearly 5 percent.

I call attention to these two stories to say that we are only fooling
ourselves if we go along with the argument made that our problems
stem from the lack of an energy policy. The law of supply and demand
ig still working and has brought about some diminution in energy
consumption.

But we cannot get away from the fact that we have been plagued
with a great amount of imports of manufactured goods from other
countries, and Qpecifically from Japan. And I know I have heard the
distinguished chairman of this committee say to our Japanese friends
and to our friends in Europe that we must either expect them to buy
more from us, or we are going to buy less from them. I agree.

I think the American people are becoming very tired of our failure
in trading policy to come to grips with that problem.

I listened closely to the questions asked by the Senator from
Georgia, Mr. Talmadge, and I want to repeat again, do you have any
specific plans as representatives of the United States in these trade
negotiations to either see that we buy less from them, or that they
must buy more from us?

Mr. SMITI. Senator Hansen. when the President made his address
concerning inflation, one of the things which, perhaps, passed un-
noticed-or less noticed-was the fact that he asked the Secretary of
Commerce to put together a task force to develop an export policy
which would try to address some of the problems that we are facing
abroad in exporting.That, in turn, was given to Assistant Secretary Frank Weil of the
Department of Commerce and a task force was established and a report
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was compiled and submitted to the White House, I think around
July 21 or 22, regarding a more vigorous national export policy.

It is very clear that that, of course, would include textiles. From a
textile point of view, sir, it is quite correct that we must do more in
the export side of exporting of textiles and apparel. There is a future
out there. We know it-at least we believe we know it. We have been
on the scene in a number of countries, and there is a demand for Amer-
ican products, which we feel, with more aggressive marketing and
salesmanship by our industry, can be taken advantage of.

As to whether one tells someone that if you do not buy more, we
will buy less, that is a larger trade issue, sir, which I am not competent
to address. We have made it known to our major textile trading friends
that, as far as we were concerned, in textiles, that we expected their
nontariff barriers to be eliminated or reduced quickly; that we could
not continue to have a trade deficit along these lines and these mag-
nitudes that we have had without at least having an opportunity to
sell our products over there. And I speak primarily of Hong Kong,
Korea, Taiwan, Singapore, and Japan.

We do, however, feel-and I reiterate here-that there is a market
there for the textile industry to go out and attack.

Senator H.AxsEN. I have talked with Senator Thurmond, who will
testify very shortly that he wrote the President expressing his concern
over the import of textiles, and over the fact that the imports were

*coming in at a much sharper rate than was reflected by the growth
in the domestic industry. The administration responded that the pur-
pose of the tariff reductions is to increase competition and lower con-
sumer prices.

And I think we have gotten things all twisted up when we look my-
.opically, as I believe is being (lone now, in considering the salutory
effect that imports are going to have on domestic prices here and fail
to consider, as I now charge is being done, and the effect it is having

-on jobs.
Thank y.ou, Mr. Chairman.
Senator RbICOFF. Thank you, gentlemen.
Gentlemen, there is no reason lor you to stay at the witness table. I

think yoju ought to be present throughout this entire hearing, because
-certainly what is being said here should have influence upon your
thinking at the negotiations are coming to a conclusion in Geneva.

['he prepared statement of Mr. Smith follows:]

.STATEMENT OF MINISTER MICHAEL B. SMITH, CHIEF TEXTILE NEGOTIATOR, OFFICE
OF THE SPECIAL REPRESENTATIVE FOR TRADE NEGOTIATIONS, EXECUTIVE OFFICE
OF TIE PRESIDENT

* Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee: I am Michael B. Smith,
Chief Textile Negotiator in the Office of the Special Representative for Trade
Negotiations, tAmbassador Robert S. Strauss. We welcome this opportunity to
report the Administration's position on S. 2920. This bill, introduced by Senator
Hollings, would amend the Trade Act of 1974 to broaden its list of mandatory
statutory exemptions from tariff reductions to include textiles and apparel.
Culrrently the Trade Act exempts from negotiations only those items on which
reductions in duties would threaten national security and those items where
import relief action under section 203 of the Trade Act is in effect.

The Administration is strongly opposed to S. 2920 for a number of reasons
which I would like to spell out in some detail.

First, it is important, I believe to review what this and previous Administra-
tions have done to assist the U.S. textile and apparel industry to resolve its
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import problems. In 1961, the Kennedy Administration successfully negotiated it
Short Term Arrangement for Cotton. In 1962, this was expanded into a Long
Term Arrangement. In 1973, after three renewals of the ITA, the first Multi-
fiber Textile Arrangement was negotiated successfully, largely at U.S. initiative.
In 1977, the MFA was renewed, again largely at U.S. initiative. Both the [I.
and the MFA are unique. No other American industrial sector has been given
such a GATT-approved exemption from international trading rules, and no other
U.S. industry enjoys this form of protection.

Second, we have negotiated under both the LTA and the MFA a wide ranging
series of bilateral import restraint agreements with the principal low-cost sup-
pliers. Indeed, more than 75% of all our textile and apparel imports are covered
by these agreements. No other American industry enjoys such a wide range of
import restraint agreements-either now or over the past 16 years. And because
of these agreements, since the first all fiber agreements were negotiated in 1971
and 1972, imports from all sources have actually declined, The peak year is not

M977 or 1978 in terms of imports. The peak year was 1972. and annual imports
since then have not matched that peak.

Third, on overall terms, our textile and apparel tariffs are the highest among
developed countries, and the U.S. texile and apparel industry has the highest
tariffs of any American Indust, iai secto:.

Hence Mr. Chairman, our domestic industry now enjoys three levels of protec-
tion. either unique in themselves or greater than any other American industry-
the MFA, the 18 bilateral agreements and 11 consultation agreements, and high
tariffs. In addition, under section 503 of the Trade Act, the industry is exempted
from the prospect of cotton, wool, and man-made fiber imports subject to textile
agreements being granted GSP.

A brief compaTison between market conditions in the textile and apparel in-
dustry, including the terms of import restrictions under the MFA, on the one
hand, and market conditions of products granted import relief under section
203, Including the terms of that relief, on the other hand, reveal some significant
differences. These differences Include: rate of growth in imports; import to con-
sumption ratios; trade balances; duration of relief; injury vs. threat of market
disruption criteria for relief and product specific vs. comprehensive application
of relief.

Current items subject to import relief under section 203 include specialty
steel. non rubber footwear, color televisions and citizens band radios. For the
leriod 1972-1978, the quantity of these imports increased by the followijng
percentages:

Percent
Specialty steel ------------------------------------------------- 35
Nonrubber footwear --------------------------------------------- 13.
Color television sets -------------------------------------------- 115
CB radios -------------------------------------------------- 2,030

duringg the same period the quantity of textile and apparel imports decreased
by 17.6 percent.

Imports as a percentage of domestic consumption in 1976 of these items are as
follows:

Perce t
Specialty stcel ----------------------------------------------- 18
Nonrubber footwear ------------------------------------------- 40
Color television sets ------------------------------------------ 36.9
CB radios --------------------------------------------------- 89

At the same time the ratio of !mports to apparent domestic consumption of
textiles and apparel is approximately 11 percent.

Mr. Chairman, it is often asserted that textile and appa-el imports have in-
creased. As I indicated earlier, this is not so compared to 1972. Even ATMI in
its estimate for 1978 projects imports in 1978 at lower levels than 1972-six years
ago. It is also often asserted that hundreds of thousands of jobs have been lost
by textile imports. Actually, since 1966, employment has declined by 76,400 and
in 1978 has actually increased some 12,000 over 1977. And, the mill sector has
enjoyed a surplus balance of trade for the last four years.

But import figures are debatable, and seldom convince anyone. More to the
point is the question as to whether the Government Is responding to the legitimate
requests of the industry. The American textile industry has, thanks to the Carter
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Administration, more bilateral import restraint than heretofore, a renewed MFA,
the offer of only very modest tariff reductions, and a commitment to help assure
the long term health and viability of the industry. It is unreasonable for this
industry to ask for still further protection, for an exclusion from the MTN which
no other industry sector has, or has so vigorously sought.

In comparing textiles and apparel with other mandatory exceptions, it also
should be noted that producers of items granted relief under other provisions
of the Trade Act can expect that this relief will be temporary, to be used as an
aid to adjustment to competition, whereas the textile industry has enjoyed pro-
tection for 16 years. The most recently renewed MFA is under study already for
another renewal when it expires in three-and-one-half years, and the major
bilaterals just renegotiated have five year terms beginning January 1, 1978. We
expect these bilaterals will continue after then.

Further, producers of other excepted items have had to show that imports
were a substantial cause of serious injury or the threat thereof; the MFA and
bilaterals under it are based only on the less-onerous test of market disruption or
the threat thereof. Finally, the other statutory exceptions are product-specific
in nature, while S. 2920 would exempt an entire industrial sector.

As a result of these significant differences, the Administration does not believe
that textile and apparel items should be added to the list of mandatory exemp-
tions. We support the view of the drafters of the Trade Act that decisions regard-
ing textile tariffs, as well as other unspecified product tariffs, should be left to the
discretion of the President.

I would like to take this opportunity to record our overall strategy in the
MTN for tariffs affecting industrial products and show how textile tariffs fit into
that strategy. I believe it will indicate that the Administration has exercised its
discretion reasonably and prudently regarding textile and apparel tariffs.

The strategy behind our initial tariff offer was to encourage other countries to
make equally significant offers and thus begin the negotiation process at a mean-
ingful level. We did this with the full expectation that there would be adjust-
ments downward in our offer if we did not receive reciprocity from our trading
partners, which unfortunately to date we do not have. However, If we had not
made a meaningful offer to begin with, our chances of gaining increased access
for U.S. products in foreign markets would have been made much more difficult.
An exemption for textiles and apparel could only encourage other countries to
take similar action, not only on textiles but also on many other items of export
interest to us, thus virtually nullifying the chances for a successful MTN.

Had the agreed Swiss formula for initial tariff offers been strictly applied to
textiles and apparel, the average tariff on these items would have been cut by
60 percent. The United States chose not to strictly apply that formula to textiles.
Under our initial offer, the average textile and apparel duty was reduced 25.5
percent, or less than half the called-for reduction. Assuming a ten-year phasing
in of the duty reduction, the average apparel duty would be reduced about one-
half a percentage point per year. The average mill product or non-apparel item
would be reduced at less than I percentage point per year, This fall we will be
entering the final stages of the negotiations in which further downward adjust-
ment in our offer will be made. Due to the confidential nature of the negotiations,
I am not at liberty to discuss our contemplated adjustments in open session.

Mr. Chairman, the Administration has tabled a textile and apparel tariff offer
in full awareness of Industry's stated opposition but, equally, in full awareness
that a successful MTN will depend on each trading partner's ability to limit
to the absolute minimum the number of industry-wide exclusions or exceptions.
No other trading partner has refused to put textiles and apparel on the table,
and we have good reason to believe that had we refused to place textiles and
apparel on the MTN table, the chances for a successful MTN would be enormously
complicated.

Further, Mr. Chairman, the textile and apparel offer we did table was ex-
tremely modest In comparison with other industrial sectors. Textiles and apparl
arcount for approximately 10% of dutiable trade, yet our Initial offer In this
sector accounted for more than 50% of the total exceptions and less-than-formula
cuts for the entire industrial sector. Hence, In order for the U.S. to meet the
overall Swiss guideline on the tariff formula, we had to offer deeper cuts in other
Industrial sectors to balance out the lower cuts for textiles and Apparel.

This bill, If passed, Mr. Chairman, would unleash similar demands from scores
of other Industries. The chances for a successful MTN conclusion-a negotiation
being entered into as a result of the Trade Act passed by Congress--wonld ob-
viously be seriously jeopardized. Our overriding national Interest, as recognlted
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by Congress, Is the overall liberalization of international trade-not just the-
liberalization of trade into the U.S. but the liberalization of trade from the U:..
to other lands. We believe that our tariff offer fully balances the specific, legiti-
mate needs of the domestic textile and apparel industry while meeting the overaW
objectives of the Trade Act.

Mr. Chairman, I would be pleased to take your questions.

Senator RmiCOFF. We welcome you, Senator Hollings. You are the
principal sponsor of S. 2920 and your smiling persistence is the main
cause of this hearing.

Senator HoLINos. Well, your good understanding and your-
friendship and good leadership are responsible-yours and also the-
members of your committee. We are really honored, Mr. Chairman,
and indebted to you and the membership of this committee, because we-
know the crunch of legislation and concerns before you, with tax re-
form and all of the other many measures.

STATEMENT OF HON. ERNES F. HOLLINGS, A U.S. SENATOR FROM
THE STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA

Senator HOLLINGS. We know that you have heard us on the matter-
of textiles throughout the years, and we are fully aware that you, your-
self have sponsored, long before I came to the Congress, measures of'
this kind. Senator Talmadge has been a Special Representative of the
General Agreement Tariff and Trade Negotiations in Geneva, and.
Senator Hansen has been a lea aer in this field.

So each of you are far moro familiar than I am, but I would like tO-
try to bring Just one perspective at this particular time. I apologize
for not being here at 9:30, because Senator Roth and I and Senator-
Moynihan, who is also a cosponsor, have another measure on the floor.

I would ask unanimous consent, if the committee please, that my
prepared remarks be inserted in the record.

Senator TALMADOE. Without objection, your entire statement will be
included in the record.

Senator HOLLINGS. I will go to just a couple of things.
One, the basic industry, Mr. Chairman. When you were remarking'

upon the basic nature of this industry, I remembered, candidate Ken-
nedy wrote in August 1960 that this was a critical problem. We had
struck out before the Tariff Commission in June of that summer, and'
John F. Kennedy, as a Senator, was struggling with the flow of jobs
overseas--manufacturing jobs in Massachusetts and New England and
Cohnecticut, and the South.

But that is not the way thing are determined. We have to have A
hearing and decide it is a critical problem. And so, when he was elected'-
we had a Cabinet committee appointed under the old OCDM-the
Office of Civil Defense Mobilization-to determine that textiles were-
important to our national security and they were being jeopardized"
by the loss of jobs. It was also found that textiles were fundamental to-
the economy and security of the country.

We had the Secretaries of State and Defense; we had the Secretaries-
of Commerce and Labor; and we had the Secretary of Treasury,
Douglas Dillon. I remember we had sort of a sub-Cabinet committee
at the time. Hickman Price, an old colleague of the distinguished
chairman himself, Senator Long, and myself worked together, and Weo
brought the witnesses. And we had not just a morning of hearings, .bq
we had weeks on end of hearings in February, March, and April.
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And, on May 7, 1961, President Kennedy announced his seven-point
textile program. He found what? He found it was basic. And we look
today and we find it is the largest manufacturing employer in this
country of ours. One out of every eight manufacturing jobs is in
textiles.

We found it, next to steel, second most important to our national
security. And we found that it was in jeopardy and that jobs were
flowing out-there was a hemorrhaging, an export of jobs, and not just
of textiles.

At the time that we met in the Fish Room at the White House, and
President Kennedy announced his seven-point program, I will never
forget how he was trying to describe this. He said look, "We have been
losing jobs," and he was giving all the statistical information, and lie
said, "We right now this year would break even on imports and ex-
ports for the first time." We have always had a balance of trade in
favor of textiles up until 1961, but he says if this trend continues, it is
projected as a result of these hearings that we will have a deficit of $200
million in the balance of trade in textiles alone, and he said we just
cannot take that in manufactured goods, and suffer that kind of an
injury.

Well, we look today and we have come down the road now to bring
everything into focus, and 'we find oil is not the principal villain in this
balance of trade. It is manufactured goods and other trade that is the-
major part, of the deficit.

And we took at textiles alone and I think the deficit in 1976 was $2.6.
billion. By last year. Senator Hansen, it had grown to $3.4 billion, and
right here in the first 5 months of this year, we see a 76-percent in-
crease in the importation of textile goods over the last year.

So, running at the present rate, it is going to be a $4.4 billion textile
trade deficit. And it is projected in the economists reports of $5 billion.
Well, that is jobs. Those statistics can impress some, but what im-
presses most is the fact that we have 375,000 textile workers in June of
this year who are either out of a job or underemployed.

Now, we have come down in unemployment, and President Carter
has made a magnificent record, creating, I think they say now, 4.3
million new jobs in America.

But when we sit there on the Budget Committee, Senator Long, we
try to say, now, wait a minute. The reason we are runing this deficit is
that we are trying to give some incentive and stimulus to the economy,
and we had better continue with CETA and we had better continued
with public works, and we had better have a little over here in counter
cyclical. And as we are trying to fill up the tub of unibmployment, we:
have just to plug the thing up in textiles. It is flowing out faster than-
we can fill it up at the Budget Committee.

We are intentionally trying to put on a deficit on the one hand, try-
ing to get the jobs, and on the other hand, all we have to do is plug this
hole.

When we went over to the Secretary of Commerce to help her phlg
the hole, we found that she could not 6veri answer the questions, and I
say that most respectfully.

We said, look at the bilaterals and the lax enforcement. They said;.
well, how do you prove that ? All we proved is that we are losing busi-
ness and jobs with every one of our bilaterals. We found that they did'
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not have the information in the Commerce Department over the many
years to administer the bilateral agreements, and so now we are putting
in $3 million in the budget so they can buy a computer and we can do
like Britain and the European Economic Community and everyone
else and come in and get that information, so we do not have to wait
for 6 months-by then the injuryis so damaging that it is futile to try
to do anything.

We are trying all of these'4her things but, in the meantime, we
find other difficulties-and I am being most respectful and in ad-
miration, really, of my friend Ambassador Strauss. I love his per-
sonality, his character, and his talent, but I do not like his approach,
his attitude, and his treatment of textiles. -

There is not any question about it, he is taking this on as just-oh,
like the old woman who lived in the shoe, I have so many troubles I
do not know what to do, and this is just another one. If I can just
pull Hollings along, pat him down and tell him I am going to look
out for him, and if I can take care of Morris Bryan down there in
Jefferson, Ga., and take care of the other good Democrats, and let the
rest of the Republican textile people just suffer, that is enough.

Thot is exactly what we have been getting.
When we tel him, on the one hand, how serious it is, he says, "I

am looking, I am working, I am looking." He says it really does not
have any significance. But then when we put it on the table, it has all
the significance in the world. It will destroy the trade negotiations.

The truth of the matter is that what we are asking for is what the
Congress has already found and, just in the slip, did not provide in
the Trade Act of 1974. We said there that when injury had been found
under section 203, there is entitlement to escape clause relief under the
export laws. As a result, we then eliminate them from any tariff cut
rounds in negotiations.

So, color TV, footwear, CB radios, and specialty steel are not on
the table in Geneva by congressional determination. Our only trouble
was we did not wait until 1974 in textiles; we started in 1961, a decade
ahead of that.

And there was not any Trade Act, obviously, in 1961. There was
the Agricultural Act of i956, under section 204, that we found injury
and were entitled to the special treatment.

So we are simply saying in S. 2920 give us what has already been
found and is really becoming worse and worse, and do not give us
this conversation that I just heard a moment ago abont how we have
to be more aggressive in marketing and salesmanship. I heard that
malarkey 16 and 17 years ago. It is like taking a man with a broken
leg and saving, "Milk is good for the bone stncture. It has calcium
in it, and All you need do is drink milk and it will help your bone."
We have a broken leg. We have to set this thing. We need emergency
treatment to get it fixed. before we start running around looking for
a miart of milk, or this nonsense about salesmanship.

You cannot tell me American businessmen are not aggressive. Some "
of them might have gotten fat. but they are struggling, and they are
competing. And the only way they can compete--I want to tell you
how competitive they are-is move to Japan. That is what they are
doing.
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I got a Christmas present. It was a handkerchief from the Philip-
pines. I called up my textile friends and said. "My gosh, you moved"-
h said, "Do not say anything to anybody." He said they do not know
I am over there. Hide that handkerchief. They have gone to Indonesia.
They are competitive. I know how competitive they are. I am losing
them. I am losing them right and left.

We are going broke. Another mill in Greenville, S.C., closed last
week. They arc closing down right and left. We are going out of busi-
ness. It is at the rate of $4.4 billion, Mr. Chairman. It is going to go
to $5 billion, and I do not know what we have to do to get it off the
table there and do not give us the political treatment about how we
are going to be nice with you and we are going to look out for you.
I do not want to be looked out for. I want to be excluded from Geneva.
That is all.

Senator Rmncorr. I am going to exclude myself from asking you
questions because we have a very long witness list and we are going to
be pretty busy on the floor, andI do not know whether we are going
to have an opportunity for additional hearings and I have some very
distinguished gentlemen who should be heard today.

Senator Long, do you have any questions?
Senator Loxo. I just want to get one little word in here, and that

is that this year we may have a $40 billion trade deficit. We are not
talking about millions-a $40 billion deficit. Nobody is going to take
our paper money after awhile because tkey will wonder about our
ability or our sincerity about making it good.

Now, we are not going to let those people buy the whole United
States. They are bringing money in here to invest it in just anything
that looks like it might maintain its value for awhile. They are paying,
in some parts of the country, big prices for farmland and other things.
You are familiar with some of that.

But we are not going to turn the United States over to them to
redeem that paper. We are not going to give our country away.

Before we do that kind of thing, we will have to do like the French
did and just make the currency good by moving the decimal point over.
They made 100 old francs equal to I new franc.

France did that, Senator, so now you do not have to carry as many
francs around. You can keep up with the numerals on the currency.

But as long as countries want to do business-everybody is calling
on us. The Japanese want us to buy less energy. And then somebody
else wants us to buy less Japanese commodities. Everybody wants to
balance our accounts by cutting down with the other guy, but for
their account, they want us to buy more. So that the only way we will
ever get, this thing under control at some point is to say, look, I cannot
do business with you.

We are not going to negotiate away our deficit because, as far as
every one of these countries is concerned, that has a surplus in trading
with us, our deficit is their profit. They are not going to voluntarily
give it away. You are just kidding yourself to think you are going to*
get anywhere with this bad situation while you are doing all of that.'

So if we are going to have to do something to keep the United
States solvent with our balance of payments, we will have to move
into some of these areas where we are importing things.
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If I had my way, we would produce a great deal more energy, but
you would not balance it even if you were producing all your energy.
You would still have about a $20 billion deficit.
. And we cannot produce that much energy in the short run. It will

take time. That vi l take years.
So if you are going to try to keep your nose above the water and to

reduce this deficit, you are going to have to do it in some of these areas
where you can produce something, and that is, of course, one of the
areas that you are speaking for here.

Senator HOLLINGS. That is right, Senator, and I appreciate it. I
know the New York Times reported on July 5 that from January
through May, the United States bought $19.1 billion in machinery and
transport equipment from overseas, and $18.2 billion in manufactured
goods. Energy came in third, at $15.9 billion. The first two categories
are more than double the petroleum deficit. The figures updated
through June are, respectively, $23.3 billion for machinery and trans-
port, $22.1 billion for manufactured, and $20.6 billion for fuel.

Senator RIBICOFF. Senator HansenV
Senator HA'SEN. Mr. Chairman, I am a cosponsor of Senator

Hollings' bill and I want to compliment him on his stateqIpnt. I have
long been concerned about the textile and the apparel impoit problem,
not only on its merits, but because of the importance of the textile
industry of this country to the many woolgrowers in my own State of
W coming.

Wool production, as recently as 1977, provided the livelihood for
more than 6,000 persons in Wyoming and their families and the people
who are dependent on them to purchase supplies, equipment, feed, and
so forth.

Now I also recognize the importance of the textile apparel complex
to the economy of the United States as the largest single employer in
manufacturing.

I also want to compliment you, Senator Hollings, on another point
you made, and that is that while these changes that are being proposed
in the textile and apparel tariffs would be catastrophic, the fact is
that this industry is already in deep trouble.

Thank you for a very excellent statement.
Senator HOLLIN-s. Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Senator Hollings follows:]

STATEMENT O' SENATOR HOLLINoS

I appreciate the opportunity which the Subcommittee has accorded me to
appear this morning to tell the Committee why I introduced S. 2920, why 82
Senators have already Joined as co-sponso-s, and why I think this is urgently
needed legislation. I know the current legislative session is getting late. I know
we have a full calendar before we adjourn. But I also know that unless action
is taken to pass this bill, together with the House, we, as members of the Congress,
will be permitting irreparable harm to be done to 2.3 million textile and apparel

workers located throughout the length and breadth of this country.
I Introduced this bill and many of my colleagues have co-sponsored It with me

because of the fact that the Administration is rushing headlong In Geneva to
-cut tariffs on textile and apparel products to the point where the future of this
industry will be in real jeopardy. You will hear this morning from representa-
tives of 15 industry and labor organizations in support of this legislation. They
will be able to tell you first-hand of the problems they see arising out of the

-contemplated tariff cuts in Geneva. They will tell you of their efforts to try.to
persuade the Administration not to impose this terrible burden on the workers
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:-'aid firms in this Industry. I ask you to listen to them carefully and take heed,
'because this may be our last opportunity to prevent a terrible wrong from taking
place.

The situation-thus far in 1078 is a good indication of what more will happen
if tariffs are cut. What has occurred thus far In 1978 has taken place even before
a single tariff on textiles and apparel has been cut in Geneva. In the first six
months of 1978. the textile and apparel trade deficit was 70 percent above the
• deficit for the first five months of 1977. It is running now at an annual rate of-
$4.4 billion, $1 billion higher than last year. According to the Wall Street
Journal, the U.S. textile trade negotiator said last week in the Far East that he
estimates the textile and apparel trade deficit this year will reach the astro-
nonical figure of $5 billion.

In the first five months of this year, apparel imports increased 25 percent
above the level of a year ago. Fabric imports were up 35 percent. Yarn imports
were ulp 25 percent. These are staggering figures. They tell us what is In store
for this industry if the Administration goes ahead with its plans to cut the
tariffs on textiles and apparel in Geneva.

There are almost 21/ million workers in this industry. They work in 29,000
plants throughout ttie country. Yes, we have a large concentration of these
plants and these Jobs in my state. They are the backbone of our economy. But
let us not forget that apparel and textile plants are located In every state in the
Union, and that metropolitan areas of the Northeast, which can ill afford more
unemployed, also have major concentrations of these plants. Over a quarter of
the workers in this industry are minorities: blacks and hispanics. Almost two-
thirds are women. The industry employs people who may not be able to get jobs
easily in other Industries. Where would the 330,000 cotton farmers and the
100,000 wool growers of our country be without the textile and apparel industry?
,ad to say, import levels today have displaced 400,000 American jobs. Still, the
textile and apparel complex is the largest employer of manufacturing labor in the
United States. It accounts for one of every eight manufacturing jobs. This
industry, clearly, is the linchpin of a large part of this couiltry's economic growth
and health. S. 2920 will help keep it that way.

Let me tell you what S. 2920 does and what it does not do. This bill corrects
what I consider to be a major oversight in the drafting of the Trade Act of 1974.

'That legislation correctly exempts Industries receiving Import relief under the"escape clause" from tariff cuts in the trade negotiations authorized by the Act.
We know that only five Industries out of 31 to date which have gone through the
"escape clause" procedure have received import relief. These are footwear,
specialty steel. color TV's, CB radios, and ceramic tableware.

These industries generally have gotten their import relief in the form of
orderly marketing agreements. What is an orderly marketing agreement? It is
synonymous with the government.to-government bilateral agreements that exist

* on textiles and apparel under the Multifiber Arrangement( M SA). There are 18
such textile and apparel bilateral agreements or, as they say in the Trade Act,
orderly marketing agreeements. Yet, the textile and apparel industry which has
the same form of import relief, only through a different statute, Section 204 of
the Agricultural Act of 1956, isn't automatically exempted from tariff cuts while
.the other Industries are exempted. In this fair? Certainly not. It is neither fair
to the workers and firms of the textile and apparel industry. nor is it fair and
equitable trade policy. S. 2920 would correct this situation by providing for the
exemption of textiles and apparel from tariff cuts just the way any Industry
which receives Import relief under the "escape cause" ts exempted. Let me em-
phasize. too, that S. 2,20 is confined to textile and apparel products. It Includes
nothing else.

The theory behind the exemption for the industries receiving import relief
under the "escape clause" is certainly sound. If an Industry has been hurt so
-badly by imports. it does not make sense to compound that harm or to offset the
import relief it has won by lowering tariffs and encouraging more Imnorts of
these products into the United States. So the theory Is sound. but it should apply

-to All Industries receiving Import relief, not only to those receiving Import relief
under the "escape clause."

Mr. Chairman. since the Second World War, the United States has been on a
binge. We have exported our jobs, our dollars. our technology. We have exported
our economic preeminence, and we have been without a realistic trade policy for
Longer than T can remember. Here Is an Industry declared by the Defense DepArt-,
ment to be the second-most important to our nation 1 4efense-coming only after
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steel. And yet we allow plants to close, jobs to disappear, and we have 0Q.eno&
the floodgates to a suffocating tide of foreign imports. And now, Mr. Chairman,
comes the Administration with proposals for cutting tariffs! It is enough to-ake
a mind boggle!

Our American textile industry can be completely competitive in a fair trade-
environment. It has modernized its facilities; Its plant and equipment enable it
to hold its own-if we don't completely stack the deck in favor of other countries.
And that is what we have unfortunately been doing. To be free, trade needs also.
to be fair. But when foreign governments underwrite and subsidize and in dozens
of ways sUpport their own home textile industries, then we must ask where the
equity is. And when we are talking about low-wage countries to boot-with the
Korean textile worker receiving hourly compensation of 55¢ while our textile
worker gets $4.53-the situation becomes just about impossible. There are those
who call it free trade. But all it bolls down to is a head-in-the-sands economic
policy whereby we give the freedom and others get the trade.

Let's head down the right road for a change. It makes no sense to spend bil-
lions to create jobs and then turn right around and pursue a trade policy that
eliminates them faster than they can be created. No one else in this world is
going to look after America's well-being. It's our job to do. We still have the
chance. late in the day though it is. But if we keep going down the dangerous
road of give-away and of cave-in to the one-sided trade policies of our coinpeti-
tors, then we court peril for our nation. And I say this not to be dramatic, but to
express my very genuine concern. We pay all too little heed to our trade situation.
We have proposals and initiatives and bills for just about every conceivable
approach to cure our country's ills-but where is our trade policy, where are
the policies to develop exports, where is the willingness to use some plain business
sense to put in place the kind of realistic trade policy which iAmerica must have
If it Is to remain competitive and prosperous?

I ask tihe Subcommittee not to allow the textile and apparel industry to be the
sacrificial lamb of the Administration in Geneva. I ask you not to allow this
industry to be placed &i much in jeopardy that the jobs of its workers and tLe"
future of the firms in the industry will be In serious doubt, I urge my colleagues
on the Subcommittee to report-S. 2920 favorably. I ask you to help me work for
its passage before this Congress adjourns. I ask this of you in the name of fair-
ness and equity. I ask this of you for the 21h million workers whose future liveli-
hoods depend upon what you do.

Senator IIAN WNE. May I ask unanimous consent that a statement by
Philip Farrell on belialt of the National Woolgrowers' Association be-
fore this subcommittee be inserted in the record?

Senator RmicoFF. Without objection.
Senator 1ANS,Ex. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The material referred to follows:]

STATEMENT OF PHILLIP FARRELL, oN BEHALF OF THE NATIONAL WOOL
GROWERs ASSOCIATION

I an Phillip Farrell. I live in Madras. Oregon, where my two sons and I have
a diversified but very intensive operation, on which sheep play an important
role on our family farm.

My statement is submitted on behalf of the National Wool Growers Assocla-
t!on of which I am Chairman. The Association represents the 100,000 producers
of raw wool in the United States.

We greatly appreciate this olplrtunity to testify in favor of Senator Hollings'
hill, S. 2920. which would amend the Trade Act of 1974 to exclude textile and
apparel products from consideration for tariff reductions in the Multilateral
Trade Negotiations. We are pleased to note that this legislation is co-sponsored
by 31 Senators representing widespread geographical support.

Wool is grown In all states of the Union, principally in Texas. California, the
Rocky Mountain states and certain mid-westrn states, where its production is
vital to the economies of these states.

We fully support testimony presented to the Subcommittee by the Northern
Textile As-sociation, the American Textile Manufacturers Institute, and other
textile and apparel organizations.

The wool manufacturing industry in this country provides the only market
for domestically-produced raw wool. Therefore, the welfare of the domestic wool



textile industry is directly related to the welfare of our wool-growing industry.
We strongly believe that further injury to the U.S. wool textile industry must be
prevented. It is clear that a reduction in existing tariff levels on imported wool
lextiles and products will further damage an industry long characterized by
heavy Import penetration and by imports rising at the most rapid rate of any
erctor within the textile industry.

Statements submitted to this Committee have outlined in detail the long period
of decline in the wool sector of the U.S. textile industry which began in the
1950*s. I will not repeat these statistics here except to reemphasize that in
human terms this decline has meant the loss of 34.600 jobs since 1958 in the
broad woven textile mills alone. These are Jobs provided by mills usually located
in rural communities where the 1ill often constitutes the principal source of
employment.

The serious nature of the wool import problem was recognized during the
Kennedy Round when tariffs were not reduced on imported wool textiles and
products. )espite the maintenance of those tariffs, import penetration of the
wool textile market-i.e. woven wool cloth and apparel-has risen from 12%
in 1962 to 37% last year. This is a situation which should not be tolerated.

It'i. important to note that Congressional enactment and extension of the
National Wool Act of 1954 Is based on the premise that the production of raw
wol in this country is essential to national security. It is clear that the value
of raw wool to our security will be meaningless unless this country maintains a
capability to manufacture wool into useful textile products,

Under these circumstances, a reduction of existing tariffs would be uncon-P-eionable. We agree with Senator Hollings' observations that it is Inconsistency
of the worst kind to accord relief to textile goods under Section 204 of the
Agriculture Act while, at the same time, undermining relief by cutting tariffs.
, senator Hollings' bill, S. 2920, simply recognizes that textiles and apparel
Should be placed on an equal basis with other endangered products such as shoes,
television sets, and stainless steel. We urge the subcommittee to act favorably
and expeditiously on this vital legislation.

I would like to thank the committee for this opportunity to present our views.
Senator RiBICOFF. Our next witness will be Senator Strom

Thurniond.
Senator Thurmond?
Senator Tiu.xuimn/ . Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.

STATEMENT OF HON. STROM THURMOND, A U.S. SENATOR FROM
THE STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA

Senator Tiu~t Na.,-. Mr. Chairman and distinguished members of
the committee. I am pleased to have this opportunity to appear before
the Subcommittee on International Trade of the Committee on Fi-
nance in support of S. 2920.

This bill antends section 127(b) of the Trade Act of 1974 to pro-
hibit the reduction or elimination in trade negotiations of duties or
import restrictions on certain imrported textiles or textile products. I
.mn a cosponsor of this legislation and I feel immediate action is
imperative.

I want to repeat-1I sincerely feel that imjpediate action is impera-
tive to protect the textile and apparel industries from the growing on-
slaught of imports.

The textile and apparel industries are the oldest and. largest manu-
facturing concern in the United States. They are. vitally important. to
tile economic health of our Nation. Declared by the Department of
Defense to be the second most important, behind steel, to our national
defense, the textile and apparel industries provide one out of every
,eight manufacturing jobs.
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The textile industry employs nearly 1 million people. Another 11/4,
million Americans work in apparel manufacturing. When all allied.
industries are included-mannade fiber, raw cotton and wool produc-
tion, transportation, machinery and chemical manufacturing-nearly
3 million people rely on the fiber, textile, and apparel industries for-
eml)loyment.

Historically. the growth rate of the textile industry has been 4.t,
percent annually. Economists predict that the industry will continue.
to grow until the year 2000 bitt will slow to about 3 percent annually,
However, under the current multifiber agreement-MFA-textile-
and apparel imports into the United States are permitted to increase
at a rate of 6 percent annually.

Presently, some 18 of the U.S. textile industry's bilateral trade pacts
with other'nations will expire this year, including those of the 4 largest
exporters to the United States: Honk Kong, Taiwan, Japanl, and South
Korea. The industry is pressing for greater protection under the bi-.
laterals, while the Carter administration is pushing for a 60-percent
cut in tariffs over the next 8 years.

According to economic forecasters, if tariffs should be cut in half, ivo&.
can expect a loss of some 500,000 U.S. textile and apparel jobs by 1990.

Additionally, the "ripple effect" of lost jobs in supplier industries.-
sich as fibers', and less spending ly those out of work, could mean more
than 2 million jobs-I repeat, 2 million jobs-by 199)0.

As you can see, Mr. Chairman, a tariff reduction of this magnitude
holds serious implications to those employed in the textile and apparel
industry, not to speak of other related industries.

On two occasions last year, I wrote President Carter: Once urging -
that the import ,rowth rate be held to a rate no greater than the do-
mestic industry growth rate; and second, to urge that tariffs not be cut.

The administration responded that the purpose of the tariff reduc-
tions are to increase competition and lower consuner prices. flowever,
a recent Library of Congress study has shown that markups on import
groods appear to be higher than on domestic products. In other words,
the consumer does not necessarily get a lower price becai.-e of increased
competition.

I think this was clearly brought out, in the joint labor/industry press
conference on textile imports held on June 29, 1978.

Mr. Chairman, it is the high and rising volume of textile imports
with the resulting trade deficit, that is a primary cause of inflation.
In the first quarter of this year, the overall trade deficit was $12.2 bil-
lion. The textile apparel trade deficit, which, in 1977 was $3.4 billion,
is now running at an annual rate of $4.4 billion. We'simply cannot
bring inflation under control and stop the erosion of the dollar, if the
United States continues to follow, in Geneva, trade policies of tariff
reductions.

Mr. Chairman, I urge the subcommittee to act quickly on this needed
legislation, S. 2920. We cannot continue to lose American textile and
apparel jobs to imports, while giving no benefit to-the American con-
sumer. We.must have a textile and apparel trade policy that works to
reduce the, trade deficit and strengthen the U.S. dollar.

We must act on S. '2920 during this Congress.
Mr. Chairman, in closing, I want to say that this is my 24th year in

the United States Senate. Since I have been here, I have seen many
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changes take place in our country. But I want to tell you, textile and
apparel imports have been a continuous problem.

I remember we have worked under the Eisenhower administration
with this problem: we have worked under the Kennedy administration;
we have worked under the Johnson administration; we have worked
under the Nixon and Ford administrations; now we are working under
the Carter administration..

Someone somewhere-and I would like to know who it is---does not
seem to realize that the American textile and apparel industry must be
protected. I do not know whether it is in the State Department-some
say it is-or in some other place. But someone, somewhere is not looking
out for American interests. I hope this committee can put their finger
on that point and eliminat-. the trouble.

In 1958, I was- a member of the Subcommittee on Textiles of the
Commerce Committee. It was chaired by Senator lastore at that time.

The subcommittee traveled to New England and held hearings in
New York, New Hampshire, and in the distinguished chairman's
home State of Connecticut. We traveled down South and held hearings
in North Carolina and South Carolina. Finally, we came back to
Washington and held still more hearings. At that time, we found
that mill after mill was closing due to imports.

The same situation is beginning to occur again.
As Senator Hollings stated, last week in my State, Mills Mill of

Greenville closed. We are going to see one after the other close. What
are we going to do with these people?

Are we going to let the foreign interests take over this country and
destroy the jobs of the people in this country? Or, are we going to
stand up for the people of this country first?

WVAYhy do we let goods from other countries come into the United
States in mass style and take over our markets and our jobs? It only
results in having to provide more welfare and unemployment benefits
at the taxpayers' expense.

I think that we must first take care of American interests. I think
that we must first take care of the American people. If this means
stopping goods from coming into the United States, that is what
should be done.

I think a good point was made a few moments ago by someone ask-
ing the question: Are foreign) countries taking American goods, or just
sending their goods to us? Why should we continue to allow their
goods to come in, flood the markets, and destroy the jobs of our people?

Now, Mr. Chairman, I think the time has come for action I think it
is imperative that we take action now-not next year, but now. Other-
wise, we. are going to see hundreds of thousands of jobs destroyed in
the textile and apparel industries.

This not only means just the jobs in the textile manufacturing
plants. It means in the sewing plants. It means in the apparel indus-
tries of all kinds.

Many women are now working in these plants. In fact, there are now
more women than men in the sewing and apparel industries. All of
these people are going to be affected.

I sincerely hope that this committee will give this bill favorable
action. I have been amazed at the influence of the State Department in
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the past in showing more interest in trying to placate foreign countries
than trying to take care of the people back home. I think America
must be placed first, and I hope the committee will do this.

Thank you very much.
Senator RiBicopF. Thank you, Senator Thurmond.
Next we will have a panel consisting of Mr. William Klopman, Mr.

S-ackelford, Mr. Hoffman, and Mr. Shapiro.
Gentlemen, you may proceed as you will.

STATEMENT OF DUKE SHACKELFORD, ADVISER, NATIONAL
COTTON COUNCIL

Mr. SHACKELFORD. Mr. Chairman, I am Duke Shackelford. I am a
cotton farmer and dinner from Bonita, La., and I am a member and
advisor to the National Cotton Council, on whose behalf I am here
today.

The council has joined the other organizations here today in support
of S. 2920 because we know the future of the cotton industry in the
United States is tied to our domestic market. All the cotton, or typi-
cally all the cotton consumed by the domestic mills is homegrown cot-
ton. Our exports are important to us, and we could not do without
them, but when our cotton is exported and when we import textiles
from the same countries to which we export our cotton, we do not know
what percentage of the textile imports into this country are manufac-
tured from American cotton, because these countries import cotton
from many other countries besides the United States.

I had a piece of information handed to me yesterday, that during
the first 6 months of 1978, the cotton content of the textile and apparel
imports jumped 33 percent from 1977 and was the equal to an annual
rate of 1.8 million bales of cotton.

Now, I am no expert on foreign trade, but I know what 1.8 million
bales is, Senator Long. That is equal to over three times the annual
production of the State of Louisiana, and it is more than the produc-
tion of most other States in our country.

We are interested in not being negotiated out of business. There are
some who have said that with the multifiber arrangement in place,
there is no need for concern about textile and apparel imports and no
need for concern about tariffs.

We feel like tariff cuts are kind of like being born ugly-they are
with you for the rest of your life. You do not get away from them.

But we would like to emphasize to you that we think what is at
stake here is of major importance, not just to the textile mills and
apparel factories of our country but to the entire cotton industry, be-
ginning with the cotton farmer, those who supply his machinery, chem-
icals, money, labor, and many other supplies.

We feel like it is necessary that S. 2920 be enacted. We consider that
it would protect our markets, protect American jobs, and give stability
to American agriculture.

Mr. KLOPMAN. Mr. Chairman, if it is satisfactory to you, we would
like to go through our four presentations.

Senator RIBICOFF. Please proceed.
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STATEMENT OF WILLIAM A. KLOPMAN, CHAIRMAN, INTER-
NATIONAL TRADE COMMITTEE, AMERICAN TEXTILE MANU-
FACTURERS INSTITUTE AND CHAIRMAN AND CHIEF EXECUTIVE
OFFICER, BURLINGTON INDUSTRIES, INC.

Mr. KLOPMAN. I am William Klopman, chairman of the board of
Burlington Industries and chairman of the International Trade Com-
mittee of the American Textile Manufacturers Institute. We have filed
for the record a detailed statement. of 15 fiber, textile, and apparel in-
dustry associations and labor unions with a strong support of S. 2920.

The four of us right here, of course, will briefly summarize the key
points in the statement. We appreciate the opportunity to appear here
today to present our views on this critical piece of legislation. We are
here because our appeals to the administration to be exempted from
tariff cuts have fallen on deaf ears.

Textiles and apparel are a national industry of 29,000 plants located
in rural and urban areas of every State in the Union. We are the largest
manufacturing employers of labor in America. Of our 2.5 million
workers, 65 percent are women and 23 percent are minorities, precisely
those Americans who may need the most assistance in today's economy.

Our suppliers are the hundreds of thousands of American cotton
farmers, woolgrowers, fiber producers, and countless other manufac-
tirers small and large of virtually every product made in this country.
Whole communities are dependent upon the health of our industry and,
in short, as we fare, so wil [a very large part of the American economy.

I am here to tell you that imports have been devastating to our in-
dustry-contrary to what Mike Smith said. In the past decade, they
have doubled in size and increased their share of the U.S. market by
50 percent. During the first 6 months of 1978, textile and apparel
imports were up 28 percent and probably now hold 24 percent of the
U.,S. apparel-related textile market.

This growth is appearing under the new MFA agreements which
are supposed to restrain imports to a 6-percent rate of annual increase.

The textile-apparel trade deficit in 1977 was $3.4 billion. It was 70
percent ahead of last year in the first 6 months of 1978.

According to the Wall Street Journal, the chief textile negotiator,
whom you recently heard, Mr. Michael Smith, has estimated that the
1978 deficit could reach $5 billion.

What has this import growth meant to our industry? The average
for the 7 months ending July 1978, shows 346,000 textile and apparel
workers were out of work, or on short time, as a result of this deluge,
all before a single tariff was cut in Geneva.

Data Resources, Inc., has projected that the U.S. apparel market
will grow at no more than 1.5 percent a year through 1985 but imports
are projected to grow at a rate of about 8 percent per year. This sug-
gests tha t we will have a direct loIs in the industry of 400,000 jobs
through 1985, even before any tariff cut. But the ripple effect of losses
elsewhere in the economy, the number becomes even more staggering-
1.4 million.

If tariffs are cut in half, DRI forecasts an additional 200,000 jobs
lost in the industry with a total loss in the United States, including
the ripple effect, of some 2.2. million.

34-S70-78-3
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This, in and of itself, is inflationary and should be unacceptable to
Congress and the administration and the American people. The com-
mittee should not be misled by the administration's claims that only
small tariff cuts will be made on textiles and apparel. An offer to cut
these tariffs by 1 or 2 percentage points per year for 10 years means
cuts of 40 to 60 percent from present tariff levels.

The Trade Act of 1974 exempts from tariff cuts industries receiving
"escape clause" import relief--and these now include specialty steel,
footwear, color T and CB radios. The first three of these have im-
port controls in the form of orderly marketing agreements. The textile-
apparel multifiber arrangement is similar in nature but comes under
section 204 of the Agricultural Act of 1956.

We submit that our industry, therefore, should have the same treat-
ment in Geneva: exemption. Enactment of S. 2929 will accomplish this.
We urge the committee to report it out favorably.

STATEMENT OF HERBERT S. HOFFMAN, PRESIDENT, M. HOFFMAN
& CO., INC. AND SECRETARY, AMERICAN APPAREL MANUFAC-
TURERS ASSOCIATION

Mr. HOFF MAN. I am Herbert S. Hoffman, president of H. Hoffman
& Co., Inc., and secretary of the American Apparel Manufacturers
Association. The AAMA represents manufacturers of all kinds of
apparel, having an aggregate annual sales volume of approximately
$20 billion, or 65 percent of the entire sales volume of the U.S. ap-
parel industry. Apparel is the critical element in the industrial net-
work consisting of fibers, textiles, and apparel, the largest manufactur-
ing complex in the Nation.

I should like to summarize several key points in the joint statement
of the 15 industry associations and labor unions which has been filed
with the committee.

One: The fiber, textile and apparel sectors of the industry are in-
separable. It has been suggested that the different sectors of our in-
dustry should be treated differently. We believe that this approach
ignores the basic inseparability of the three sectors. A job lost to im-
ports in the apparel sector is reflected in a job lost in the textile sector
which in turn is reflected in the jobs lost in the fiber sector.

The U.S. textile industry cannot exist without a viable apparel in-
dustry, which is its major customer by far. Conversely, a viable do-
mestic textile industry is essential to a healthy domestic apparel in-
dustry which otherwise would be at the mercy of foreign textile
suppliers.

We fear that, the tariff cuts contemplated on Geneva will have such
devastating effects on our industry that the United States could once
again find itself faced with an 'OPEC-type situation such as has
plagued us with regard to oil imports. The apparel industry does not
want to be dependent on foreign sources for its yarn and fabrics. At
the same time, if the domestic apparel industry goes under, the do-
mestic textile industry cannot survive.

We are inseparable economically. Neither fiber nor textile nor ap-
parel tariffs should be cut.

Two: The impact of low-cost imports has been particularly serious
with regard to apparel jobs.
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Since 1969, imports have claimed over 100,000 apparel jobs. From a
high point of 1,409,000 workers in 1969, apparel employment fell to
1,293,000 in April of this year. The men's and boys' tailored clothing
industry alone has lost 43,000 jobs in the last 10 years, a third of its
labor force. These declines are particularly dislocating for apparel
workers because so many are located either in rural or in metropolitan
areas where alternative jobs are just not available. Some 80 percent of
the workers in our industry are women who do not have the flexibility
to move to new employment opportunities.

Three: The increased imports of the post-Kennedy round period
will surely be repeated if textile and apparel tariffs are cut in the
multi trade negotiations.

Between 1967, the year in which the Kennedy round was completed,
and 1972, the final year in which tariff cuts were phased in, textile and
apparel imports increased by 140 percent from 2.6 to 6.2 billion square
yard equivalents. During this period, the annual growth of imports
was three times as fast as the growth of the domestic market.

We fully anticipate that if the administration goes ahead with its
plans to cut tariffs on textiles and apparel in Geneva, we will have a
repeat of what happened after the Kennedy Round. The distress to the
textile and apparel industry will be so substantial that the economy
as a whole could well suffer.

Four, there will be no consumer gains from tariff cuts. It has been
suggested that the consumer will gain if textile and apparel tariffs are
cut.. We believe there is ample evidence to disprove this allegation.

A study bv the Library of Congress on the actual price effects to
consumers of lower-priced imports provided some evidence of what
we in the industry have known for a long time-that, on the consumer
level, there is little net price benefit resulting from imports. In herr-
ings last month before the Ways and Means Committee, Subcommittee
on Trade, a spokesman for the American Retail Federation acknowl-
edged that in the event of tariff reductions on textile and apparel
items there would be no resulting price reduction at the consumer
level.

What we have found is that retailers take higher markups on ima-
ported goods than on domestically produced goods. This is why they
are attached to imports.

We believe sincerely that if S. 2920 is enacted, it will not have an
inflationary impact of any kind. This bill is not designed to add any-
thing to the cost of goods, but rather to maintain the status quo.
Furthermore, it is obvious that even without tariff reduct ions there are
very large and increasing quantities of imports of textile and apparel
products.

This bill will certainly have no limiting influence on either the in-
tense competition from imports or the wide ranges of styles, quantities,
and prices of imports which already exist today.

Five, S. 2920 sets no precedent for other industries to be exempt
from tariff cuts. This legislation is clearly limited to textiles and ap-
parel. No other industry has import relief today under section 204 of
the Agricultural Act of 1956. All that the bill provides for is to add
to the statutory basia 'or exempting industries receiving import relief
from tariff cuts in Geneva. those industries receiving relief under
section 204 of the Agricultural Act of 1956.
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STATEMENT OF IRVING SHAPIRO, CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD, THE
DU PONT CO., REPRESENTING THE MAN-MADE FIBER PRODUCERS
ASSOCIATION

Mr. SHAPIRO. Senator Ribicoff, Senator Long, Senator Byrd, Sen-
ator Roth, Senator Hansen, my name is Irving Shapiro. I work with
the Du Pont Co. We produce manmade fibers that people consumed in
manufacturing their products.

As I sat here this morning listening to the prior testimony and to the
questions of the subcommittee, it seemed to me quite obvious that the
members of the subcommittee know the facts. There is not any need
for us to beat on you with all the numbers. You had long statements.
We all have prepared statements.

But the fact is that if you sit back and ask yourself what this is all
about., it is a simple proposition. There is not any basic dispute about
the basic facts-we can argue about fringe numbers, but the basic
facts are there.

The basic facts are that the deficit is increasing year by year. All
three segments of our industry are in a degree of financial distress be-
cause of that fact. This is so, even though there are 18 bilateral agree-
ments. It is so even though we have the current tariff structure.

And so the question, it seems to me, very simply has to be, given
the degree of pain that we already have, why should tariffs be cut to
create additional pain?

Now, as I asked myself that question and tried to be objective, the
only answer I get is that there must be an overriding national purpose
to justify destroying these industries. I do not know what the overrid-
ing national purpose is, and I have not heard any testimony from the
Government people today that speaks to such an overriding purpose.
And so I have to assume that there is not such a purpose and rather
that the interests of the United States require that our three industries
be kept healthy within limits.

I want to be careful to be precise in what I am saying. We are not
talking about precluding imports. Imports are increasing on a regular
basis. What we are talking about is the narrow question: As the U.S.
market grows, shall we permit all of that growth to be absorbed by the
importers, or should some of it be preserved for the domestic com-
panies who provide the jobs for American citizens?

The issue is that narrow.
If you ask the question that way, it seems to me that the answer is

fairly simple. Let me make one other point, and then we really wotild
prefer to get to your questions.

I sit in a business that has to plan its plants 3 to 4 years in advance.
And so, in 1978, we have to think about what kind of capacity will be
needed in 1981 and 1982. We invest some $385 million a year in research
and development.

The crucial issue we have to face today is, can we afford to build
another textile fibers plant? Can we afford to put the R. & D. dollars
into fibers that we have put in in the past?

The answer is that we cannot.. As things stand today, we are at a
standstill pt-sition. In my '27 %ears with the I)u Pont Co.. that is the
first time I have ever seen Di' Pont in the position where it was not
planning additional capacity for its fibers business. And that fact
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arises simply from the fact that our customers are in distress and we
are in distress, and one simply cannot be sure at this point in time
whether we are going to be in this business in the future, or whether
this business is going to be exported abroad.

That is the kind of an issue we have. I understand what the problems
are for Ambassador Strauss. Nevertheless, the first question one has to
ask is how much harm do we want to do to ourselves in order to carry
forward this negotiation in Geneva?

I think that we are now in a situation in which all three industries
are having something of a bloodletting and it does not make very much
sense. We are talking about cutting tariffs in order to increase the
bloodletting.

With that, I will subside, gentlemen, and we would be glad to take
your questions.

Senator RTBiCOFF. The phrases "globalization" and "accumulative
concepts," does that mean anything to you four gentlemen?

Who is the expert on globalization?
Mr. SHACKELFORD. I am not. All I heard was that part about the pie,

Mr. Chairman.
Mr. KLOPM.AN. I do not believe any of us are experts. What we tin-

derstand the EC has worked out is a global arrangement. What ac-
tually has transpired with the EC and the other countries it is dealing
with has been, at this point in time, a secret. We have seen things that
have come out in the paper, but the indications are that what they are
attempting to do is put a number on the imports they are going to al-
low into their unit on an annual basis and the import growth, and then
portion it out. That is what they called globalization. That is what
Mike Smith refers to as the pie.

Unfortunately, we do not know anything more about it than that. but
it is certainly, in our view, a very logical concept and something that,
in time, I think we think we should go to.

Senator RBrcoYF. Do you know something about it?
Mr. SHAPIRO. Yes, Senator.
Our neighbor to the north, Canada, has a system of globalization

as well as Australia, in addition to the countries already mentioned
today.

Senator RTBICOFF. You see, you have a very, very practical problem-
whether you are going to have worldwide, international trade or you
are going to have an orderly arrangement of exports or imports with-
out destroying basic American industries. Whether we, in this coun-
try, ever had handled our trade policy properly, taking into account
the bills between all these forces.

I do not think there is a single man sitting here who would say that
we are going to put up a wall, and we are not going to export or im-
port. We know that there would be a complete disintegration of not
only the world economy, but the American economy.

But what intrigues me today is that the Government witness talks
about the European Community's system and ours and it, is strange, the
staff has never heard it. No member on this committee has ever heard
this before.

It would seem to me that we are being out-sophisticated in the whole
international trade policy, and I am ready to learn from the Japanse,
from the European Community, from Taiwan, from South Korea,
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wherever there is an edge I want that edge for the United States. My
feeling is that within that term, globalization, comes a methodology
that could be helpful to the United States.

That instead, all I know is cumulative means more. Maybe it does
not-I mean cumulative means more, and if we are working on a cumu-
lative concept, more and more is coming in, and I think the European
Community, which has very good traders, and the Japanese, who are
very, very good traders, have come up with a concept and a formula
that I want Mr. Strauss to look at before he comes to any agreement
in Geneva.

Because in that-I do not know, it may not be-but I have asked
the stafff to look into it, and I want your economists to give us a
response and also the labor economists, to see if this is something that
we should be addressing.

Mr'. HOFFMAN. As you suggested, we will file a paper that will set
forth all of the facts that we can gather. I share your view. I think
our friends abroad have been shrewder in the way they have played
the game than we have, and it is time that we learned from their
experience.

Senator RInICOFF. Senator Long ?
Senator Lo.G. Mr. Shapiro, your name has been mentioned as a

candidate for several high. important positions in this Government,
partly because you are well-acquainted with businessmen and you look
at this problem from all points of view. You have served as the head
of the business roundtable. You communicate with the businessmen
and hear their point of view.

In over 30 years here, I have looked at these trade problems and
there is always something about it where it looks like there is some-
thing that must not be discussed; unless you have somebody out behind
the shed and whisper in his ear, -nobody is going to communicate what
the whole thing is.

We cannot keep on running the kind of deficit we are running. We
should talk to those people and say, either you buy more from us, or
we are going to have to buy less from you. We can say that to the
Japanese; we can say that to those who have the big surpluses-
Taiwan and others trading with us.

Even if they do buy more from us, it seems to me as though the
deficit is so tremendous that it is actually going to mean some of both
in any event, if we ever get around to trying to strengthen our posi-
tion. We will have to say you will not have to cut back so much
on your exports to us if you will buy more from us.

I do not see how we can keep letting them have complete access to
our market when we cannot sell them any more than we are selling
now. If that is the case, then it would seem logical to me that if we
1ar going to have to cut back on imports, we should have some say
about the areas where we want to cut-wherever we could hurt our
economy the least, how could we adjust to it best? And if that is the
case, I think you make a very good case for this industry's saying, if
you look at who the people are you are going to displace, these are
some jobs that we ought to keep.

Is that how you approach it, or do you approach it with your busi-
ness friends on some other basis when you are discussing this?

Mr. SHAPIRO. Senator, you and I are speaking the same language.
Let me say two things.
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First, I think we have tended to get into trouble because we have
administered international trade by slogan. Somehow, the words "free
trade" are supposed to be the answer to all problems and, of course,
they are not. That is just the beginning.

One can agree that we want international trade, but one still has
to analyze, on a case-by-case basis, what that means for this country,
and what we ought to be doing. Let me illustrate my point by a very
simple experience.

I visited Japan last fall and had an opportunity to visit the Prime
Minister and the Deputy Minister invited me over to talk about in-
ternational trade. I spent 2 hours with him, and we talked about the
various problems, and they said their things and I said our things, and
we never did get together.

But finally I said, gentlemen, let me take one simple case. Fuji
produces X-ray film and brings it to the United States with a 6- or
7-percent duty. The DuPont Co. produces X-ray film and if we want
to bring it to Japan. it costs us a 14-percent duty.

As an act of good faith, why do you not cut your duty to the same
level as the United States and let'us compete with Fuji?

And the answer they gave me was, Fuji is already taking care
of Ilhe Japanese market.

That is literally the story, and that is the state of mind of our trad-
ing partners, ana one has to bear that in mind when we bargain. I
have great confidence in Ambasador Strauss, but I think sometimes
he has so many pressures that he may neglect something that we are
vitally interested in.

Senator Lo.G. Someone mentioned to me a discussion with a Japa-
nese where he wanted us to obtain the concession to ship in our
direction. In order to help him with it. he felt that they ought to
make some concession to us, so they picked up some item and said,
we will make a concession on that.

This person in America-discussing it said. well, do you not under-
tndl that even if you made that concession we would not be able to

ship one single unit in your country? He said, oh, yes, I understand.
But you see. we are making a concession.

It seems it is in those areas that these people are talking to us. They
make a concession. It is to be something that does not mean a thing,
while they want us to make concessions in areas where we further
expose our market and lose more jobs.

The answer to the whole problem. it seems to me, is that each nation
would try to move toward having a balance of trade and a balance
of payments. If every nation had a balance, the overall sheet ought
to balance out.

What chance do you see for us to persuade the nations who have
big surpluses to a "ree to that?

11r. SIrAPTo. Senator. I do not know. Each nation is going to play
for its own self-interest. That is the starting point. We might as
well accept, that.

That being so. we are going to have to bargain hard 9nd I must
wdmit T have trouble in understanding, why Ambassador Strauss and
his colleagues have any difficulty with our Proposition. because all I
am talking about is who is going to participate in the future growth
of the market-not that we are goinq to preclude anybody, ban im-
ports, but simply who is going to participate.
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And we are saying, let them participate in part of the growth-we
have no quarrel with that-but we ought to keep some of the growth
for American plants and American workers too.

It seems to me so eminently sensible that I am simply amazed that
someone with the commonsense that the Ambassador has does not see
that right away.

Senator LONG. Thank you very much.
Mr. KLOPMAN. On that point, we have a textile trade deficit with

Hong Kong of $1.1 billion as of the end of 1977. It is rather difficult to
conceive how we could wipe out that kind of a deficit with Hong Kong.

Senator RrnCOFF. Senator Roth?
Senator Rom. Mr. Shapiro, if I understand your testimony, in

effect what you are saying is if American industry, the DuPont Co.,
for example, cannot share in the growth, then there is no incentive to
spend money on research and development, money on new plants.

If that, is the case-and I am sure it is-does that not mean, in a
sense, our whole industry, our fiber, textile and apparel, becomes a
dying industry because it will not keep up with new developments?

In a sense, we are talking about not only new growth, but maintain-
ing what we already have as a healthy part of our industrial capacity?

Mr. SHAPIRO. That is absolutely correct, Senator.
I would point out, if you look at history, all of the important tech-

nological advancements in this area came from the United States.
There are very few that you will find from the rest of the world. The
people who are importing into this country are simply usiig technol-
ogy that was developed here. k

So that if we want to keep our industries healthy. there is a vital
need to maintain the R. & D. operation, and yet, as a matter of com-
monsense, one cannot afford to do it unless he can see some freedom at
the end to sell his products at a profit, and that is not what we have
today.

Senator Ro.a. I might say that this problem, I think, permeates
American industry. We have, in other industries, exported some of
our best know-all and found ourselves facing this kind of competition
with no capital formation, which I think has got our country on a
downward slide.

One of my concerns is the practical concern, assuming even if the
legislation that is before the subcommittee today can be adopted by
the Senate, and there may be a question as to whether it can or can-
not, it has to pass the House, and ultimately that means it has to be
signed by the President, unless there is a veto and it is overridden.

Those are pretty major barriers between now and October 7, the
projected adjournment date.

So one of the questions that I have-I do not think it can really be
answered here today-is that in addition to the people who are negoti-
ating, who hopefully are listening to and understanding the dimension
of this problem, what, if anything, do you think can be done in the
trade negotiations that will .insure a growing and healthy industry?

And that brings me to the second question, do you and the other
gentlemen, feel that you are securing adequate information, adequate
input, to our negotiators, that they fully comprehend and understand
the problem?
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I raised the question with Mr. Smith at the beginning. He says there
is close consultation.

But if I understand you gentlemen, but either there is not consulta-
tion or the word is not getting through.

Mr. SHAPIRO. Mr. Klopman is our resident expert on that one. Let
him start.

Mr. KLOPMA-N. I want to point out that I am not the resident expert.
I have not been consulted.

But we do have several members of the ISAC Committee here who
had supposedly been consulted, and if it is all right with you, I would
like to have Ms. Williams say a few words about the consultations.

Ms. WILLIA.S. I am a member of the Industrial Sector Advisory
Committee on textiles and yes, our advice has been sought. We are per-
mitted to file a general statement and then individual statements as to
our position on tariff reductions.

Under our prior Trade Acts, industry was similarly consulted.
There used to be hearings before the Tariff Commission and the Com-
inittee for Reciprocity Information.

Part of the complaint of industry in the past was that there was not
a close enough liaison. Our advice, as I say, was sought.

The Government developed its program, developed its offer list with-
out consulting us on what will be in that offer list. We heard about
what the United States offered, when it tabled its offer in Geneva
after the fact. So we were left with having done nothing more than
what was done in previous times.

There are positions that have been taken by our negotiators with
respect to offers of foreign countries, and these positions were taken,
and then we learned about them. Our advice was not sought before
the fact.

So. as far as seeking advice is concerned, some advice has been
sought. I do not feel that I have been able to contribute but, let me put
it this way, I do not feel that the aforesaid advice has been given that
much more attention than advice that was previously given when
there were the public forums of the Committee for Reciprocity Infor-
mation and the Tariff Commission.

I find myself in an awkward position because I am now made privy
to the U.S. offer list and to the offer list of other countries, but I can-
not talk about them. So that, as far as my own reaction is concerned,
that is where we stand. I feel great frustration.

Senator Ror. I assume that the other negotiating partners know
the samp information. Is that correct?

Ms. WILLTAMS. You are talking about-
,Senator RoTrn. They have the same knowledge that you do ?
Ms. WTLTAMNS. The other countries?
Senator RoTH. Yes.
Ms. W TLLTAMNTS. Yes.
The thing that. puzzles me is that these offers are tabled in Geneva.

Presumably. the information is available now for all countries so that
evervthinr is wide open as far as the countries are concerned, but it
is kept quiet as far as anybody in the United States is concerned, except
this se(ct group of people on the committees.

Tncidentally, I would like to qualify this. I am expressing my opin-
ion and my experience. I do not know how other sector advisory
committees do work.
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Senator Ram. Mr. Chairman, that always mystified me about
secrecy. Generally the other side knows the full story and yet we
impose a confidentiality among ourselves which, in turn, defeats the
whole point of the advisory committees. So that it is self-defeating.

I think this is something'that we ought to look into and see if there
is not something we can do.

Senator RBrCOF. You say you cannot talk about them. You know
what the offer is. You have been able to convey, have you not, to Mr.
Strauss and his staff your reaction and your analysis of that offer on
behalf of the industry, have you not?

Ms. WILLJAMS. Yes, as can anybody else. I can react on a specific
basis, the industry itself can react on a general basis. When the
administration indicates there is a 25.5-percent offer of reductions
being made, the industry can react to that.

I can react on a specific basis, but reacting specifically is not focus-
ing attention on the necessity for this industry, that is general
exemption.

Senator RIBICOFF. I know. That is why I am puzzled. When you
sit down as an advisory group, you are not working in a vacuum.
When you sit down with the American negotiators and you talk
about the impact on the American economy, (To you not, on the offers
that are being tabled?

M s. WILLIAMS. Yes, sir.
Senator RiBIcoFn. And you do provide specifies, the impact on jobs,

the impact on profits, the impact on research and development. You
give that to out negotiators, do you not?

MS. WILTAMS. Yes, sir.
Senator RIBICOEF. They do have a factual basis from an industry

position?
Ms. WILLTAMS. Yes, sir, they do.
Senator RnucorrF. You, then, the advisory group, represent labor

and management of your industry, right?
Ms. WuLA3rS. No', sir. We represent management.
Senator RiBIcoFF. Labor has an advisory group so they can repre-

sent labor?
Ms. IVILLTAS. Yes.
Senator Rrcorf. So the input does come from the industry and

labor, of every sector. Is that not correct ?
Ms. WILLIAmS. That is very true. That is what happened in the

past as well.
Senator Rowri. Where does the confidentiality become a problem,

that you cannot discuss beyond your own advisory committee with
members of the industry?

Ms. WILrA.Nrs. That is right. I cannot get into the specific offers
that have been made, what offers have been made with respect to
particular fabric items or particular apparel items. I cannot get into
that.

Senator RTBTCOFF. Yes, but every sector of your three tiers has been
able to present its point of view, has it not?

Ms. WILLTAMS. Yes.
Senator RIBCOF. On each offer, so that our negotiators know the

osition and the reaction of labor and management on every offer?
'his becomes very important.
Did somebody say you were not sure?
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Mr. KLOPMNAN. Yes; I believe that Ms. Williams and the advisors
speak to lower level members, not necessarily to the negotiators.

Mr. SHAPIRO. Senator, I think it is fair to say that Ambassador
Strauss knows that all of us are unhappy with what is happening. Ile
knows why we are unhappy, but we camot get him to listen to us and
agree with us. That is why we are here.

Senator RImcoFF. This becomes very important. In other words,
you mean to tell me, Mr. Shapiro, that you and your associates have
heeD unable to tell Mr. Strauss what is bothering you?

Mr. SHArIo. I think we have told him as a matter of fact. Ambas-
sador Strauss and I appeared on a panel together about 11/2 years ago
at one of the trade conventions, and at that time he expressed very
clearly his understanding of what the problem was and what needed
to be done. But as he goes about his duties, he has his own set of
priorities.

Senator Rmicor. But now you are coming to the sticking point.
The basic decisions are about to be made.

Mr. SIAPIRO. That is right.
Senator RIBICOFF. They are in the process of completion right now.

And do I understand that, on the highest level, an industry like this
has had no input in discussion as to the basic position that our negoti-
ators are going to take, on the highest level'?

Ms. WiLL .ms. At the highest level, sir. I think I would like to say
that we have had no input to this extent. We deal, in our ISAC com-
mittee, with lower level individuals.

I was privileged to go to Geneva recently and learned that. in
Geneva, they do not have copies of the documents that we have filed
with the ISAC Committee here, with the whole sector advise oil the
program. I understand that there are over there some summaries of
documents we have filed. These sumnmaries, we have requested oppor-
tunities to review. We are denied the opportunity to review them.

So therefore, I cannot know that the specific advice we have given,
or even the very general advice is going forward with the same force
and with the same arguments with which we made those
recommendat ions.

Senator lnuiconF. Is Mr. Smith still in the room? Would you want
to comment on this? This is a very disturbing testimony. If you have
a basic industry and a basic labor group that has not been able to
have its position presented except at the lowest level, and what assur-
ance is there that this has reached the negotiator?

This is puzzling and disturbing. I would like your reaction to this.
Mr. S31TTr. Mr. Chairman, I disagree very strongly with fs. Wil-

liams' statement. The record will show how many ISAC No. 2 meet-
ings there have been.

Senator Rimrcor. What is ISAC No. 2?
Mr. SMITH. ISAC is concerned with textiles and apparel under the

Trade Act for the MTN.
Senator RnucoFr. What is 2?
Mr. SMITH. There are 27.
Senator RImCOrF. This is No. 2?
Mr. S.MTIr. Textile and apparel is ISAC No. 2. There is a Labor

Advisory Committee whose number I do not know offhand, but there
is a similar labor committee, that there have been--I cannot tell you
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how many meetings, but there have been a number of meetings chaired
by the senior staff member of the American Textile Manufacturers
Institute.

The Labor Advisory Committee is, I believe, chaired at present by
Murray Finley of the Amalgamated Clothing Textile Workers.

What I take exception to, Mr. Chairman, is that the position of the
industry is not known at the highest level. If one were to look at
Ambassador Strauss' schedule and log, if he keeps one--I am not sure
lie does, but if you look at his appointments that he has had over the
last 11/2 years, I would dare say that the textile industry has made its
posit ion known repeatedly to the U.S. Government at the highest
leve.

It is true that the ISAC works at a medium level, medium to high-
not high in the sense of Cabinet officer, but medium level officials
viithin the Department of Commerce, the Department of Labor, and

STR.
Obviously, you cannot have Ambassador Strauss attending all 27

separate ISAC meetings. We do have a system where the views are
ma(de known.

What is key here is that the view of the key industries regarding
tariffs is different from the Government, the executive branch. It is
different. We know what the position is, as I said in my statement.
The industry is adamantly opposed to tariff reductions in textiles and
apparel and we have said-in my statement I say that we accept that,
we know that, but for other reasons we felt that we had to put textile
and apparel tariffs up on the table, at least initially.

T1"im, advice which the industry has given the original ISAC report,
ISAC 2 report, was that they wanted no tariff cuts in textiles and
alpparel and that, in essence, was the statement. It was one paragraph
lon;,, which was tle advice they gave to the U.S. Government. That
advice has not changed in 3 years.

But I cannot accept the fact that we have not consulted with them.
We have consulted with them.

We went to the textile industry in the ISAC 2 years ago and asked
themn if we had to put, textiles and apparel up on tile table, would you
please rate from-rank 1 through 4 as to what your priorities are,
which must be absolutely sacrosanct, which could be given something,
which could be aiven more, and which you did not care about. And
the industry refused, absolutely refused in the ISAC No. 2 meeting,
refused to respond. They accused the Government of trying to divide
and conquer the coalition of textile management and labor. That was
not, the objective at all. We were seeking their advice. They refused
to vie us that sort of advice.

Their advice remained that they were against textile and apparel
tariff reductions.

We have, nonetheless, tried to consult informally with various mem-
bers of the textile and apparel industry, but in the ISAC No. 2, 1 think
there are notes taken which are classified confidential, I believe. There
are notes taken of the minutes of this meeting, which we would be
pleased to provide to this committee.

Senator Roar. Mr. Smith, if I might just continue, we are not par-
ticularly interested, at least I am not, in who did what to whom, but
where we go from here. Presumably the executive branch, Congress,
and Labor, are all on the same team.
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One of the questions I have at this time, you are beginning to
make-I do not know the jargon-withdrawals. You are still in the
process of negotiations. Is that not correct?

Mr. S~nTi. Yes. I think the way the Ambassador characterized it
when he returned from Geneva in July was we never really got into
the negotiation, if you will. the withdrawal process, or whatever you
have. At that time, we just did not get into it.

Senator Rorr. Going back to the point I was making earlier, of
course, one approach is to go the route of this legislation, which, of
course, would take it out of the hands of your office. This has many
problems and complications, as I pointed out, far beyond those of the
specific industry.

So what I was trying to suggest, what I was going to suggest, is
that it seems to me that it is imi-ortant that tht- industry i4-elf take a
hard look at the negotiations. You really have three industries in-
volved here.

One of the problems, as I understand, there is not any cross-discus-
sion, necessarily, between these industry advisory groups. You have
one for the textile, one for the apparel, and I do not know what cro s-
fertilization there is in that area. But I have gathered that it may be
inadequate.

What I am suggesting, Mr. Chairman, is that the industries affected
should take a long, hard look at these negotiations to determine what
the bottom line is, what they can accept, recognizing that they are not
probably going to get everything they want, any more than any other
industry, but what is necessary to m.ke this, continue this, as a thriv-
ing, growing in(hstry, and howy can they be assured that their require-
ments are voied at the highest levels.

The fact of life is, you have input through these advisory gmoil).
By the time the advice gets summarized and goes up through the
chain of command, goes over to Geneva, distance and other factors
come into play. This dilutes the impact of the advisory group itself, as
you were suggesting.

But what we were trying to make sure here today, at least I am,
that this industry has, at the highest levels, a direct input on what is
actually being negotiated. It is not enough, in my judgment, not
enough for these people to have the opportunity to state what they
want early in the game.

Let's face it, I can understand why early in the game nobody wants
to make any compromises. No. 1, you have a lot of diverse interests,
and we all know that, and different people are going to want different
things. But now we are up against the crunch where some hard deci-
sions are going to have to he made, and all I would suggest is that the
mechanism be set up so these industries-which I think the Defense
Department said are the second most important industries security-
wise-have that input and that input be based on what the achi
negotiating position is.

I do not know exactly how that is accomplished, but I think that has
to be done.

Senator RmTcoFF. Senator Byrd, you have been very patient here.
Do you have any questions?

Senator Byan. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The problem has been placed in focus by Mr. Shapiro. I agree with

his appraisal and that of the panel in so far as the effect on American
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obs is concerned. , personally, am not very much inclined to support
ctislation such as that introduced by Senator Hollings, but sometimes
I think it is necessary to do so. And I have reached the conclusion
that I am prepared to support this legislation, because I just believe
that it is necessary if we are going to have available in the United
States the jobs that the American people need. I have no questions of
the panel, Mr. Chairman.

Senator RIBICOFF. Thank you very much, Senator Byrd.
Thank you, gentlemen.
['The prepared statements of the preceding panel follow:]

SUMMARY STATEMENT BY DUKE SHACKELFORD ON BEHALF OF THE NATIONAL
COTTON COUNCIL OF AMERICA

I am Duke Shackelford, cotton farmer and ginner from Bonita, Louisiana. I
am a member of and Advisor to the National Cotton Council, in whose behalf I
am here today. The Council is the cotton industry's central organization, repre-
senting cotton growers, ginners, warehousemen, merchants, cooperatives, manu-
facturers, and cotton seed crushers. We welcome the opportunity to be here today
to present our Industry's views on the critical piece of legislation now before the
Subcommittee.

We have joined with the other organizations who are here today in support of
S. 2920 because the future of the cotton industry of the United States is Inex-
tricably tied to the future of the U.S. textile and apparel industry. Domestic
mills comprise the American cotton farmers' largest and most dependable mar-
ket. Typically, U.S. mills consume some 60 percent of the nation's cotton market-
lag annually, and this seldom varies much from year to year. While our export
markets is essential and we work constantly to strengthen it, U.S. cotton growers
furnish almost 100 percent of the raw cotton used by American textile mills.
Thus, when textile imports displace American-made textiles, product that chiefly
contain foreign-grown cotton displace those made almost entirely from U.S. cot-
ton. Countries supplying cotton textile imports into the U.S. in recent years,
bought only about one-fourth of their cotton from this country and, of course, to
the extent that man-made fiber textile imports replace cotton textiles, U.S. cotton
is completely displaced. That is why the U.S. cotton industry has such an im-
portant stake in what happens to textile and apparel tariffs in the Multilateral
Trade Negotiations.

It has been suggested by Administration spokesmen that the Import penetra-
tion affecting the domestic textile and apparel industry has been small. Around
11 percent, I believe, was the figure stated by Minister Smith to the House Ways
and Means Committee, Subcommittee on Trade, on July 10. I need to take issue
with this number because imports of cotton textiles and apparel have been rising
dramatically to the point that last year imports supplied not 11 percent of the
domestic market, but almost double that level or some 1.4 million bale equivalents.
At the rate imports are flowing into the country in 1978, our guess is that cotton
textile and apparel manufacturers will be faced with an even worse import
penetration this year.

If tariffs on these products are cut, we foresee even larger imports as pointed
out in the joint statement of the fifteen organizations here today. We know
froim past experience with tariff reductions in Geneva that whenever these take
place, the United States is faced with significant increases in imports of cotton
gcods. After tariff reductions in 1955 which reduced import duties on cotton cloth
by about 27 percent, there was an upsurge in imports that eventually led to nego-
tiations with Japan of the first cotton textile bilateral agreement. In 1967 the
Kennedy Round lowered the tariffs on textiles again, this time by an average of
about 21 percent. What we saw thereafter was a substantial increase in textile
and apparel imports. I should point out that the phasing in of tariff reductions
over a period of time, such as was done as a result of the Kennedy Round, does
not offset the final impact of those tariff reductions.

To those who have said that with the Multiflher Arrangement in place, there
is no need for concern about cuts in textile and apparel tariffs, I say the MFA
is in effect for a limited number of years. It is now in its second four-year period.
On the other hand, tariff cuts are in effect forever, unless some American industry
Is successful enough to win import relief under the "escape clause" provisions of
the Trade Act of 1974. We know that only 4 industries out of 31 which have tried,
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have gotten import relief under the "escape clause". Thus, what harm is done to
the textile and apparel industry in the way of tariff cuts in the current trade
negotiations will not be undone easily, if ever.

Therefore, what is at stake here is of major importance, not just to the textile
mills and apparel factories of our country but to the entire cotton industry, be-
ginning with the cotton farmer and those who supply his machinery, chemicals,
and many other supplies. It is necessary that S. 2920 be enacted to prevent ir-
reparable harm to this entire complex which is so important to the growth and
health of the American economy.

SUMMARY STATEMENT OF IRVING S. SHAPIRO, CHAIRMAN, Du PONT CO., ON
BEHALF OF THE MAN-MADE FIBER PRODUCES ASSOCIATION

I am Irving S. Shapiro, Chairman of the Du Pont Company. I am here today as
spokesman for the Man-Made Fiber Producers Association. The Association rep-
resents companies which manufacture more than 90 percent of the man-made
fibers produced in this country. Man-made fibers, in turn, account for more than
70 percent of all fibers consumed by American mills and apparel factories.

The joint statement filed with the Committee represents the views of the man-
made fiber producers together with those of the other trade associations and
unions which have endorsed the statement. From the point of view of the man-
made fiber industry, there are certain Important points which I would like to
stress.

First, a healthy textile and apparel industry is essential to the health of the
business I represent. As increasingly larger quantities of imported fabrics and
garments enter the domestic market, utilization of existing man-made fiber pro-
dur'tion facilities declines and opportunities for future growth lessen. The alarm-
ing trend in this industry is illustrated by the following data.

'The textile industry trade deficit was about 3.4 billion dollars in 1977 which
accounts for more than 10 percent of the total U.S. trade deficit. Given the pres-
ent loss of confidence in the United States dollar abroad, no segment of govern.
inent should take any action which will result in an increase In this trade deficit.
During the first six months of this year, textile imports came into the U.S. at an
annual rate in excess of 7 billion dollars while our textile exports declined by
) percent to 2.5 billion dollars. The textile trade deficit for the first six months hit
in annual rate of 4.6 billion dollars which is 70 percent more than for the same

perind last year. Of course increases of this magnitude continue to adversely
affect U.S. Jobs.

A second point I would like to make Is that imports have increased both from
countries covered by bilateral agreements as well as those that are not. This
clearly demonstrates that tariffs are essential in controlling imports. Trade con-
ceions at this time can only worsen the current problem.

Man made fibers are even more dependent on tariffs than textiles since they
are not effectively covered by bilateral agreements. This lack of quantitative re-
strictions is critical because fiber producers throughout the world have excess
capacity. World capacity for non-cellulosic fibers, such as nylon and polyester,
will exceed demand by 6 to 8 billion pounds. Excess capacity generally forces
prices down to levels at which fiber producers operate at marginal or even
improfitable levels. This Is borne out by the fact that. despite record Inflation
for the industry's raw materials and energy, the price index for man-made fiber
ad yarns is below the level It was in 1967. When prices are depressed, tariffs
detor excessive levels of imports and provide support for domestic Industry.

One positive step would be an exemption of textiles from tariff cuts now being
discussed during the Tokyo Round talks in Geneva. If the Administration does not
1;,orceive the necessity of this much-needed exemption, we urge the Congress to
provide it via speedy action on the Hollings bill (S. 2920). This action could be
followed by others, including tighter enforcement of the Multifiber Arrangement,
more effective enforcement of antidumping and countervailing duty statutes and
nezrtiation of bilateral agreements with those nations not now covered.

My final point is that, in order to achieve employment stability and job crea-
tion. it is essential to have investment in modern production facilities and in new
,rneduct research and development aimed at keeping American industry (onetl-

tive in the global market. Presently, the fiber-fabric-apparel industry in the
United States is competitive because of past investments based on sound business
de, sions about future requirements.
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The future of the business I represent-the production of man-made fibers-
depends on a healthy fabric and apparel manufactuxilg industry. In all truth,
at this moment I cannot see how Du Pont or any other company in the industry
can make a logical decision about significant Investment in modernization or
expansion of facilities in the United States. We also must question how long we
can afford to maintain a high level of research and development in the face of
continued signals from our government that the domestic fabric and apparel
industry is being allowed to wither away.

JOINT STATEMENT OF 15 FIBER, TEXTILE, AND APPAREL INDUSTRY ASSOCIATIONS AND
LABOR UNIONS

This statement is submitted by the following organizations:
Amalgamated Clothing and Textile Workers Union, 15 Union Square, New

York, NY 10003.
American Textile Manufactures Institute, 1101 Connecticut Avenue, NW, Suite

800 Washington, DC 20036.
American Yarn Spinners Association, Inc., Box 99, Gastonia, NC 28052.
American Apparel Manufacturers Association, 1611 North Kent Street, Arling-

ton, VA 22209.
Clothing Manufacturers Association of the USA, 135 West 50th Street, New

York, NY 10020.
International Ladies Garment Workers' Union, 1710 Broadway, New York,

NY 10019.
Man-Made Fiber Producers Association, Inc., 1150 Seventeenth Street, NW,

Washington, D.C. 20036.
National Association of Hosiery Manufacturers, Box 4314, Charlotte, NC

28204.
National Cotton Council of America, Box 12285, Memphis, TN 38112.
National Knitted Outerwear Association, 51 Madison Avenue, New York, NY

10010.
National Knitwear Manufacturers Association, 350 Fifth Avenue, New York,

NY 10001.
National Wool Growers Association, 1776 F Street, NW, Washington, D.C.

20006.
Northern Textile Association, 211 Congress Street, Boston, MA 02110.
Textile Distributors Association, 1040 Avenue of the Americas, New York,

NY 10018.
Work Glove Manufacturers Association, 547R North Milwaukee Avenue,

Libertyville, IL 60048.
SUMMARY

1. The fiber/textile/apparel industry makes a major contribution to the
dAmerican economy.

2. Imports have been devastating to the Industry.
3. Contemplated tariff cuts will aggravate the industry's import problem.
4. All segments of the Industry have encountered high Imports and deserve

similar treatment.
5. Tariff cuts on textiles and apparel will worsen U.S. balance of payments.
6. Tariff cuts will increase unemployment.
7. Cunsumer gains from tariff cuts on textiles and apparel are a mirage.
8. Escape clause import relief cannot be expected to correct damage of tariff

cuts.
9. The Multifiber Arrangement (MFA) is a helpful but inadequate import

relief mechanism.
10. U.S. tariff cut offers at Geneva are substantial and damaging.
11. Codes of conduct will Increase damage done by tariff cuts.
12. S 2920 can preserve a viable fiber/textile/apparel industry.
13. There Is a clear analogy between escape clause relief and import relief

under the MFA.
14. The Administrat!on's opposition to S. 2920 Is not well founded.
a. The MTN would not be jeopardized.
b. Other industries cannot use S. 2920 as a basis for similar treatment.
c. U.S. textile and apparel duties are not effectively higher than those in Japan

and the European Conmnunity.
d. Export benefits of tariff cuts are illusory.
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15. Legislation such as S. 2920 can make the difference.
The fifteen Industry associations and labor unions submittifig this joint state-

ment in support of S. 2920 represent firms and workers engaged in the produc-
tion and distribution of fibers, textiles, and apparel spread across this nation.

Some of these organizations are concerned primarily with the production of
the primary raw material; with the processing of these raw materials; still
others with their manufacture into a broad range of end-products. Their sepa-
rate terms of reference may lead them to focus attention in different degrees to
s ecial areas, but one problem area Is of overriding concern to all: how to man-
tain and expand the economic viability of the fiber, textile and apparel industry
in the face of burgeoning imports. This problem receives priority attention by
all organizations which may be directly or indirectly interested in the fiber.
textile and apparel industry.

In this context, there has now arisen a new threat to the survival and growth
of this Industry emanating from the Impending action of our own government
in negotiating away at Geneva-through tariff cuts and concessions on inter-
national codes of conduct-the future of 29,000 textile and apparel plants and
the jobs of 2.4 million workers.

It is for th!s reason that S. 2920, which would prohibit the reduction of
elimination In trade negotiations of duties or import restrictions on textilvs
and textile products, must receive favorable consideration from this
Subcommittee.

It should be noted that most of the organizations that are submitting this
statement in support of S. 2920 also testified on July 10, before the Trade
Subcommittee of the House Ways and Means Committee In support of a similar
bill, Ht.R. 10853. In the course of those House hearings, several points were
raised by various witnesses that are also addressed in this statement. However.
the essential facts presented by us In that prior testimony are also Incorporated
in this statement since nothing has transpired to Invalidate them or to change
our urgent request for affirmative action on the bill before this Subcommittee,
S. 2920.

Indeed, if anything, events which have transpired since the July 10 House
hearing lend a new sense of urgency to speedy passage of this legislation.

The Ministerial Declaration issued in Geneva on July 13, 1978 relative to
the progress m ;e to date in the Multilateral Trade Negotiations gives us added
cause for concern regarding the will of the United States to resist pressures for
unjustified concessions on various trade matters. The Special Representative
for Trade Negotiations, Ambassador Robert S. Strauss, reported to the Congress
following his participation at the Bonn economic summit meeting and has given
his impressions of accomplishments to date and of the trade issues that are still
unresolved. His report, too, gives us a sense of growing unease over the full
picture unrifring in the Geneva multilateral trade negotiations.

We fear that a train of events has been set in motion in Geneva by our gov-
ernment which, unless stopped by the Congress, will place our industry's future
in serious jeopardy. The Geneva trade negotiations, according to all of the ad-
vice we have received, are targeted to cut substantially the tariffs in Schedules
3 and 7 of the U.S. Tariff Schedules which cover the products of the fiber/
textile/apparel industry. Some of the international codes being negotiated today
In Geneva could also spell serious trouble for our Industry. We have appealed
to the Administration to be exempted from the contemplated tariff cuts. Our
appeals have fallen on deaf ears.

We are grateful, however, that the failure of the Administrations to respond
to our appeals has not gone unrecognized by the Congress. as is witnessed b~y
the introduction in the Senate of S. 2920 cosponsored by 31 Senators. Bills in
the House similar to S. 2920, such as H.R. 10853, have been introduced by 1,SI
members of that body, according to lastest count. That this legislation ba:
received such overwhelming and geographically widespread support is a recog-
nition of the major role played by the fiber/textile/apparel industry in the
American economy.
The industry makes a major contribution to the American economy,

Of the 29,000 textile and apparel plants In the United States, at least one is
situated in every state of the Union, although there are concentrations in several
of the metropolitan areas of the Northeast and in some of the more rural areas
of the Southeast. The industry is the largest employer of labor In manufacturing
in the United States and Its 2.4 million workers account for one out of every
eight jobs in manufacturing. We provide Jobs to people with a wide range of skills

34-870-78---
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and to many who are considered disadvantaged in today's world.dTwenty-three
percent of our workers are minorities; 65 percent are women. The induStry is the
major customer of American cotton and wool growers spread throughout a large
part of our country. The industry is an important customer of the chemical, trans-
portation and machinery industries. We should also not overlook the stakes in the

iustry's future for hundreds of thousands of investors; there are some 177,000
shareholders in 21 of the largest publcly-held textile companies.

In short, ours is an industry clearly basic to the health and growth of the
American economy. We are proud of the contributions our industry has made to
the economy. We want to continue to make a growing contribution to the eco-
nuPnic growth of our country.
Imports have been devastating to the industry

Despite the key role played by the industry in the economy, it stands at an
economic precipice as never before in its almost 200 years of existence and service
to ,our country because of rising quantities of disruptive imports.

Witness these facts:
The textile/apparel trade deficit in 1977 was a record $3.4 billion.
In the first six months of 1978 alone, the trade deficit was 70 percent ahead of

the deficit for the first six months of 1977, and is running at an annual rate of
i$4.6 billion.

In the twelve months ending June 1978, the textile/apparel trade deficit was
4s percent higher than in the preceding 12-month period.

Imports now supply over 50 percent of the U.S. market for many important
products of our industry. Cotton textile and apparel imports had captured 19.2
liercent of the U.S. market in 1977. The Import penetration for wool textile and
.Ij arel products was 80 percent

Textile and apparel imports in the first six months of 1978 were 24 percent
above the same period last year in yardage terms.

Apparel imports in 1977 were the highest on record. They were 21 percent
higher in the first six months of 1978 than in the same period a year earlier.

The unemployment rate was 7.6 percent in textiles and 10 percent In apparel
in 1977, compared to a 6.7 percent rate for all manufacturing. Although current
figures have moved lower, imports have been growing so dramatically that
346000 textile and apparel workers were still out of work or on short time
through July 1978.

It is against this background and for the reasons which will be presented
herein that we fifteen fiber, textile and apparel industry associations and labor
unions have joined together to support S. 2920. We strongly urge this Sub-
committee to report this bill out with a favorable vote.
Contemplated tariff cut8 will aggravate industry's import problem

Strong debate exists among various public and private groups over the need
for and advisability of tariff reductions on textile and apparel products. Yet.
it is clear that the aftermath of substantial tariff cuts in textiles and apparel
will certainly be a much greater influx of imports, a greater loss of jobs, and
a (lIterioration of confidence and business in even the most robust segments
of the fiber, textile, and apparel industry. Accumulating evidence from a wide
rawge of studies documents the severe effects which could result from the MTN.

The liberalizing of tariffs on textiles and apparel would increase the already
acute import pressure on the U.S. industry in several ways. First, it will be a
b,:oi to foreign suppliers in countries which are not, as yet, controlled by a
bilateral agreement with the U.S. pursuant to the Multifiber Arrangement (MFA).
Second. it will encourage foreign suppliers In countries which are controlled
liy a bilateral agreement with the U.S. to expand their actual trade up to the
maximum allowed by restraint levels in those many cases where the restraint
levels are not now filled. Third, it will Increase pressure on the U.S. from our
trading partners subject to controls under bilateral agreements to relax restraint
levels, a pressure to which the U.S. has boved time and again in the past.

When this anticipated increased pressure from imports resulting from tariff
reductions is viewed in the context of recent trends in U.S. trade in textiles and
apparel. the danger to our industry is quite apparent. According to the U.S.
lIepartaieut of Commerce, the value of U.S. imports of textile and apparel
iroduets in 1977 wvas far find away the highest on record, $5.9 billion, a 12
percent increase over 1976. U.S. exports of textiles and apparel In 1977 were also
at record levels, but were still only 4 percent above 1976 levels. As already
stated, the net result for the U.S. trade balance In 1977 was a record deficit of
$3.4 billion. This astronomical deficit was a serious deterioration from the previ-
ous record deficit of $2.8 billion in 1976.
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In terms of quantity, the import situation is equally serious. Expressed in
square yard equivalents, the level of cotton, wool, and man-made fibers Imports
of textile and apparel products hit 5.2 billion square yard equivalents in 1977,
the highest since 1972. Expressed on a poundage basis, 1977 imports were at an
all-time high. More significantly, Imports in the first six months of 1978 alone
have been 3.1 billion square yard equivalents. This pace of imports is 24 percent
above 1977.

This deteriorating trade situation, it should be emphasized, has occurred
despite the fact that the GATT multilateral Multifiber Arrangement to control
trade in textiles has been in existence since 1974 and was recently renewed for
four more years. This deterioration has occurred after the recent strong commit-
mwent by the Executive Branch to get tough in bilateral agreements negotiated
pursuant to the MFA. Worst of all, this deterioration in trade has occurred well
before a single tariff has been cut in the MTN.

This is the answer to those who would suggest that the existence of the MFA
and the 18 bilateral agreements negotiated under the MFA framework by the
United States with supplying countries provide the industry with adequate safe-
guards against any expanded import pressures as a consequence of tariff cuts.

Clearly if the IFA and the bilateral agreements were effective instruments to
provide import relief, the tremendous upsurge in imports that has occurri d in
1978 would not have taken place.

Without the MFA and the bilateral agreements, import growth might very
well have been greater but it has to be recognized also that they have proveil to
lie inadequate as a solution to the problems of import impact in the domestic
industry.
.All segments of industry have, encountered high imports and deserve similar

treatment
Imports have grown notwithstanding the MFA and the bilaterals and this

import growth has resulted in trade deficits not only for apparel where such
deficits have been consistent, but also in textile mill products which had enjoyed
a positive trade balance in the four years preceding 1978.

A view has been put forward incorrectly that imports have not increased but
rather that they peaked in 1972 and have declined thereafter. This is manifestly
in error.

First. the calculation measures imports on the basis of square yard equivalents.
Imports measured on the basis of either pounds or value reached an all-time
high in 1977.

Second, the use of 1972 as a base year for comparison distorts the picture of
iIport trends. The year 1972 was the year of the highest demand for textiles and
apparel and consequently a high level of imports. The Justification offered for
the use of 1972 as a base year is that the Multifiber Arrangement was negotiated
in 1973.

By the same token, since multifiber bilateral agreements with the major Far
Eastern countries were negotiated in 1971, logically the year 1970 should be
regarded as the appropriate base year. Taking that base year through 1976,
imports grew at a rate nearly double that of domestic consumption.

Moreover, although the Multifiber Arrangement was negotiated in 1973, it did
not become effective until 1974 and the telling point is that imports in terms
of square yard equivalents Increased between 1974 and 1977 by 17 percent, and
imports in terms of pounds increased by 36 percent.

It has also been suggested that because textile mill products had experienced
a trade surplus in the 1974-77 period, this segment of the industry might be
treated differently than apparel in the multilateral trade negotiations. Such a
jud,,ement can be faulted on several grounds.

First, the positive trade balance in textile mill products has occurred in only
four of the last eleven years. Second, the extent of the positive trade balance
has been declining since the peak in 1975. Third, It was wiped out in 1978 by
virtue of the substantial increase in Imports of textile mill products this year.
In the first six months of 1978 imports of fabrics were up 37 percent and imports
of yarns were up 13 percent over the same period a year earlier. Fourth. it
should be pointed out that the position of imports and exports in these trade
balance figures are not consistent. Imports are measured on the basis of f.o.b.
values in the exporting country. I.S. exports, of course. reflect U.S. wholesale
prices for the same commodity. The situation that exists is that most of the
imports are of a low unit value and most of the exports are of a significantly
higher unit value. If the trade balance figures were on a c.i.f. basis for imports,
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we would find that the degree of positive balance for the last four years would
have been significantly reduced, if not eliminated. Even without such an adjust-
ment, this positive trade balance has been eliminated in 1978. Fifth, virtually
all imports of textile mill products replace domestically-produced textile mill
products while the lion's share of U.S. exports of textile mill products are to mar-
kets where comparable production is not available. Finally, to suggest that
textiles should be treated differently from apparel in the MTN ignores the basic
inseparability of these two sectors. A job lost in the apparel sector is reflected
in a Job lost In the textile sector. The U.S. textile industry cannot exist without
a viable apparel industry, by far Its major customer. Conversely, a viable textile
industry is essential to a healthy domestic apparel Industry which otherwise will
be at the mercy of foreign textile suppliers.
Tariff cuts on textiles and apparel will worsen U.S. balance of payment

The liberalization of tariffs on textiles and apparel will produce trade effects
having profound adverse implications both for the national economy and this
industry.

Such conclusions emerge from a recent study on the subject by the Brookings
Institution, In which it is stated: "For the United States, Canada, and the EEC
it Is clear that the textiles sector Is of primary importance to overall results for
imports and, even more importantly, employment effects." One statistical table
presented in the report showed "that the most dramatic effect of excluding
textiles (from the MTN) occurs in the United States, where textiles would
amount to fully one-third of the increase In total (U.S.) imports if included in
Iiberalization. With textiles (and apparel) In the negotiations, a 60 percent
linear cut would 'give the United States a negative impact of $1.4 billion on its
direct trade effects." The study goes on to say that in the absence of liberaliza-
tion of textiles, the effect of the MTN on the trade balance would be positive in
the amount of $211 million. Thus, the Inclusion of textiles and apparel alone in
tariff liberalization contributes an estimated $1.6 billion to the U.S. trade deficit,
based on the Brookings Institution estimates.

Furthermore. this estimated negative impact on the U.S. trade balance, as
large as it seems, grossly understates the actual results of tariff cuts on textiles
and apparel. These estimates are founded upon trade levels in 1974. If 1977
trade data were used, the deficit would be considerably higher.

Thus, by invoking its full tariff-cutting authority on textitles and apparel, the
U.S. negotiating team in Geneva could single-handedly place an overwhelming
additional burden on the already struggling U.S. fiber/textile/apparel industry.
This does not mention the net negative impact on the overall U.S. trade balance,
an Impact which is undeniably inflationary. That the U.S. would cling to its
insistence on offering substantial cuts on textile and apparel products in view
of these facts is, to say the least, disconcerting.

From the straight-forward point of view of bard-headed negotiation, the in-
clusion of the textile and apparel sector in the MTN simply does not make any
sense. Normally, negotiations require visible benefits to make them worthwhile to
either party. Yet what does the U.S. gain by adding billions to our non-oil
related trade deficit? In the first six months of 1978 imports of consumer goods
of $23.4 billion exceeded oil Imports of $19.3 billion.
Tariff cuts will increase unemployment

One direct result of these trade effects will be the adverse effect on employ-
ment. A study recently done by Data Resources, Inc. (DRI) on this Issue esti-
mated that the loss of Jobs directly related to production of textiles and apparel
would be over 200,000 by 1985 just as a result of a 50 percent tariff cut. Further-
more the ripple effects throughout the economy would be staggering.

Another econometric study performed by the Amalgamated Clothing and
Textile Workers Union estimated that the direct employment effects of a 60
percent cut on only thirteen specific men's and boys' apparel products would be
over 14,000 direct job losses and over 24 million man-hours lost. Extrapolating
these figures to all men's and boys' apparel would result In an estimated 60,000
jobs lost. And these job loss figures do not Include the secondary employment
effects which would he considerable.

Even the Brookings Institution report has agreed In principle on the relatively
harsh effects of liberalization on the textile and apparel industry, stating that
"the inclusion of textiles In liberalization would raise the total number of jobs
lost to increased imports by approximately 75 percent."
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There Is considerable difference in the actual estimates of the employment
effects of tariff liberalization between the DRI and Brookings studies caused by
major differences in the models used. While we strongly feel that the DRI molel
is much more comprehensive and realistic, it is nonetheless quite clear that the
disruption to textile and apparel workers will be massive as a result of tariff
cuts in the current Multilateral Trade Negotiations.

In reviewing employment trends in the textile and apparel industry, some
Administration spokesmen have noted that employment in the industry has de-
,lined by "only" 76,400 over the last dozen years. It would be unfortunate were
this to in(licale an Administration view that such a decline is not of significance.

Through July 1978 there were 193,000 textile and apparel workers unemployed
and an additional 153,000 workers on short-time. The industry joins with labor
in expressing great concern for unemplopment and short-time of these magni-
tudes and is equally concerned with any suggestion that because 1978 employ-
nient increased over 1977 levels the employment situation in this industry is
favorable.

In this context, reference should also be made to the cavalier assessment of
employment losses resulting from tariff liberalization on textiles and apparel by
one witness at July 10 hearings of the Subcommittee of the House Ways and
Means Committee, who stated: "The annual net job loss would be less than one-
tenth of one percent of employment in the industry. This rate is extremely
small.

The employment loss estimates cited are grossly inaccurate and understated,
but even if they were accurate we do not feel that it is possible to be cavalier
nliout job loss of 76.000 or 41.(00 or 17,000. We do not consider such losses of
jobs in an industry as large as the textile and apparel industry to be "extremely
small". In addition, the cost of adjustment assistance for these workers and the
suffering these losses will generate are not small. As inadequate as adjustment
assistance is, the costs of such assistance in all its forms will be borne by the
U.S. taxpayer (who is the U.S. consumer) who will not benefit in other ways.

Referring to his study, that witness at the House hearings acknowledged that
it did not adequately account for the serious damage to small communities in
which entire plants are shut down. Mere attrition and adjustment assistance do
not apply to this type of devastation, which as past experience has shown, will
be the actual manner in which employment losses will occur.

The severity of the problem faced by any displaced textile and apparel worker
is highlighted by a recent article in the Department of Labor's BLS "Spring
Occupational Outlook Quarterly". The article reports that if projections of col-
lege enrollments are on target, about 2.7 million graduates will either enter non-
traditional occupations, such as clerical and blue-collar jobs, or face unemploy-
ment during the period to 1985. This is the competition facing displaced textile
and apparel workers whose median educational level in 1970 was only 10.3 and
11.5 years, respectively.
Consumer gains from tariff cuts on textiles and apparel are a mirage

One often-repeated argument in support of tariff cuts is that the gains to the
U.S. economy from the increased trade will far outweigh the costs of unemploy-
ment and adjustment. This, in fact, was the major conclusion of the Brookings
study. However, a more realistic appraisal prepared by Data Resources, Inc.
shows that the U.S. economy stands to lose if fiber/textile/apparel tariffs are cut
(see Appendix 1).

Excessive imports which damage our domestic industry leave the consumer
and the nation worse off. Every consumer Is also a taxpayer and must assume
part of the social and economic costs borne by the community arising from
import impact, i.e.. reduced tax revenues as a result of loss of jobs and closing
of plants, increased welfare costs for unemployed persons and all the social prob-
lems therefrom. There is also much evidence that low-wage low-cost imports are
not reflected in lower prices to consumers, but simply mean higher mark-ups for
importers and distributors.

Thus even where imported items might theoretically represent some saving to
the American consumer, the reality is that the retailer simply takes a higher
markup on imports so that the consumer does not benefit. The Library of Con-
gress on July 19, 1977, submitted to the Trade Subcommittee of the House Com-
mittee on Ways and Means a Study on Imports and Consumer Prices which
concluded that:
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"(1) Markup ratios on imports (assuming that these are lower priced than
equivalent domestic products, appear to be higher than those on domestic prod-
ucts since the aim of the retailer is usually to sell identical or equivalent prod-
ucts at the same or approximately the same price. The higher markup may, in
part, be justified by sound commercial reasons (higher risk, less reliable delivery,
more red tape, and et sim).

"(2) Higher markup ratios do not preclude, in certain instances, some benefit
from the lower-cost import from being passed on to the consumer In the form of
a lower original retail price of either the imported commodity itself (if sold
separately from the domestic product) or the domestic-imported product mix (if
the two types of products are identical and sold by the same retailer), or of a
higher markdown from the originally set retail price. On the other hand, the
available facts also suggest that in other instances the lower cost of Imports does
not result in any price benefits to the consumer and merely allows the seller a
higher profit."

What this means simply is that the retail price to consumers for domestically
produced textiles and apparel sets the price level to which import prices rise.
Regardless of the import price at the landed value, the importer level, the "whole-
sale" level or the equivalent, the U.S. consumer often pays virtually the same
retail price for a given product, whether it is produced domestically or abroad.

Thus there is a major fallacy underlying the assumption that the U.S. con-
sumer will actually see any price reduction as a consequence of lower tariffs on
textiles and apparel. Evidence of this reality was displayed during the July 10
hearings of the Trade Subcommittee of the House Ways and Means Committee,
at which a witness representing the American Retail Federation acknowledged
that in the event of tariff reductions on textile and apparel Items, there would
be no resulting price reduction at the consumer level.

Lower cost imports allow the retailer more leeway in pricing but the consumer
rarely benefits. Using consumer diary data collected by the Market Research
Corporation of America, a statistical study of prices charged for apparel gar-
ments at the retail level revealed that between 1974 and 1977 the average annual
percentage increase in prices to consumers by retail establishments In the sur-
vey was greater for imported apparel than for domestic apparel. By category,
domestic men's outerwear increased in retail prices by 7.7 percent but imported
men's outerwear increased by 10.2 percent. Women's outerwear prices at retail
increased 5.2 percent for domestic articles while the Imported article increased
by 7.1 percent. The difference in comparative price rises in boys' and girls' outer-
wear was even more pronounced. Lower-cost imports simply translate into high
markups at the retail level.

The obvious implications for the long-term welfare of the U.S. consumeer are
obvious. In the event of a collapse of sectors of the fiber/textile/apparel industry,
there is no assurance that the resulting dependence on foreign sources of supply
would lead to constant supply, reasonable prices, or reasonable quality. We cer-
tainly do not want to see a repetition of the oil price experience.

Grandiose claims for the welfare gains from trade are at best unfounded and
are more likely grossly overstated. Historical data from the post-Kennedy
Round of tariff cuts shows that between 1967, the year in which the Kennedy
Round was concluded, and 1972, the final year in which the tariff cuts were
phased in, textile and apparel Imports Increased by 140 percent, from 2.6 to C.2
billion square yard equivalents. During this period the annual growth of Im-
ports was three times as fast as the growth of the domestic market. Yet during
this same period, the consumer price index for apparel items rose by roughly the
same magnitude as for food. fuels and utilities.

Furthermore, there are substantial costs to the U.S. taxpayer (who is also the
consumer) from lost jobs. These costs Include unemployment compensation, ad-
justment assistance, welfare payments, losses in corporate and individual In-
come taxes, lost income to communities, and waste associated with the idling
of productive facilities.

What does the U.S. stand to gain from all of this? We see little gain and much
loss.

In fact, the record Is clear on job losses due to imports already suffered by
workers in textiles and apparel. Of the 92,000 workers who have applied for trade
adjustment assistance in just three years. 50,000 have fully satisfied the Labor
Department's tight criteria for certification that imports have been an Important
cause of the loss of their jobs. The program bad paid out to these workers $40
million as of February 1978, and these costs continue to mount.
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Aside from Import growth and employment effects, It Is clear that tariff cuts
will allow imports to further undersell U.S. producers. U.S. producers must meet
price cuts or lose business. Thus, the moderate profit rate of 4.5 percent on sales
before taxes which textile Industry earned last year would be seriously lowered.
In 1974, 40 percent of U.S. textile companies as well as nearly 40 percent of U.S.
apparel firms were already operating at a loss. Given the Impact of Increased
costs, many of which are mandated by Government regulations, and further price
cuts which will result from tariff reductions, many firms will he forced to fold.
How long can an industry survive under circumstances of increased costs and
reduced prices?
Escape claub import cannot be expected to correct damage of tariff cuts

It is illusory to assume, as indeed have some apologists for the severe textile
and apparel tariff cuts offered by our negotiators in Geneva, that the Trade
Act's safeguard provisions can come to the aid of firms and workers in these
industries should the reduced tariffs lead to damaging import surges.

It is indisputable that the Trade Act, In its several import relief provisions
has much scope and flexibility for remedial action. There Is indeed a clear Con-
gres-sional commitment In the Trade Act to provide, as President Ford said when
he signed the Act into law on January 3, 1975, "greater relief for American iII-
dustry suffering from increased Imports." But, the promise has not been matched
by the performance, simply because of the recalcitrance of the Executive Branch
in implementing that clear Congressional mandate.

Congress theoretically made it easier for industries and their workers to secure
import relief from Injurious imports by liberalizing the criteria for slich relief in
the escape clause sections of the Trade Act. But, it also continued the Presi-
dent's authority to reject the International Trade Commission's recommenda-
tions for import relief because of the "national economic interest."

The laxity of statutory enforcement of the safeguard provisions of the Trade
Act of 1974 Is clearly indicated by the fact that only four U.S. industries out of
31 that have gone through the laborious process of petitioning the U.S. Interna-
tional Trade Commissions for Import relief under the escape clause have actually
received such relief.

Thus. we feel strongly, based on the record to date, that injury resulting from
tariffs cut In the Geneva negotiations will not be easily remedied through resort
to the escape clause.
The multifiber arrangement (MFA) is a helpful but inadequate import relief

mechanism
Insofar as the textile and apparel Industry Is concerned, Its vulnerability, as a

labor-Intensive Industry. to low-wage foreign supply has long been acknowledged
by the U.S. Government supply has long been acknowledged by the U.S. Govern-
ment. In fact, action to safeguard firms and workers In this Industry against dis-
ruptive Import surges goes back 40 years to the Roosevelt Administration. The
Import problems faced by this industry led to the Short Term Cotton Textile
Arrangement (STA), the Long Term Cotton Textile Arrangement (LTA), and
more recently to the Multifiber Arrangement, now In Its fifth year.

Under the umbrella of the MFA, the United States has negotiated 18 bilateral
agreements designed to control the shipments of textiles and apparel In order
to eliminate market disruption fro.i such trade.

Notwithstanding Its Intent, It Is clear that the MFA and the bilateral agree-
ments negotiated under It have not been successful In containing the relentless
upsurge In imports. The Multifiber Arrangement allows for on annual growth
rate of 6 percent but, In fact, much higher levels have been apparent, particu-
larly for apparel. Between 1967 and 1977, according to the Federal Reserve In-
dex of Industrial production. U.S. apparel output grew by only 2 percent per year
and textile production grew by only 3.2 percent per year. On the other hand. the
growth rate for textile and apparel imports In this period has been much higher.
7.2 percent. We think It Is unfair to the Industry and its workers that imports he
allowed to grow faster than the growth of the U.S. market. This becomes partien-
larly critical in the years ahead in view of anticipated lower growth rates for the
domestic market.

The MFA Is therefore a helpful but, to date. largely Inadequate import relief
mechanism, and its maintenance cannot be used to hill the firms and workers
In our industry Into a false sense of security in the face of the severe and un-
necessary cuts in U.S. textile and apparel import duties which have been offered
up for grabs In Geneva by our negotiators.
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We note that the MFA has proven to be a highly inelastic arrangement in that
whether or not the domestic market is contracting, and irrespective of the U.S.
li"siness cycle. imports are permitted to grow by at least 6 percent per year.
Its weakness as an import relief mechanism, ho% ever, is also due to the liberal
interpretation by the United States of the MFA's technical features, in terms
of administration and enforcement.

In this regard, controlled suppliers are allowed flexibility through shifts
among categories, borrowing from the following year's restraint levels, and
carrying over of a portion of unused levels from one year to the next. This can
imrease ceilings for a category in one year by as much as 17 percent.

Wlien ceilings are reached and goods are embargoed upon reaching the U.S.
because many exporting countries do not effectively control their exports, the

'.S. often relaxes the embargo, allows the goods to enter, and deducts the atnout
from the following year's ceiling.

.M'ore imloortant is the fact that the MIFA does not control all imports, and
uncontrolled suppliers are not put under control fast enough to prevent them
fm gaining a significant I)ortidin of the trade before they are put under con-

X l. A major supplier of textiles and apparel to the U.S., the People's Republic
of 'hina, remains uncontrolled. The most we can glean from the Administration
.,ri this issue is that "it is on the front burner." It has been "simmering" in that
position for a long tine, while imports from Ole PRC continue to increase. It
sl.ould Ibe noted there are no overall ceilings under the MFA.

"il'ds point needs especially to be emphasized since the l)ossibillity of sub-
stantial increases in Imports of textiles from exporting countries not covered
by any bilateral agreement is a real danger as a direct consequence of any cits
in U.S. tariffs. Such signs will certainly be considered by foreign prodt . :3
to enhance their sale sprospects In the vast U.S. market; thus tariff cuts walt
it as a magnet in funneling an even greater volume of uncontrolled shipments

Onto our shires.
"h'lie V.S. can take forceful action to control shipments from countries no,

c,,vered by lbilateral agreements. New agreements can be negotiated and uni-
la.i'..ral action to restrain imports from uncontrolled sources can he taken. 1how-
evetr. the record of Executive Branch foot-dragging on enforcement actions to
cl:liut is hardly reassuring to our Industry of any change in the future. Thus
tariff cuts in textiles and apparel hold a real threat that uncontrolled ship-

ioenlts coin lead to) a disruption of the market despite the MFA.
An jInally serious problem for the U.S. textile and apparel Industry is the

iw.',vse pressure from various quarters, both foreign and domestic, to increase
re-train hvel-; on controlled countries, which ha.s led to acquiescence on the part
f tle Executive Branch i the past. If existing tariffs are cut, we can expect

e'Cn stronger lpressures to relax these controls.
It Is well-documented that the restraint levels on textile and apparel products

r,.poresents a substantial overhang above actual import levels, probably at least
3, percent in 1977, allowing many countries room for major increases in Imports
N ihout violating any provisions of the bilaterals which are In effect. This Is oc-

1-,:rring even before tariffs are cut. If tariffs are cut the situation will obviously
i, exacerbated. The tremendous flood of imports thus far In 1978 could well re-
1i.,t the impact of some of this overhang.

It is. therefore. wrong for advocates of tariff cuts to suggest thta the MFA
effectively controls the majority of textile and apparel imports Into the United
States and that tariff cuts would impact only on a limited share of imports. In
any event, the 'MFA Is In effect for a specified number of years. However, tariff
cots are in effect definitely unless relief is provided under the "escape clause."
.\.q previously noted this has proven to be an Ineffective procedure. Thus, what
harm is done to the textile and apparel Industry through 31TN tariff cuts will not
le easily remedied.

'.. tariff cut offers at Gencra arc substantial and damaging
In defending its advocacy of tariff reductions on textiles and apparel as part of

th( 'Multilateral Trade Negotiations. Administration spokesmen have resorted to
arguments of marginal persuasiveness, Including the rationale that the current
ini lort duties on textiles and apparel are high In comparison to those on other
products: also, that under the U.S. tariff offer at Geneva, the average textile
and apparel duty would be reduced by "only" 25.5 percent. They also note that
the U.S. tariff offer woud involve a reduction of less than 1 percentage point
per year for the average textile mill product.
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The concept of averaging tariff cuts is misleading. Many key textile products
will be cut by 40 to 60 percent under be U.S. offer. The average of a range from
1 to 50 may be 25 and the average of a range from 24 to 26 may also be 25. A
reduction of 1 percentage point of a 5 percent duty is actually a 20 percent reduc-
ton. Recognizing that phasing in a 25 percent reduction over a period of 8 years
actually amounts to more than a 3 percent reduction each year, the industry
cannot tolerate this kind of a reduction considering the fact that in 1977 the
average textile mill profit on sales before taxes amounted to only 4.5 percent.

The fact that duties on textiles and apparel may be higher than for other indus-
trial products needs to be considered against the background of the structural
nature of the extile and apparel industry as one of the most labor-intensive
sectors of the economy. The present tariff level is necessary to minimize the
adverse impact of the substantial wage differences between the U.S. industry
and its major competitors. Average hourly compensation, including fringes, paid
to apparel workers in the major exporting countries in 1977, according to Bureau
of Labor Statistics data, were $.94-.098 In Hong Kong, $.38-.41 In Korea, $.55-.57
in Taiwan, and $2.11 in Japan. Textile workers received $1.03-$1.08 in Hong
Kong, $.4,9-.52 in Korea, $.58-.61 in Taiwan, and $2.86 in Japan. In 1977, the
average hourly compensation for U.S. apparel and textile workers, including
fringes, was $4.38 and $4.84, respectively, $2 an hour (and as much as double in
the case of apparel) above Japanese wages and many times higher than wages
paid in Korea, Taiwan, and Hong Kong.

Administration spokesmen also have sought to assurage the industry's conern
over tariff cuts by suggesting that the U.S. tariff offer In the MTN is condi-
tioned on a snapbackk" If the MFA or an agreement similar to it is not in effect.
It is still not completely clear, that, indeed, the United States has made such
a condition for its tariff offers at Geneva. However, even if it has. one should
note that there are "snapbacks" and "snapbacks." At the end of the Kennedy
Round a snapbackk" provision was announced by the EEC to the effect that if the
Long-Term Cotton Textile Arrangement or some similar arrangement was no
longer in effect the duties which it reduced on cotton textile Imports would be
returned to their pre-Kennedy Round levels. The United States on the other
hand, countered with a statement that it might "consider" similar action under
such circumstances. If all that the United States offers is a conditional "snap-
back," experience tells us it has little long-term significance. Furthermore. the
indlustry has repeatedly pointed out that the MFA by Iself and the 19 bilateral
agreements negotiated thereunder are far from sufficient in minimizing or elimni-
nating disruption to the domestic market for textile and apparel.
Codes of conduct will increase damage done by tariff cuts

Reference was made at the beginning of this statement to the negotiation of
several so-called international codes of conduct which give us much concern and
still further compound the harm caused by the threatened tariff cuts. Specifically,
we are concerned with the negotiations on codes for subsidies and countervailing
duties, government procurement, and safeguard actions governments may take
against injurious imports.

These codes of conduct aim at greater cooperation In world trade, but to imple-
ment such cooperation these codes must give promise of equitable enforcement by
all countries, developed and developing alike. The draft neL-othating texts for
several codes of conduct at Geneva, however, seem to fall far short of such
promise.

For example, in the new safeguards code now taking shape In the Geneva
negotiations, it may be that any of the contracting parties to GATT would be
entitled to apply import relief actions on a selective basts--that Is only against
selected products or selected countries which are adjudged to be the cause of
injury. For GATT, this would mean a radical departure from its previous under-
lying principle of non-discriminaton. Such a policy change has understandable
attraction to a number of the contracting parties which have Import sensitive in-
dustries and have experienced growing import impact. However, it should be
emphasized that the United States already has the authority for temporary selec-
tive unilateral import relief actions under the "escape clause" provisions of the
Trade Act.

Therefore. the U.S. gains nothing by supporting a selective safeguards code In
GATT. On the other hand, from the viewpoint of the textile and apparel industry,
such a code could seriously undermine the orderly marketing arrangements for
textiles and apparel that have been so laboriously constructed by virtue of the
Multifiber Arrangement (MFA) and the bilateral agreements the U.S. has ne-
gotiated under the MPA.
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The possibility cannot be overlooked that, given a broadened safeguards code
which allows unilateral and discriminatory action to alleviate Import-related
injury, some countries will now see no need for a separate mechanism to be
maintained under GATT auspices which aims at regulating international trade
flows specifically for textiles and apparel.

The U.S. must insure that any safeguards code which finally emerges in
Geneva should not vitiate any of the special arrangements with respect to textiles
and apparel. In summary, the safeguards code must not undermine those GAFT
safeuards already in place for textiles and apparel under the MFA.

In the negotiations of a code on subsidies and countervailing duties, the U.S.
is being pressed to require a finding of injury before a countervailing duty could
Joe imposed on any imported item, whether dutiable or not. The U.S. is not
now required wider GATT rules to have such an injury test on dutiable products.

U.S. acquiescence, therefore, to extension of the injury test requirement means
weakening our own countervailing duty statute. With all its inadequacies, this
is at least of some marginal help to those U.S. industries such as ours which
face growing unfair Import competition ,rising from the subsidies which foreign
governments grant to their producers and exporters.

In return for an injury-test requirement, foreign governments would agree to
refrain from providing certain subsidies, although the developing countries
would be permitted to phase in their "no subsidy" undertakings. What assurances
would there be for effective and equitable international monitoring and
enforcement?

It Is intended that there would be established, as part of the code, an inter-
national dispute settlement mechanism under GATT auspices, but can we have

nymv more assurance of success on this score than has been our sad experience
with enforcement of GATT subsidy provisions in the past? GATT provides for
i'ev.,rding of subsidy complaints and consultations to seek solution to these
complaints, but the recommended resolutions have largely been ignored by the
Contracting Parties.

Many countries use export subsidies as a device to promote their internal
economic development. The textile and apparel industry in the United States has
felt the debilitating effects of such subsidized unfair import competition. The
Treas.ury department announced two months ago that preliminarily it found
subsidies to exist on textiles and men's apparel exported from Brazil, Uruguay,
Colombia. Argentina. Taiwan, India. and the Philippines as a result of petitions
filed by the Amalgamated Clothing and Textile Workers Union last October 31.
Five additional c.ountervailing duty petitions were filed on June 29, by the
Amalgamated Clothing and Textile Workers Union with regard to the same
p 'oducts from Pakistan, Malaysia. Singapore, Thailand, and Mexico. A 19 percent
countervailing duty has been in effect for some time on cotton yarn from Brazil.

To sum up. there is no basis for the U.S. to agree that a subsidy must Injure
a domestic industry In order to justify a countervailing duty. A subsidy is an
unfair trade practice and successive Administrations have emphasized that
international trade must be conducted by all governments on a fair basis. In
anly event the U.S. ought not to accept such an international obligation which
wpakens its own countervailing duty statutory provisions without first ensuring
that there can be reciprocal effective implementation and enforcement of such
atn international obligation. Unfortunately, the record to date of the Treasury
Department, which administers the countervailing duty statute, gives us no
confidence that the U.S. would so implement and enforce its rights under such
a code.

The code on government procurement also being negotiated in Geneva aims at
the elimination of national government practices. The U.S. Government strongly
favors this on the theory that U.S. industry is very competitive in many of the
products bought by governments and thus U.S. industry has much to gain from
the opening of foreign government procurement.

This may be true for some U.S. products such as those in the high technology
ar,.a, but it will hurt the textile and apparel industry which Is labor-intensive.
An international government procurement code would make it extremely difficult
for our products to compete against the low-wage production of countries of the
Far East or even Latin America. We would lose U.S. Government procurement
opportunities and at the same time not gain any sales advantages in foreign
markets, due to our higher costs.

If non-discriminatory government procurement rules and procedures are to be
negotiated, at the very least labor-intensive products such as textiles and apparel
should be excluded from the coverage of the code.
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S. 2920 can preserve a viable flber/textfle/apparel industry
It is for all of these reasons that we are deeply concerned as an industry over

the Geneva trade negotiations. The Trade Act fortunately requires all of the
international codes to be specifically approved by Congress before they can
become effective. This is not the case, however, with the tariff reductions. S. 2920
is designed to deal with that problem.

We are struck by the fundamentally unfair and Inequitable trade policy of
Our government which, under Section 127(b) of the Trade Act of 1974, exempts
from tariff cuts those products which receive import relief tinder the "escape
clause" or the "national security clause," but does not accord the same exemption
to products receiving import relief under Section 204 of the Agriculture Act of
19 -,e.

The theory behind the exemption provisions of Section 127(b) of the Trade
Act with regard to industries receiving import relief under the "escape clause"
aind the "national sev.urlty clause" is eminently sound. It does not make sense to
extend import relief to an industry and then vitiate that import relief by cutting
the tariffs on that industry's product. But if this theory is sound for footwear,
specialty steel, color TV's, and CB radios, why isn't it equally sound for textiles
:ind apparel ?

hur industry received import relief in the form of orderly marketing agree-
ments--the YFA and the IS hilaterals. This is a recognized form of import relief
under the "escape clause." So did footwear, specialty steel, and color TV's re-
ceive import relief in the form of orderly marketing agreements. These industries
tire automatically exempt from tariff cuts, but textiles and apparel are not. Is
this fair? Is this equitable trade policy?
Ther, is a clear analogy between escape clause relief and import relief under the

.1FA
It has been argued that escape clause import relief results only after extensive

inv stigation by the International Trade Commission including public hearings
with the findings of the ITC then subject to review by the Executive Branch. The
textile and apparel industry submits that it, too, has been the subject of In-
ve:tication and has received import relief as a result of review by every Admin-
istration beginning with that of President Eisenhower.

president Eisenhower directed the negotiation of the first cotton textile
bilateral agreement with Japan.

President Kennedy directed the negotiation of the Short-Term and then the
Lom-Term Cotton Textile Arrangement.

'resident ohnson made an effort to negotiate agreements on wool textiles and
di re-ted the extension of the Long-Term Arrangement.

President Nixon directed the negotiation of bilateral agreements with key
suiplying countries covering wool and man-made fiber textiles and apparel and
directed the negotiation of the MFA.

president Ford continued the policy of his predecessors.
resident Carter directed that the MFA be extended and that existing bilateral

agreements be made "tougher" and be enforced more effectively.
All of these actions were the result of intensive Interagency review, study and

discussion similar to the interagency review which takes place in escape clause
Cases. Import relief tinder the escape clause in the form of orderly marketing
agreements is the same import relief under the FA and the 18 bilateral agree-
ments. which are also orderly marketing agreements. There is thus a very clear
•nl2y between escape clause relief and MFA Import relief.

I* shold be stressed that the Congress already has recognized the Import
sensitivity of the textile and apparel industry and the need for minimizing the
adverse impact of imports on textiles and apparel subject to international agree-
wents. In Title V of the Trade Act. Congress specifically exempted such products
from zero-d'ity treatment under the Generalized System of Preferences. S. 2920
would represent similar recognition by Congress of the need to minimize the
adverse Impact of imports through tariff cuts in the Geneva trade negotiations.
The administration's opposition to S. 292.0 is not well founded

a. The MTN would not be Jeopardized.-We have heard and we have read
various arguments put forward by the Administration on why S. 2920 and s!mJ-
iar bills introduced In the House should not be passed. One argument put for-
ward most vigorously is also the most specious and that is if this bill is passed
it will kill the MTN.
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Statements made by administration spokesmen are that failure to offer tariff
reductions on textiles and apparel could "result in failure of the MTN," "nullify
the chances for a sucessful MTN," and "enormously complicate the chances for
a successful MTN."

On one hand the Administration tells the Congress and the industry that the
tariff cuts on textiles and apparel will be small and, therefore, will not hurt the
industry, and, on the other hand, it says that the failure to make these "small"
cuts would jeopardize the successful conclusion of the MTN. This is an incon-
sistent line of reasoning. Furthermore, most of the imports of textiles and ap-
parel into the United States come from the developing countries and from Japan.
All of the reports which have appeared with regard to the trade negotiations
indicate that neither the developing countries nor Japan have made any mean-
ingful tariff offers in the field of textiles and apparel. Indeed, the developing
countries are not even expected to make any significant contribution to the nego-
tiations. Yet it is textiles and apparel on which the Administration seems to be
basing many of its hopes that there will be a successful conclusion of the MTN.
The textile and apparel Industry sees no justification to be placed in jeopardy
without any meaningful reciprocal action by the countries whose exports to us
are the major problems for the domestic Industry.

b. Other industries cannot use S. 2920 as a basis for similar treatment.-It Is
also argued that if textile and apparel products are excluded from the MTN,
other industries would make similar demands to be so excluded.

The effect of S. 2920 is to limit the exclusion solely to textiles and apparel.
No other industry would be able to meet the criteria established by S. 2920 which
undoubtedly has been drafted to prevent the kind of "fallout" that this argument
suggests.

c. U.S. textile and apparel duties are not effectively higher titan those in Japan
and the European Community.-In advocating tariff cuts in the MTN, Adminis-
tration spokesmen also have stated that U.S. import duties on textiles and
apparel are higher than those in Japan and the European Community.

Even if this is so on the average, it ignores the important fact that the basis
for levying import duties is significantly different In the U.S. compared to the
EC. The result is that the "lower" import duties levied by the EC result in the
actual imposition of higher duties. The reason for this is that U.S. duties are
levied on the invoice price of imported goods, f.o.b. foreign ports, exclusively of
value-added taxes. On the other hand, when U.S. goods are exported to the EC,
Common Market countries levy their import duties on the c.i.f. value, including
U.S. taxes, and then add their value-added taxes. Even before the value-added
tax is imposed on such goods, U.S. textile exports to France even with a lower
EC import duty bear a higher total duty than the comparable French goods
exported to the U.S. subject to a higher import duty. The addition of the value-
added tax makes the difference even greater.

Japan, too, uses a c.i.f. basis for levying its import duties. What is worse is
that virtually all foreign trade is In the hands of major trading companies with
close connections to Japanese textile firms. The volume of imports, therefore, is
often limited by "competitive factors" and the level of import duties becomes
academic.

d. Export benefits of tariff cuts are illusory.-It has been suggested that our
industry will benefit through increased exports if foreign textile and apparel
tariffs are cut at the same time ours are reduced. This new game plan has
consisted of efforts at all levels of the Executive Branch to convince the U.S.
fiber/textile/apparel industry that Its salvation lies in increasing exports. We
simply cannot accept this as a reasonable, viable alternative.

As the evidence thus far presented indicates, it would appear to be the U.S.
market which will be most opened by the MTN and the U.S. industry which will
suffer the greatest negative impact from liberalization of trade in textiles and
apparel. The U.S., by virtue of its relatively strong recovery from the recent
recession, has already been shouldering an excessive responsibility for helping
our trading partners out of their economic doldrums through an intolerably high
trade deficit. The underlying forces now governing world trade are not going to
miraculously turn around once the MTN is concluded, particularly not for our
industry.
Legislation such as S. 2920 can make the difference

Under all of the circumstances which we have cited for this Subcommittee,
there is no question that the fiber/textile/apparel industry now stands at a criti-
cal point in time. If tariffs on the products of our industry are permitted to be
cut as the Executive Branch is now planning, we foresee substantial increases
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in imports, an even greater trade deficit, reduced sales and production by Amer-
ican firms, more workers out of work, a serious reduction in profits, losses, and
the closing of plants. Our industry and its 2.4 million workers want to continue
to contribute in an ever-growing way to our country's economic growth and
prosperity.

Legislation such as S. 2920 can make the difference as we come to the moment
of truth. We urge the members of the Subcommittee to report it out favorably
and to work for its passage at this session of Congress. It is our only hope.

Senator RiBICOFF. Mr. Wilbur Daniels and Mr. William Duchessi.

STATEMENT OF WILBUR DANIELS, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT,
INTERNATIONAL LADIES' GARMENT WORKERS' UNION

Mr. DANIELS. I an Wilbur Daniels, executive vice president of the
International Ladies' Garment Workers' Union. I am here on behalf
of the 330,000 members of our union, both in the United States and
Puerto Rico, who producee women's and children's wear.

liad I appeared before this, or another, committee about 9 years
ago, I would have referred to a membbrship of approximately 450,000
Members. We have lost over 100,000 members in less than a decade,
and our members continue to face the threat of losing more and more
of their jobs as imports continue to rise.

And that, basically, is why we are here today to endorse S. 2920,
introduced by Senator Hollings. Let's look at some of the facts.

In 1961, only 4 women's and children's garments were imported for
every 100 made here in the United States. Last year, 34-34 out of
100-were imported. and that figure is substantially higher today.

In employment, this has meant that last year the number of produc-
tion workers emploved in all parts of our industry were about 15
percent below the 1969 peak, and by a happy coincidence, I have some
of the figures for the State of Connecticut.

In 1950. in the apparel industry, in that small State, there were
27.500 workers employed in making apparel. In 1977, there were
11,(00. a drop of 60 percent, and in the last 5 years, 36 percent of the
workers who had been engaged in 1972 had been gainfully employed,
not on welfore, paving their own way in Connecticut. Of those people,
36 percent did not have their jobs 5 years later.

Those are. for us. disastrous facis, and to reduce duties further, as
the administration proposes would he to accelerate imports and cause
even fuv'ther cuts in domestic production and, therefore, in employ-
Iment.

In supporting tariff reductions. the administration makes the mis-
toke of assuming that the multifiber arrangements and the bilateral
agreements will check undue increases of imports, and that just is
n; t -o.

Reduced tariffs will inevitably lead io substantial increases in im-
prts. To bo,-in with. only 18 out of the 100 nations which export
apparel to the United States have bilater,1 agreements. Cut tariffs,
and the consonuence is obvious. The countries not covered by such
sgreoments will inevitably increase their shipments.

To the extent that there have been undershipments of imports in
-,nme categories. cut tariffs, and they will be encouraged to make up
those undershipments.
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Cut tariffs, and what appears to be corresponding tariff cuts abroad
will be simply offset, as they have always been in the past, by new
nontariff barriers, and our past experience has amply demonstrated
that over and over again.

Cut tariffs, and tens upon tens of thousands of jobs in union factories
and in nonunion factories, tens upon tens of thousands of jobs in the
apparel industry will simply disappear from the United States.

Now. for which Americans? By and large, for workers with low
educational attainment, members' of minority groups, women, and
hardcore unemployed.

One out of every five workers who typically make women's and
children wear simply failed to coin plete primary schooling and two
out of three persons in our industry did not conlete high school.

Blacks account for about 10 percent of those employed in our in-
dustry, and there is approximately the same percent of Hispanic
American workers. This is a problem for older Americans. Older
workers, as the census shows, account for about 42 percent of workers
employed in the apparel industry.

It is not just a city problem. About 35 percent of the workers em-
ployed in making women's and children's apparel live in rural
communities.

Some 80 percent of all workers are women, whose geographic mobil-
ity is obviously very, limited.

These are precisely the groups in our labor force for which public
policy is supposed to be designed to render assistance. But, in a fit of
applied schizophrenia, the administration in its program of tariff
cutting, can only destroy the hope of many of these workers. It has done
so in the hundreds of thousands up until niow.

Let them have their way in Geneva, and that simply will compound
the felony imposed upon those parts of our work force which can least
afford to bear the burden of unfair foreign competition, which is based
primarily on unfair low wages.

If these cuts are permitted to go unchecked, there can only be further
increases in imports, a bigger trade deficit, a sharp drop in production,
a closing of plants. and many more workers tossed out of their jobs.
Only a law such as 2920 can stop this disaster from overwhelming our
industry.

Let me, if I may, refer to some of the points made by Mr. Smith.
Apparel imports, despite his statement, have increased since 1972. The
chart does not go down. There may be little zigzags-short-term zig&-
zags-but the long-term trend has been strong and unremitting. No
matter what Mr. Smith says, no matter what the administration says.
imports in women's and chifldrens al)parel have simply been increasing,
increasing, increasing.

Reference has been made to a short-term increase in employment in
the first 5 months of this year. It has to be recognized as a short-term
increase. In our- own industry, the increase has been about one-half of
1 percent. But if you look at the long-term trend, the decline since the
peak in 1969,1970, has been basically unremitting.

Even if we go back to the prerecession year of 1974, we are now,
despite the slight changes at the beginning of this year, which really
represent a recovery, a small recovery from a recession, rather than a
change in long-term trends, we are now about 8 percent below where
we were in 1974.
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Mr. Smith has also referred to tariffs in our industry as among the
highest. That is literally not true. It may be true if you look simply at
schedules. But, when you look at the way the tariffs are applied in our
industry, you find that, for example, a garment of $100 made in France
comes in here at $110.

When we send a $100 garment to France, it costs about $140. We have
outlined, in our basic text, the manner in which that complex situation
is handled, but the fact is that apparel tariffs are not higher in appli-
cation and, in anv event, we do need your basic help if there is to be
anything left of oir industry in the United States.

Senator RIBICOFF. Mr. Duchessi.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM DUCHESSI, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT,
AMALGAMATED CLOTHING AND TEXTILE WOPIKERS UNION, AC-
COMPANIED BY ART GUNDERSHEIM, DIRECTOR, INTERNA-
TIONAL TRADE AFFAIRS, AMALGAMATED CLOTHING AND
TEXTILE WORKERS UNION

Mr. DucnIEssT. Mr. Chairman and Senator Roth, my name is William
Duchessi, executive vice president of the Amalgamated Clothing and
Textile Workers Union, and I am accompanied this morning by our
director of International Trade Affairs, Art Gundersheim, and I also
have appearing with us Stanley Neluner, who is our trade consultant
here in Washington.

I have a prepared statement which I would like to have put into the
record.

Senator RIBICOFF. Without objection, your prepared statement and
all supporting material will go into the record.

Mr. DUCHESSI. I would like to talk briefly, off the top of my head,
about the importance of these hearings. As you know, we might have a
lot of differences with our industry, but we are here as one, and have
been together on this particular problem, because the jobs of our mem-
bers are at stake, and even the jobs of those who are not members of
our union are at stake, in one of the basic industries in our country.
And so, on this particular problem, we see eye to eye with them on thie
threat that we are faced with.

We have seen our shoe industry wiped out. I lived in Connecticut-
Windsor Locks-for a number of years. I serviced the big Bigelow-
Sanford Carpet Co. for a number of years when we had tremendous
trade problems in the carpet industry.

Just recently we saw the closing down of UniRoval's rubber sneaker
plant, up in Connecticut due to imports, as I read it in the newspapers.

While testifying before the House a couple of weeks ago I was
handed a note while I was testifying-and it was not prearranged-
that Arrow Shirt had closed 2 of our factories in Minnesota with 500
jobs because of imports.

A company that we do business with in my hometown of Amster-
dam, N.Y., a plant with 300 employees was going out of business last
week. The employer at a press conference stated it was because of
imports.

When we get hit, we get hit with 200, 300,400, 500. It is not big news.
It is big news in that community, where people are put out on the
street.
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You know, it is an amazing thing. When the big iteel plants began
to fold up because of imports, it became front page, banner stories
with all kinds of news reports, and the top officials of our Government
were shook up, because we are talking about 5,000, 10,000 people at
one time.

But collectively, at the end of the year, if you see how many jobs
are lost in our industry because of imports, collectively the figure
comes to way beyond what some of the big steel companies, or even
auto industries, have lost to foreign imports.

Now, let me say this to you, if I may. There has been an attempt
recently to try to separate the textile industry from the apparel in-
dustry. You cannot separate these industries. They are intertwined.

On the synthetic yarn industry. If one goes down, the other two
have to go down with it. You know, you cannot manufacture a shirt
or a suit without fibers, solif you hurt shirts and suits, you are hurting
the fiber industry, because there is no place to sell their fibers, and
they are not going to be exporting overseas.

And if you hurt fibers, that compounds the problem, because then
you are going to have to import fibers to manufacture what little shirts
and suits we made in this country.

You know, we have a very rich history, the history of our unions,
the two unions. Amalgamated Clothing and Textile Workers Union.
Take a look at it.

It started in New York City when our forefathers, coming over front
foreign lands, built this great industry. Then our children went into it.
I am a product of the textile industry. I went to work as a carpet
worker at the age of 14. My seven brothers and sisters, every one of
them, camie out of a textile ,plant in upstate New York, and we watched
our industry go down through the years, and it seems that when we
talk about trade, and we talk about we have to take care of our friends
overseas in hearings of this kind the chairman and all witnesses will
say that nobody in this room would say stop trade.

You know, it is not easy for men like Mr. Daniels and myself who
represent people to tell our people at union meetings and conferences
there is no way we can put a fence around the United States and say
stop everything, because we are going to take care of Americans. so
far as trade is concerned. We tell our membership that there must be
trade, and they understand it.

But what they do not understand is why our Government officials
do not want to listen to the cry that has been going on for a number
of years, to protect us from being wiped out. We ran an ad recently.
called "The Textile and Apparel Tndustry, an Endangered Species."
I am afraid that that is what we are going to come to if this continues
much longer.

I was happy to hear the chairman this morning estate that nobody.
whether it be a labor leader, a businessman or any right-thinking
American citizen, politician, whatever you want to call him, wants
to stop trade overseas. We cannot. We are part of one world.

But how do we compete with wages in Taiwan. in South Korea. in
Hong Kong-and as a labor leader. I have been to these countries. I
have visited some of these plants overseas. Paying 25 cents and hour,
30 cents an hour, 35 cents an hour-how do we compete?
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In our industry, the textile industry, I think the average hourly
earnings now are $4.20 an hour. And probably in men's clothing it is a
little bit higher. In shirts, it is probably about $3.75.

And, by American standards, that's below the poverty level. But
we cannot go any further at this moment in life. We cannot afford to
throw our weight around and push our companies out of business. So
we have to stand fast and argue with our membership against addi-
tional wage benefits which they so richly are entitled to; so they can
live a good, clean, American life.

In conclusion, let. me say this. I have heard the importers scream
about-and some of our consumer friends-talk about imports keep
prices down. Well, I live in this city, and about a month ago I walked
into a department store, one of the largest department store chains
in this city, with my wife and wanted to buy some cotton shirts for
iivmyelf. and so we picked one out.

It. retailed for $15-American made-it probably cost $7. $7.150 to
make before the department store got it. It was retailing for $15. I
walked over to another counter and looked at a bright shirt. It looked
very nice. It was as good as anything we make in this country. I
started to buy it, and my wife says. "You cannot buy that. It is made
in Taiwan and you are a labor leader in the shirt industry." I said,
"Well. I am going to buy it. because I am going to be testifying before
a couple of congressional committees, and I think we ought to once
and for all put to rest this business that you can buy anything cheaper
made overseas, in this particular item."

And so I looked-made in Taiwan. exported here. and what is the
retail price? A6. It. probably cost $2 to make in Taiwan.

I have a wife who is a sportswear buver for another big chain of
stores here. She is not a union official. I do not want to mention the
stores she buys for. but I know what is going on. The markups are so
tremendous on imported women's goods, men's ,aoods. it is unbelievable
wlhat they are doing to the American mublic. It is a ripoff. A rip~off.

Now. here are two cotton shirts. One. made overseas, is priced
higher than an American shirt, and all of us who 'havo any sense
knows that the wages and the conditions under which this shirt was
made are not, bv any stretch of the imagination. mode under Ameri-
eqn standards. You can walk into any department. store in this city-
Woodies. the new store that has been opened up at White Flint,
Blonmingdples. Takeo 9 look at those racks.

When you start looking at something made in Rqd China. a wan's
jacket. $95 or .+100 and you know what wages are in Red China. and
,1oodv has tlked about that very much. We do not have any trade
agreements with Red China, and that market is just opening up.

And if there is erie thing that Red China has got, it's people-
unskilled people-and they will learn to sew pretty fast and they will
learn to make textile fabrics nrettv fast. And onep tint floodgate opens,
T do not know what is goinf to happen to our industry.

.r. Chairman. this thing is so important to us thqt recently there
was ,a press conference on the other side of the Hill. President Meany
nid Miurrav Finley. the president of our union, and a number of busi-

,ecsien whlo testified here this morning had a joint press conference.
President .ennv came to it, and he said something that hit me very
hard. and I think it bears repeating.

34-870-78-5
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He said: "No longer is this free trade that we are talkincr about, all
we are asking for is fair trade." And I think we are entit~ied to that
as American citizens.

I hope that this committee in its wisdom helps us on this bill-and
I know the timetable; I am a lobbyist on this Hill and I know what is
involved.

I would like to take the last minute of my statement to present Art
Gundersheim who represents us in overseas negotiations. He sits in on
one of these committees that was talked about by Senator Roth, and
with your permission, I would like to have Art Gundersheim give the
committee his experiences with our trade negotiators.

Mr. GuNDERSHEIM. Mr. Chairman, there is instituted a system of
advice from the private industry sector and the labor unions, both in
terms of the international negotiations and the MTN negotiations. But
the real question is, how muc i dialog takes place and how much listen-
ing takes place.

ils. Williams talks about the fact that, in several instances, decisions
are made and we are informed afterwards. That is essentially correct.

In a number of other instances, the industry has given very specific
advice and the administration has chosen not to adhere to that advice
and to take it-well, to take it into consideration, but basically to
neglect it.

Particularly on the MTN negotiations, I must say on behalf of the
workers, at least in our union, and so on, we thought it necessary to go
outside of the LSAC advisory committee system to make our points
of view known to the administration.

Senator RIBICOFF. I am just curious. Have you people ever heard of
globalization and cumulative concepts? Is this-

Mr. DUCHESSI. You put something new in the American dictionary
because the first time we heard it was this morning. I think it is some-
thing to look into. I am happy that you have asked our research people
to get together some facts for the committee on this subject.

Senator RIBICOFF. All I can tell you, gentlemen, is that they may
have the answer. I mean, there are a couple of wrinkles in these gar-
ments that could be ironed out here.

Mr. DANIELS. You iron them out, and we will give you the first union
pressers card for a Senator.

Mr. DuciESSi. We are always ready to break in a couple of Senators
on the making of garments, particularly if it is to the benefit of our
people.

Senator RIBICOFF. All I can tell you is that I have known your
leadership and I have known your people forever, it seems to me, and
I do not think there is a finer group of workers anywhere in America,
and I do not think there has been more constructive union leadership,
in every respect, than the International Ladies' Garment Workers'
Union and the Amalgamated.

Now, I would suggest, Mr. Smith, that Mr. Strauss ought to have a
quiet meeting in his office-not a convention or a mob scene-but I
thiink that Mr. I)aniels and Mr. Duchessi and a few representatives of
the overall textile industry-let them choose them. I do not think you
ought to have a mass meeting, but I think there ought to be six, seven,
eight. people sitting around a room quietly, for a discussion over this
problem.
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It is a big one. All you have to do is walk into any department store
in this country in any town in this country to see it.

Now, this is an industry that is an endangered species, and before
these matters are closed out in Geneva, 1 think this group of men and
women ought to have an opportunity to discuss tiLs problem with
Mir. Strauss.

I think it is important enough, and I think Mr. Strauss will give this
time. You can ten him that his request is from me, and I wil talk to
Mr. Strauss personally. But I understand he is out of the city now.
He is expected back-I talked to him on the telephone on Sunday. I
think he is due at the end of this week.

I will convey it to him personally, but if you are in communication
with him, just tell him that I think he ought to sit down with these
people as soon as he comes back next week.

Aitr. Ducimss. -air. (itairniiui, the olicers of our union and manage-
ment representatives, small committees, we have had a half a dozen
meetings, with Mr. Strauss in the past. I will certainly, speaking or
my union, impart to. rPeuent Murtay Finley and Secretary-Treasurer
Jack She*kman your advice. We will try it again.

The problem is, he understands our position, but for some unknown
reason-and I have known Bob Strauss, the Ambassador, for a long
time politically. lie is a wonderful guy. He has his mind pretty well
made up. Somebody is making it up for him.

We will take another shot at him, but I think the most effective
thing that can happen is if this piece of legislation should get off the
ground, get passed, and if members of this committee who have listened
to us this morning, impress upon Ambassador Strauss-or even the
White House, because the shots are probably going to be called down
tLere, too, eventually-the necessity of doing something to give us
bome relief to save this basic industry might be done.

Senator RIBICOFF. You gentlemen have known me for a long time,
and I never kid about anything. You know, whether you agree with
me or not, you always know where I stand. You may not like it, but
you know where I stand.

To pass this piece of legislation, in my opinion, would mean the end
of the MTN. Now, maybe it should be ended. I do not know. But I
think we ought to be honest with one another.

You have made very, very substantial points today and this is a big
problem. I think the whole world is wrestling. You are in the same
boat today-when I say you, the United States or the European Com-
munity. they are suffering from the same things that you are suffer-
ing from. The European workers are getting it in the neck too.

All you have to do is go to France or go to England and you will find
you have got exactly the same story. And you are competing with child
labor. You are competing with 70, 80 hours a week. You are competing
with wages of 25 cents, 50 cents an hour, no fringe benefits. I know
what you are competing with.

As Mr. Hollings said, the American manufacturers and multina-
tionals are over there and they have the organization, they have the
equipment, they have the teclmology and people get trained awfully
fast. I know what you are dealing with.

There is a basic problem, that you just cannot take a highly orga-
nized, developed society and expect that they are going to be able to
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compete with a developing society. Unfortunately, you are in an indus-
try that is the most vulnerable to any developing society, because they
can be trained the fastest, and everybody is in on the same market.

And I do think that here there is an identity of interests between
the Americans and the European Community. As a matter of fact, the
Japanese are going to start suffering, if they are not already, with
exactly the same problem, because their wage rates are high, their
fringe benefits are high, their standards of living are high, and they
are getting it from their Southeast Asian neighbors, too.

So you do have a problem and, again that word "globalization"
becomes a very important factor, because globalization is a lot different
to me than cumulative, and there is going to have to be some standard
here where there is a limited market share without destroying a basic
American industry-and I happen to think you are a basic American
industry.

But I do think that there should be an impression on Mr. Strauss
once again on the significance of what has taken place, with you.

Mr. DANEmLS. Senator Ribicoff, officers of the ILGW have met with
Ambassador Strauss and, indeed, with Mr. Smith, and we will be glad
to meet with them again. May I suggest that while they have heard in
the past, they have not listened, and perhaps action, even just by this
committee, would make them more receptive to what you have termed
the impressive points that we have made today.

I think it is a joint action in which your committee can be very
helpful to us, as we go back to them.

Senator RIBICOFF. Well, I will assume the personal responsibility of
talking to Mr. Strauss and tell him to sit down with you. I think there
should be a discussion with you as this trade negotiation is coming to a
close of what has taken place: The whole question of quotas and
market shares and globalization. I think you made the point, or
Mr. Slhapro made the point, that as the market share expands, how
about a little piece of that action for American industry in that in-
creased share. Not to freeze your share, but to give you a piece of it.

I think the great problem we have here in America today is the rate
of productivity, and all I can tell you is that if DuPont is not increas-
inl.' its research and development and its expansion in )elaware, a com-
pany which has lived on research and development from the very
begiining to become one of the great industrial giants of the word,
if they are stopping, it is a tragedy for the future of this country.
Because if you are not getting the development from DuPont, where
are you going to get it?

I personally will talk to Mr. Strauss, and it is not up to me to tell
your industry who should be the representatives. It should be a small
group. It should not be a mass meeting, gentlemen. It should be a small
group of industry and labor leaders sitting down quietly with him to
discuss the implications of all of this.

Mr. GUINDERSIHE1-. Mr. Chairman, if I may add one small ihing,
certainly the meeting with Ambassador Strauss would be v-eiy im-
l)ortant, but I must say, from our union's point of view, we fail to
understand how exempting the textile and apparel industry would
mean the end of the MTN, because our major 1)roblem comes from the
Koreas, the Taiwans, the Hong Kongs, and the Singapores who are,
in fact, not offering any major concessions in these negotiations nor,
in fact, are even major participants. They are sort of sitting on the
sidelines waiting for what happens.
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Senator RmicOFn. Yes; but your ear fails to catch an implication
of what 1 said, and that implication is that the European Community
and even the Japanese are riding in the same boat with you right now.
So you have got an identity of interests by the industrial world, and
while we should be helping the underdeveloped world, you cannot
destroy the developed world and the industrial world, because that is
the base.

So there is this identity of interests. You are right. They are not
there as participants. And the Big 3-the United States, Japan, and
the European Community-happen to have, of everything, the only
identity of interests right here in what you are presenting today.

And they are all feeling it. So there is an opportunity to come to a
basic understanding. That is the point that I am making here.

So it is not a question that you are fighting with the community and
you are fighting with the Japanese over this problem. You are not
talking about automobiles, television seLs, or steel. You are really
talking about where they are all getting pushed against the wall.

A couple of years ago, I was in Paris, talking to the Prime Minister,
and the day I was there in the French Chamber of Deputies there was
a debate going on. And one of the deputies held up a bikini-all the
papers in Paris were full of what this bikini, that the French always
had prided themselves on-was coming from, Taiwan, and what it was
selling for and putting the bikini business in France out of business.

So, you see, you are getting down to basics, now.
Mr. DucHEssl. We understand the problem, Senator. As a matter

of fact, our two unions meet with the Japanese counterparts every
2 years-every other year we meet. They were just here last fall. We
will probably be going over there.

You are right. Their standard of living has gone up tremendously
and they are as hard hit as we are. As a matter of fact-the first time,
I think, it has ever happened-we issued a joint statement on trade
that we both agreed to, here in this great city of Washington. We,
understand it thoroughly.

We have our meetings with our German counterparts and we meet
with our English friends.

So we understand the problem that you have raised with vs.
Senator Ruiicor . Well, in other words, for the first time you have

got a basic industry in jeopardy by tha world trade leaders. And this
is a problem of the Big 3. So before they take this stuff off the table,
they had better have a little quiet conversation by themselves.

Senator ROTH. Mr. Chairman, I would just like to add that what
ou said represents my own thinking. I think it represents the think-

ing of the committee. So hopefully, this time when you go back al
meet with the Ambassador-for whom I have great respect-he will
understand that this is a matter of seriouF importance.

One of the things that. I think is particularly bothersome is the point
you make that many people in Government and many people in aca-
demic life look upon this as an industry we should let slip to under-
developed countries to help them move up. I think your point is well-
taken that many of our people who are without jobs, or just beginning
to move up, and find their livelihood in jeopardy.

And I would hope that wiser heads in Government, in the executive
branch, would prevail. As you say, what we seek is fair trade, as some-
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thing different from free trade. As we grow, we expect to enjoy the
benefits of that growth. Your industry does, and it should.

And I think one thing that ought to be made in your meetings with
the Ambassador is that basically as far as the industry is concerned,
using industry in the broader context, is that if we make concessions,
we want concessions in the same industry. We are not interested in
trading off this industry for something else.

So Think that is a point that ought to be underscored and made
at that time, that this is a vital industry, both from the standpoint of
employment and what it produces.

I would urge you, as I tried to urge the industry people who were
just here, that as you go there, be ready to discuss the bottom line.
because they are at that point of negotiations. And if people do as the

industry did, say, 6 months ago, and were unwilling to make any ac-
coninmdation, it probabl woud be fruitless.

Mr. DANIEL. I would Tike to urge, Senator Roth, that we would be
reatly aided by qiuck action by this committee in our talks with Am-
ascador Strauss and Mr. Smith. We have had those talks. We will,

of course, take your suggestions and take them up very rapidly. But
if we could look forward to equally rapid action by your committee,
I think our talks with them would be that much more fruitful.

Senator RoTi. Well, as the chairman said, I think we will both be
interested in making our position known to the Ambassador.

Thank you.
Senator RImcoF'. Thank you very much.
[The prepared statements of the" preceding panel follow:]

STATEMENT DY WILBUR DANIELS, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT, LADIES' GARMENT
WORKERS' UNION, AFIT--CIO

I am Wilbur Daniels, Executive Vice-President of the International Ladies'
Garment Workers' Union, AFL-CIO. I speak on behalf of the 330,000 members
of our union in the United States and Puerto Rico who produce women's and
children's wear. In the past eight years our membership dropped by over 100,000,
mostly due to imports. Our members continue to face the threat of losing their
Jobs as Imports rise.

This is why our union endorses S. 2920 introduced by Senator Hollings, and
similar legislation designed to exclude textiles and apparel from the tariff-cutting
negotiations now under way in Geneva.

Given the present status of the textile and apparel industry in the United
States it seems paradoxical, to say the least, that my colleagues and I should
have to seek a legislative solution. But the Executive Branch has failed to rec-
ognize fully the disastrous situation facing our industry. We would have preferred
that the Executive Branch had acted on its own initiative to exclude textile/
apparel tariffs from further cuts. We are here today because we are left with
no choice. Our very survival is at stake.

Let us look at some of the facts.
Between 1961 and 1977, imports of women's and children's apparel, expressed

in equivalent square yards of fabric used in their manufacture, increased 770
percent. In five years-from 1972 to 1977-they increased by another 15 percent.
Preliminary data for the first five months of 1978 suggest that imports exceeded
the same period in 1977 by 25 percent. If this rate of advance remains through
1978, It would bring this year's imports to a level nearly 45 percent greater than
in 1972.

In 1961, only four women's and children's garments were imported for every
100 made here in the United States. Last year, 34 were imported for every 100
garments produced in this country. The figure is substantially higher today.

For many specific items of women's and children's apparel, import penetration
ratios significantly exceed the average. Here are some horrendous figures for
1977:

125 sweaters were imported for every 100 made in the U.S.
98 knit shirts were imported for every 100 made in the U.S.
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56 brassieres were imported for every 100 made in the U.S.
55 coats and jackets were imported for every 100 made in the U.S.
52 raincoats were imported for every 100 made in the U.S.
These figures show that import penetration in many items of women's and

children's wear approximate or exceed the penetration ratios in other products
where findings of injury were made by the International Trade Commission and
the President granted import relief under Section 203 of the Trade Act of 1974-
In specialty steel, imports in 1976 amounted to 22 percent of domestic production,
in non-rubber footwear 67 percent and in color television sets .58 percent.

While imports skyrocketed, domestic production suffered. The physical volume
of output of domestic women's and children's apparel, though 2.5 percent higher
in 1977 than In 1961, fell 13.2 percent below its peak in 1972. Employment of
production workers, on the other hand, was 6.4 percent lower in 1977 than in
1961 and 15.2 percent under its 1.969 peak. Man hours spent at work in the
shops were 5.6 percent lower in 1977 than in 1961 and 16.1 percent below their
1966 peak. While employment and manhours in the first five months of 1978
did go up by about onp-half of one percent, their levels were still 3.5 percent lower
than in the same 1976 months, i.e. after the onset of the recovery from the severe
197') recession and 8.2 percent lower than in 1974, the pre-recession period.

These are disastrous facts. It is thus beyond belief that the existing duties
have even been considered for reduction. To reduce duties is to accelerate imports
and cause domestic production and employment to decline. Only joblessness will
tend to go up.

In supporting tariff reductions, the Admiin!o'ration assumes, of course, that
the Multifiber Arrangement and the various bilatera, agreements regulating im-
ports of textiles and apparel will check undue increasr-, in imports. This rationale,
however, does not hold. Reduced tariffs will inevitably invite substantial in-
creases in imports and subvert the very purpose of these agreements to check
import levels and thus avoid market disruption.

Yet. market disruption will unavoidably occur. There Is a considerable degree
of undershipment which currently exists under the existing agreements-reduc-
tinn of duties will stimulate an increase in the level of shipments to the detriment
of domestic production and employment. In this connection it must be remembered
that ceilings set forth by the bilateral agreements rise every year irrespective of
c(,nditions in the U.S. market. If prior year's shipments of specific products were
lower than the permitted limits, their imports may increase by huge amounts
even under the existing agreements. Besides, the level of imports may exceed the
growth rate set forth in the bilateral agreements for specific products--exporting
countries are given the right to shift imports from other categories where the
demand was lacking and shipments fell short of the controlled levels. They are
also permitted to "borrow" from the quotas set for the particular product from
the previous and the following year. Besides, some product categories are only
Subject to consultation between the United States and foreign countries. In thesB
in-tances, disproportionate increased in imports frequently are allowed following
such consultations.

We must also remember that at the present time the United States has bilateral
agreements regulating textile and apparel imports with only 18 out of the some
100 nations that export these products to this country. Duty reductions will In-
duce countries not covered by bilateral agreements to increase their shipments.
Countries not now exporting textiles and apparel to the United States will also be
motivated to do so. Import growth will be further enhanced by financial sub.
sides and incentives already provided by many foreign countries to their
producers including those who export. While technically, the United States could
regiflate such shipments under the provisions of the Multifiber Textile Arrange-
men t, past experience demonstrates that the appropriate action, if taken, would
come after much delay. In the meantime, uncontrolled imports would rise materl-
ally and add to market disruption and employment diminution in the United
States. The situation is likely to be aggravated if U.S. duties on textiles and
apparel were reduced.

Duty reductions on textiles and apparel by the United States, if they occur, are
not likely to bring about an increase in exports that would minimize the negative
impact such cuts would have on domestic employment and production. The likely.
hood is that tariff cuts made, by foreign countries will be offset by a variety of
non-tariff barriers, as was the case subsequent to the Kennedy Round of tariff
negotiations. If some of the existing non-tariff barriers are eliminated in the
course of the current Multinational Trade Negotiations in Geneva, new ones wiij
be introduced as past experience demonstrates.

The likelihood of further rise of Imports should duties be cut has been dis
regarded by the Administration. Instead, it sought to draw attention to the
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alleged fact that duties levied on textiles and apparel are too high and that
therefore they should be cut. This is a spurious argument-the continued rise of
textile and apparel imports testifies to the fact that U.S. duty levels are not
excessive. Besides, time and again, other things being equal, textiles and apparel
originating abroad land in the United States on more favorable terms than our
goods can land abroad. This is due to the fact that many foreign countries raise
their revenues by means of value-added taxes, while the United States primarily
relies on income taxation.

Let me explain. Under the GATT rules sanctioned by the United States, n.
ports from abroad are dutiable on their value exclusive of the value-added tax.
No similar remission is made in the case of income taxes. Thus, our exports are
subject to duties on their value including the income taxes levied by the United
States. Besides, with a few minor exceptions, U.S. tariffs are levied on the invoice
price of the goods exclusive of the value-added tax, while foreign duties are
typically imposed on the c.i.f. value of our exports (i.e. on the invoice price of
our exports inclusive of income tax plus the cost of insurance and freight needed
to bring such goods to the foreign country) ; thereafter, such goods are subject
to the value-added tax levied by the foreign country (it is c:'mputed on the
landed value of American goods inclusive of customs duties an.J ,Kiatever other
border tax may be in effect).

The way foreign-made textiles and apparel can land in the United States on
more favorable terms than our products can land abroad, can best be illustrated
by an example. Take the case of France which has a value-added tax of 17.6
percent. In the case of apparel and textiles which wholesale in the domestic
markets for $100.00, such goods when exported are valued at only $85.03 (i.e.
exclusive of the value-added tax of $14.97). When these goods arrive in this
country, the duty is levied on only $85.03-it averages 23.9 percent and would
thus be $20.32. The value of these French goods entering the United States. in-
cluding duties, would be $105.35. To this amount, another $5.00 should be added
to take account of the estimated cost of inward freight and insurance that is not
dutiable. The landed value of French apparel and textiles would thus be $110.35
as distinct from the $100.00 at which these goods are wholesaled in the French
domestic market.

On the other hand, when American apparel and textiles which wholesale for
$100.00 in the United States are exported to France, they are dutiable at $100.C
plus the $5.00 cost of inward freight and insurance, i.e. on the c.i.f. value of
$105.00. The average Common Market duty on apparel and textiles (of which
France is a part) is 13.2 percent of the c.i.f. value. It would thus equal $13.86 and
bring the landed value of these goods to $118.86, an amount which already tops
the landed value of French goods in the United States. However, France there.
after imposes a 17.6 percent value-added tax on top of $118.86, thus increasing the
landed value of American goods by $20.92 and bringing it to $139.78. This example
tells but a part of the story since exports arriving in this country are likely to be
priced at less than textiles and apparel of domestic origin (even though the
benefits of such lower prices do not typically benefit the ultimate consumer).

I have used the example of France to illustrate the issue I have been advav.-
ing-that the United States deals with imports more liberally than does France.
The French case, however, is not exceptional. Comparative landed values in the
case of American exports to other Common Market countries or their exports to
the United States are affected by the level of their value-added taxes (as of
January 1. 1078, these ranged within the Community from a low of 8 to a high of
20 percent). Yet, in all instances, it is clear that U.S. exports to these countries
fare worse than their exports to the United States. In the case of textiles and
apparel wholesaled for $100 in the country of origin (assuming that the cost of
freight and insurance would approximate $5 in all cases), the comparison of
landed values for U.S. exports and imports is as follows:

Total landed valueValue-added
Country tax(percent) U.S. exports U.S. imports

United Kingdom ------------------------------------------------- 8 $128.37 $119.72
Luxembourg ----------------------------------------------------- 10 130.75 117.64
Germany .------------------------------------------------------ 12 133.12 115.63
Italy ------------------------------------------------------------ 14 135.50 113.68
Bel um --------------------------------------------------------- 16 137.88 111.81INIetherlands .....................................................--
Dehmark ------------------------------------------------------- 18 140.25 110.00
Ireland --------------------------------------------------------- 20 142.63 108.25
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It must, of course, be realized that changes in the amounts of value-added
taxes are fully within the province of individual countries to implement and
modify. Thus, for example, Germany raised its value-added tax on January 1,
1978 from 11 to 12 percent.

As a matter of fact, the intense competition that exists in the apparel industry
fosters internal discipline that keeps prices down and limits profits even in the
absence of imports. Thus, from the end of the second world war through 1961,
when Imports had no impact or had a minor impact on the domestic scene, whole-
sale prices of women's and children's apparel declined 5 percent while whole-
sale prices of all consumer goods advanced by 17 percent. Since then through
1977, wholesale prices of women's and children's apparel rose 37 percent (com-
pared with a 90 percent upswing In the wholesale prices of all consumer goods).
Prices chargc-d by retailers for women's and children's wear, however, rose in
this priod by 59 percent (even between 1947 and 1961, when wholesale prices
were declining, retail prices went up). This was due primarily to a steady rise In
retail markups, particularly on goods of foreign origin. The latter point was
repeatedly made betore the various Congressional and administrative bodies. It
Is also supported by the findings of the recent Library of Congress study made for
the Subcommittee on Trade of the House Committee on Ways and Means (95th
Cong., 1st sess., WMCP :95-43: Imports and Consumer Prices, July 19, 1977). It
Is also confirmed by statements made by retailers (such as the one made by the
president of Allied Stores in an interview published in Women's Wear Daily on
April 18, 1977).

I have previously indicated the degree to which employment of production
workers in the making of women's and children's garments declined in the wake
of import increases. Unavoidably, the situation will be aggravated if duties are
further reduced. The various studies on the effect of tariff cuts on apparel worker
employment agree that jobs will be lost even though they disagree on the num-
bers-the fact remains that these are jobs the nation can ill afford to lose.

Workers who are typically employed in making women's and children's wear
are drawn from people with relatively low educational attainment, members of
minority groups, women and hard-core unemployed. As the 1970 Census of
Population shows, one of every five persons in the industry failed to complete
primary schooling and virtually two out of every three persons did not complete
high school; Blacks account for about 10 percent of those employed, those of
Latin-American background 9 percent and American Indians. Japanese, Chinese
and Filipinos around 1.5 percent. These figures are unquestionably higher now.

Other data complete the profile of the industry's workforce. Over 42 percent,
as shown by the 1970 Population Census, were 45 years of age or over. Around 35
percent lived In rural communities. Some 80 percent of all workers were women
whose geographic mobility is distinctly limited. Around one-third of the women
are single, widowed, divorced or separated. Women employed in the industry
are not casual workers; they work because they have to support themselves and
their families. For every 100 women, as shown by a sample study made by the
Women's Bureau of members of the International Ladies' Garment Workers'
Union (U.S. Women's Bureau, Bulletin 239: Women Workers and Their De-
pendents), 64 percent had to support or partly support their children, husbands,
parents or other relatives in addition to supporting themselves. More married
women than those who were single used their earnings for daily living, Irrespec-
tive of whether they were the sole earner in the family. Nearly one-third of the
women supported at least one other person, one-fifth had two dependents and
one-eights supported 3 or more persons.

Garment workers have few alternative job opportunities. For the most part,
They are women with family ties which limit geographic mobility. Many per-
sons come from the ranks of the hard-core unemployed. The industry itself is one
of the largest employers of women, performing in effect a dual task-it pro-
vides the American people with a basic necessity and provides jobs for a huge
number of persons who otherwise would be jobless. When employment oppor-
tunities are eroded by rising imports, many workers sorely in need of work who
would otherwise work in making apparel are deprived of employment opportuni-
ties. This alone justifies the exclusion of apparel from any duty reduction, as well
as any other measure federal authorities take to safeguard jobs in this field.

I must also share my concerns with you over some of the other matters being
negotiated in Geneva. On the table are several international codes which if
adopted could severely affect our industry and its workers just as surely as a
tariff reduction would.
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A safeguards code could undermine the MFA and the various bilateral agree-
ments were it encompass the MFA. The MFA and the bilaterals are a completely
separate agreement and should remain so.

There would also be a harmful effect if a countervailing duty and subsidy
code were adopted. The U.S. is being pressured to accept a requirement that there
be a finding of injury before a countervailing duty is imposed. This would mean
unnecessary delay while the International Trade Commission conducts its Investi-
gation. The time and expense of defending the case would be a deterrent against
such cases being filed. Such a requirement should not be negotiated.

A gove rnment procurement code is also being negotiated. Bidding on govern-
ment contracts would be open to all suppliers, domestic or foreign. In our in-
dustry where wage costs play so prominent a role, our domestic manufacturers
would be at a clear disadvantage against low-wage producers in the Far East or
Latin America. There would clearly be no opportunity for compensating gains in
producing for foreign governments. Were such a code to be adopted, at the very
minimum a provision should be made for excluding labor-intensive products such
as textiles and apparel.

Let me sum up. In the light of the Executive Branch's failure to exclude tex-
tile and apparel products from the tariff cutting negotiations now under way in
Geneva, the only possible salvation for our industry is legislative action to accom-
plish this exclusion. This is what S. 2920 would do.

I urge Its prompt passage.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM DUCHESSI, ExEcUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT, AND ART
GUNDERSHEIM, DIRECTOR OF INTERNATIONAl, TRADE AFFAIRS, AMALGAMATED
CLOTHINO AND TEXTILE WORKERS UNION, AFL-CIO
I am William DuChessi, Executive Vice President of the Amalgamated Cloth-

iig and Textile Workers Union, AFL-CIO. I am accompanied today by Art
Gundersheim, Director of International Trade Affairs for our Union. Among the
half million members of our union are the workers who produce men's and
boys' apparel and textile mill products. We are appearing here today to express
our support for S. 2920.

In a way it is regrettable that it is necessary for the Congress to be concerned
with this legislation which will put into law what the Executive Branch has the
discretion to do. But the workers and management in the fiber/textile/apparel
industry see no alternative at this time to Congressional action to exempt the
products of our industry from tariff cuts in the Multilateral Trade Negotiations.
We urge tlis subcommittee to report out this bill favorably and we call upon the
subcommittee's members to work for its passage.

Our union, among other groups, had endorsed the efforts of the Administration
to negotiate more realistic bilateral agreements on textiles and apparel with those
foreign countries which supply the bulk of U.S. imports of textiles and apparel.
We applauded the results of negotiations concluded earlier this year which
brought about "together" terms intended to reduce the volume of imports into the
United States. The new bilateral agi-eements, for example, with Hong Kong,
Korea, and Taiwan provided no increaeze in 1978 quotas from the levels of 1977.

Unfortunately, our hopes that there would be, at the very least, a leveling off
of imports have turned out to be ill founded. Not only has injurious import
growth not been curtailed but imports have skyrocketed in the first five months
of this year.

3. THE INDUSTRY 18 INDIVISIBLE

One point which must be made at the outset involves the attempts by the Ad-
ministration to consider the textile and apparel sectors of our industry as sepa-
rate and distinct.

Our union Is unique in that we are the only organization representing the in-
dustry which is able to speak for both the textile and apparel sectors of the
industry. Our members are interpersed throughout both sectors, and we do not
recognize as legitimate any separation of sectors of the industry in the context
of the severe trade problems being faced by the entire industry.

Our membership is acutely aware of the dependency of Jobs In either sector
on the other sector. Jobs lost by workers in the production of apparel mean
losses of Jobs for workers who make yarn fabric which supply the apparel sector.
We are not interested in saving the jobs of some of our members only to lose the
Jobs of other of our members.
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II. RISING IMPORTS AND WORSENING TRADE DEFICIT HURTING U.S. LABOR

AND INDUSTRY

Let me cite a few numbers for the Committee. Imports of apparel were up
21 percent in the first five months of 1978 over the same period of a yeaqr ago.
Imports of fabrics were up 37 percent. Imports of yarns were up 25 percent.
The tremendous growth in apparel imports this year follows the reecord high
level of apparel imports of 1977.

In some of the most critical items of men's and boys' apparel, the increases
in imports during the first five months of 1978 were shocking. Imports of sport
coats increased 65 percent over the same period of a year earlier. Imports of
trousers increased 69 percent. Imports of outercoats and raincoats increased 51
percent. Imports of shirts increased 19 percent. Imports of suits increased 13
percent.

Total textile and apparel imports in the five month period of over 2.5 billion
square yard equivalents represented a level, if annualized, well ahead of the
total for all of 1977 of 5.2 billion square yard equivalents.

The impact on the trade deficit in textiles and apparel is equally shocking. In
the first five months of this year the deficit In trade of textile and apparel
products of the three major fibers alone, i.e. cotton, wool and man-made fiber,
was $1.6 billion or an increase of almost 84 percent over the $861 million deficit
registered in the same period a year earlier. The trade performance thus far
in 1978 follows a record trade deficit in 1977 for all textile and apparel products
of $3.2 billion. This has been a major factor in the overall U.S. deficit in merchan-
dise trade which through the first five months of 1978 was 79 percent higher
than for the same period of 1977.

Now, it is finally becoming increasingly obvious to everyone, as Increased im-
ports affect not just our industry but many others as well, that the U.S. trade
deficit cannot be explained away merely by oil imports. In fact, through the
first five months of 1978, U.S. imports of oil amounted to 15.7 billion while
imports of consumer goods, which include textile and apparel products, totaled
$19.2 billion. More and more industries and workers are coming to learn of the
injury that results from severe import penetration-and that our entire national
manufacturing base is being undermined. The accelerating shift to a service
economy is neither economically sound nor strategically wise.

The impact on jobs in our industry of these massive increases in imports of
textiles and apparel has been most serious. Apparel employment had already
fallen by 118,000 jobs between 1968 and 1977. Half of this decline in employ-
ment occurred since the first year in which the Multifiber Arrangement was in
effect.

In the men's and boy's tailored clothing industry the decline in employment
as a result of growing Imports has been even more dramatic. For example, In
1467 the number of workers producing men's and boys' suits and coats totaled
130,700 jobs. By 1974, the first year of the MFA, employment In this sector of
the apparel industry had declined to 102,600. Since 1974 employment has fallen
even further to 87,900 jobs last year. Thus, this segment of the men's and boys'
tailored clothing industry has lost some 43,000 jobs, a third of the labor force,
over the last 10 years. In the first four months of this year, Labor Department
data show that another 2,100 Jobs were lost resulting in total employment as of
April of only 85,800 workers.

Furthermore, it should be added that employment declines, although affecting
certain regions more than others, are widespread throughout the country. It
is not a question of lost jobs in some regions offset by increased jobs in others.
Tables 1 and 2 attached to this statement show the changes in employment levels
In 10 selected states during the period 1968 to 1977 according to the U.S. De-
partment of Labor. As of 1974, these states contained 80 percent of all textile-
producing employees and 67 percent of all apparel-producing employees.

Of the total loss in employment of 71,000 workers during the period in the
textile sector In the ten selected states, 51,100 Jobs were lost in the four North.
eastern states while 19,900 were lost in the selected Southern and Western states.
In the apparel sector, a total employment loss of almost 100,000 workers occur-
red in these ten states. In the Northeastern states 170,000 jobs were lost, while
the Southern and Western states increased employment by 69.800, leaving a net
decline of nearly 100,000 jobs. The remainder of job losses which occurred during
this time was spread among many other states.
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Clearly, Job gains in certain states have in no way compensated for the acute
losses in other areas, a fact clearly evidenced by the overall declines in employ-
ment in the last few years.

The seeming insensitivity to trade-induced job losses is very disturbing to u%
and seems contradictory in view of the appropriate and warranted emphasis that
has been put on reducing unemployment by both Congress and the Administra-
tion. Recently, Ambassador Strauss in statements before the House Ways and
Means Subcommittee on Trade, indicated that this administration does not
write off jobs. In response to another question he stated that the effect of tariff
cuts on the industry would be minimal.

Ambassador Strauss greatly underestimates the Job losses resulting front
tariff cuts. In an econometric analysis presented to the Executive Branch 10
months ago, our union forecast that for only 13 selected items of men's and
boys' apparel, the tariff cuts being contemplated would cause a loss of 14,000
jobs. We extrapolated from this figure to all men's and boys' apparel and con-
cluded that some 60,000 Jobs were at stake in our sector of the apparel industry
alone. That is the prospect our workers face from the Geneva negotiation!

IlL THE MTN CAN ONLY WORSEN THE SITUATION

S. 2920 is the only hope left for the workers and firms in the fiber/textile/
apparel industry. We have petitioned the Administration not to cut the tariffs
of this industry. We have explained that it does not make sense, on one hand,
for import relief to be granted to the textile and apparel industry through the
Multifiber Arrangement and the 18 bilateral agreements negotiated under the
MFA, and, on the other hand, to have that import relief vitiated by cutting the
tariffs on the products of our industry. We have said to the Administration that
the Trade Act of 1974 excludes industries which receive import relief under the
escape clause or under the national security clause from tariff cuts in the Multi-
lateral Trade Negotiations. We have said that if this philosophy is correct, which
we earnestly believe to be the case, for footwear, color television sets, specialty,
steel, and CB radios, it is also correct for textiles and apparel industry with its
almost 2.5 million workers has a labor force substantially in excess of the con-
blned labor force of the four industries which have already received import
relief under the Trade Act and which are automatically excluded from the MTN.

Unless textiles and apparel are excluded from the trade negotiations we fore-
see increased imports from countries not now controlled under the MFA. As the
Committee knows, there are no global quotas In place under the MFA. The history
of controls on imports of textiles and apparel over the last many years has been
that whenever a comutry's exports of textiles and apparel are controlled, import-
ers seek out and find a new foreign supplying country. By the time the Executive
Branch gets around to taking action to control such imports, the volume of such
trade has reached disruptive proportions. Expeditious action has never been taken
to limit imports from uncontrolled sources.

Furthermore. we foresee that imports will increase from countries already
under control. This will come about either by relaxation of quotas as imports
bump up against existing ceilings, or by the use of the substantial "overhangs" In
the existing bilateral agreements which up to now have not been utilized. Here.
too, the record of the textile import program has been that, under pressure from
foreign governments, when imports have reached the celings specified in agree-
ments with the United States, our government has asquiesced in relaxing the
controls, overshipments are allowed to occur, sometimes charging the extra
amount of imports to the following year's quotas.

A further problem, evidence of which recently appeared in an article in the.
Daily News Record, is transhipments and the sale and purchase of quotas between
countries in order by bypass restraint levels (see Appendix attached).

The "overhang" problem is a serious one. Present ceilings under bilateral
agreements provide for imports probably 30 percent higher than actual imports
last year. That "overhang" would be fully utilized if tariffs are cut as contem-
plated by the Executive Branch.

We know from past experience that this will be the ease. Immediately after
the Kennedy Round was concluded imports of textiles and apparel increased
substantially. Between 1967, the year in which the Kennedy Round negotiations.
were concluded, and 1972, the final year in which the tariff cuts were phased in.
textile and apparel imports increased by 140 percent, from 2.6 to 6.2 billion square
yard equivalents. This was an annual growth rate of over 19 percent. During
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the same period, U.S. production of these products grew less than 5 percent a
year, which in itself was a higher growth rate than we have experienced histori-
cally in the textile and apparel industry.

And we also know from the sad experience of other industries that injury
caused by imports is not easily rectified, notwithstanding the language of the
eseape clause of the Trade Act of 1974 and the intent of Congress when it wrote
these sections into that statute. Certainly a record of import relief for only 4
industries out of 31 escape clause cases which have been concluded to date under
the 1974 Trade Act is an abysmal one. The promises made in 1973 and 1974 when
this language was being written never contemplated that only 13 percent of the
escal clause petitions would result in import relief. Our Industry and its work-
ers ,.annot find any solace in the thought that errors made in Geneva negotia-
tions can be corrected through the escape clause.

IV. TIIE MTN HOLDS LITTLE CHANCE FOR BENEFIT TO OUR INDUSTRY

The prospects of real benefit from large tariff cuts on textile and apparel
jprducts are poor indeed. Any "opening up" of the textile and apparel markets
in Japan or the European Community which has been suggested by the Admin-
istration will merely create a greater opportunity for the major textile and
apparel suppliers such as Hong Kong, Korea, and Taiwan, not the U.S. low tau
anyone believe that U.S. apparel products will out-compete these low-cost sup-
pliers in the major developed economies of Japan or Europe when our own
d,,mestically-produced apparel products are having trouble competing here In the
U.114. market? Increased exports for U.S. firs will not be a real possibility after
tariff cuts.

)ther more subtle factors are at work which will prevent real gains to the
'.. from substantial tariff liberalization. First, our major developed trading

partners are simply unable to offer the same degree of concessions which the
U.S. offers. This Is due to the extensive use of the value-added tax by other
countries, and the subsequently different method of calculating tariffs which
rs,. ults. Second, there is the notorious problem of non-tariff barriers (NTB's)
which has and continues to prevent the expansion of U.S. exports. Those NTB's
%%hich might be eliminated In the current MTN can easily and readily be replaced
by any number of other unforeseen and as yet uncreated NTB's. It would be very
,aive to believe that non-tariff barriers will miraculously disappear after the

)ITN.
The international codes on subsidies and on government procurement are of

particular concern to us. We see no gain for the workers in our industry to
allow U.S. Government purchases of uniforms and other clothing items to be
opened to world-wide procurement when we know full well that we will never
loe able to sell American-made apparel on a competitive basis to any other mar-
ket of the world because of the diffeernce in costs. At the same time we will be
losing the important share of U.S. Government business which the domestic
industry now enjoys.

The international subsidy and countervailing duty code is another point of
serious concern. Our union filed eight countervailing duty petitions last Novem-
ber pointing out that exports of men's and boys' clothing and textile mill pro-
ducts from Korea, Taiwan, India, the Philippines, Argentina, Uruguay, Brazil,
and Colombia were being subsidized by the governments of those countries. About
two months ago the Treasury Department agreed with us on a preliminary
basis that all eight of those governments were subsidizing these exports to the
United States. In one case, Korea, Treasury found the amount of subsidy to be
de minimis. But they announced preliminary affirmative determinations in the
other seven cases. Six weeks ago our union filed five more countervailing duty
petitions pointing out that men's and boys' apparel and textile mill products
exported by Malaysia, Singapore, Pakistan, Thailand, and Mexico were also
being subsidized by the governments of those countries.

Under the present statute it is not necessary for our union to appear before
the International Trade Commission to show injury from subsidies on these pro-
ducts when an affirmative determination is made by Treasury. The time and
expense involved in appearing before the ITC are so great that an injury test
for this large number of petitions and the number of products involved, notwith-
standing the subsidy practices engaged in by the foreign governments concerned,
would be an impossible hardship on our union and Its members. Injury clearly
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exists when unfair trade practices such as subsidies are engaged in by foreign
governments. Yet the Administration is proceeding with a full head of steam to
agree to an international code which would require injury before any counter-
vailing duty is established. By then it will be too late to reestablish our closed
factories and compensate for our workers' lost income, their lost health
insurance, their lost pension benefits, etc.

We also understand that the countervailing duty code being negotiated in
Geneva would allow developing countries a period of grace before they would
be required to conform to the no-subsidy rules of the code. But it is exactly the
developing countries which are creating the biggest problem for our industry.
Accordingly, we are opposed to this code as now being contemplated, and when
it is brought back to Congress for your approval we will make our views known
to you in greater detaiL

In summary, we see great necessity for passing this tariff cut exemption bill
to minimize the overall negative consequences to this industry we see coming
from the MTN negotiations.

V. THE U.S. POSITION IN THE MTN REFLECTS MISGUIDED GOVERNMENT POLICIES

One brutal fact which the workers of our industry have come to realize, a
fact which is evidenced by the major tariff concession the U.S. may be offering
on textile and apparel products and the U.S. stance on codes of conduct, is the
U.S. policy of actively discouraging labor Intensive industries in the U.S. and
encouraging their development abroad.

Without the Administration saying so in so many words, we are confronted
with an implicit decision that certain industries, including the textile and apparel
industry of the United States, are to be considered expendable. We are being
sacrificed for the sake of a free trade philosophy that is practiced by no other
country in this world except the United States. We are being sacrificed without
regard to the impact which our workers will bear.

The final result of such a policy on the economy as a whole, aside
from the dislocation of hundreds of thousands of American workers, will be
two-fold. First, we will become increasingly dependent on foreign suppliers for
more and more essential products. Second, it will create an economy which will
lead us away from the basic productive strength which underlies any truly
healthy national economic system.

The irony of this policy, as well as of the major tariff reductions which could
result from the MTN, is that the poorest and least advantaged portion of the
U.S. labor force will be forced to make the most sacrifice. The rigid adherence
by the Administration to free trade shibboleths will result in suffering to those
least able to withstand it. Where does the Puerto Rican working In Manhattan,
speaking almost no English, not having completed even high school, find a new
job? How can the cotton farmer, whose family, home, and roots are in Georgia
or South Carolina, move to Seattle, Washington or Schenectady, New York in
the hope that a job may be available there?

VL CONCLUSION

The trade figures for the first five months of this year already show what
tremendous import increases can occur even without tariff reductions and even
with the "relief" provided by the bilateral agreements negotiated under the
MFA.

The firms and workers in the apparel sector of the textile and apparel industry
have heard that the tariff cuts on apparel items will not be too bad. In view of
the current state of our industry, we ask what tariff cuts are not bad? Certain
sectors of the industry could be virtually eliminated by even partial cuts, which
would merely be the straw that breaks the camel's back.

To workers who lose their Jobs or firms which go out of business because
of the MTN. the "cut" will be a full 100 percent-not 4 percent or 10 percent.
And the effects will be most immediate and painful. You cannot "phase in"
unemployment.

Despite our best efforts, the Executive Branch has not been persuaded to,
exempt the products of the textile and apparel industry from tariff cuts in
Geneva. Only because our import relief-the MFA and the IS bilateral or orderly
marketing agreements negotiated under it-is based on Section 204 of the Agri-
cultural Act of 1956, and not based on Section 127(b) of the Trade Act of 1974,
are we fully exposed to damaging tariff cuts.
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This Inequity stands in direct opposition to the recognition by Congress of the
import sensitivity of our industry, which led to the exemption of textiles and
apparel from duty-free GSP treatment.

Our industry has borne an inordinate burden of Import Increases in the past.
Nevertheless, our industry is being offered virtually as the major U.S. sacrifice
to international trade in the current MTN. We feel that our firms and workers
deserve more than this, and we urge you to act favorably and expeditiously on
S. 2920.

TABLE I.-APPAREL AND RELATED PRODUCTS (SIC 23), ACTUAL AND PERCENT CHANGE IN EMPLOYMENT LEVELS
FROM 1968 TO 1977. SELECTED MAJOR STATES

Actual change Percent change
(thousands)

New York .............. ....................................................... --92.8 -33.2
California ..................................................................... +29. 4 +41.2
Pennsylvania ................................................................... -- 47.6 -26.3
New Jersey ..................................................................... --18.9 -24.0
Texas ......................................................................... +17.5 +31.8
Massachusetts ................................................................. - -10.7 -19.7
North Carolina .................................................................. +15.3 +21.8
Georgia ........................................................................ +2.8 +4.0
Tennessee ................................................................... + 3 3.3
South Carolin ................................................................ +4.0

Total, selected States ...................................................... -- 99.9 -10.3
Total, selected Northeastern States I ......................................... -- 170.0 -28.7
Total, Southern and Western States 2 ........................................ +70.1 +18. 6

I Includes New York, Pennsylvania Massachusetts, and New Jersey.
3 Includes North Carolina, Georgia, South Carolina, California. Tennessee, and Texas,

Source: U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor StaUstics.

TABLE 2.-TEXTILE MILL PRODUCTS (SIC 22), ACTUAL AND PERCENT CHANGE IN EMPLOYMENT LEVELS FROM 1968
TO 1977, SELECTED MAJOR STATES

Actual
change Percent

(thousands) change

North Carolina .................................................................. -21.1 -7.5
New York ...................................................................... -15.6 -26.1
Georgia ........................................................................ +4.3 +3.7
Pennsylvania ................................................................... -20.1 -28.9
New Jersey .................................................................... -7.7 -25.2
South Carolina.................................................................. -2.9 -1.9
California ..................................................................... +5. 4 +58.0
Massachusetts ................................................................. -7.7 -21.3
Tennessee ...................................................................... -4.3 -13.0
Texas .......................................................................... --1.3 -15.5

Total, 10 selected States ........................................ -- 71.0 -8. 9
Total, selected Northeastern States .............................. -- 51.1 -26.0
Total, selected Southern and Western States' ................................. -19.9 -3.3

1 Includes New York, Pennsylvania, Massachusetts, and New Jersey.
I Includes North Carolina, Georgia, California, Tennessee, and Texas.
Source: U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics.

APPENDIX

[From the Daily News Record, Aug. 8, 19781

TAIWAN AGREES To CuT EXPORTS or ACRYLIO SWEATERS TO UNITED STATES

Taipeli (Cable FNS)-Taiwan has agreed to a 4.5 percent rollback in exports
of acrylic sweaters to the U.S. This will mean a reduction of about 1 million
dozen sweaters this year.

The U.S., however, has agreed to let Taiwan shift almost 600,000 dozen knit
shirts (Category 638 and Category 639) from its women's wear quota to men's
items.
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After five days of intensive and occasionally heated negotiations, both sides
agreed to the over-all rollback of acrylic sweaters (Categories 645, 646).

Taiwan, the largest single source of sweaters 'to the U.S., was the last stop
for the three-man team delegated to negotiate textile agreements between the
U.S. and various Asian countries. Delegation leader Michael Smith came away
"satisfied that the added restrictions on Asian exporters will give the U.S.
sweater industry a breathing spell," equivalent to over one million dozen
sweaters this year.

On the other thand, the director of Taiwan's board of foreign trade, H. K. Shao,
told FNS he believed the cutback was "unfair." "Of course we are not satisfied,
but if we do not accept the U.S. proposals, future consultations will suffer," he
added.

Taiwan manufacturers were predictably angry at the cutback which comes on
the heels of the previous six percent reduction. They claim that any further
restrictions will force a number of local producers to shut down their factories
for two nionths out of the year.

They also predict that black market quota prices, which now hover around
$12 per dozen, will climb even steeper. A representative of a U.S. sweater ix-
porter suspected that the practice of purchasing quotas from individual factories
in Iong Kong and South Korea will become increasingly popular, as quota
prices there are reportedly about half of the going rate in Taiwan.

Other issues discussed included overshipping and misclassification of items,
which Smith believes resulted largely from a misunderstanding on the part of
Taiwan of complicated U.S. customs category definitions. Faulty classification
of flishnets. for example, resulted in an overshipment of close to 100 percent last
year. The problem was resolved by agreeing to deduct the excesses from the next
four years' fluota allotments . . .

Of the 16 categories w-hich Taiwan overshipped last year, according to U.S.
customs statistics, six categories will not be penalized (315, 318, 351, 604, 631,
a1d 666). Another seven (340, 633, 637, 639. 647, 648, and 659) will be deducted
from this year's quota, and three (634, 635, and 644) will be taken off the next
two years.

One sensitive topic left unresolved was the problem of trademark piracy.
Taiwan was notified that continued trademark violations could not be tolerated,
aind officials here were asked to enact stricter control measures. However, the
Talwan government's basis for legal action Is apparently hampered by the fact
that many of the large U.S. firms have not formally registered their 'trademarks
in Taipei, Smith noted.

Taiwan officials expect the trademark question to be brought up again with
U.S. trade representatives later on this month.

Senator RTB1COFF. Mr. William S. Cashel.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM S. CASHEL III, PRESIDENT, BRASTEX
CORP.

II. CASh EL. MIr. Chairman and Senator Roth. my name is William
Cashel and I am president of Brastex Corp.. New York City. I am
accompanied today by our counsel, Beth Rin, of New York. I am
a)pearing today on behalf of several American companies which
imp1)ort or distribute most of the Brazilian terry towels imported into
the United States. These companies recently came together to form an
"American Association of Brazilian Terry'Products Importers." You
should know that the United States is the world's largest producer of
terry towels and that Brazil is the world's second largest producer.

I am unable to speak with authority on the complex patterns of
international trade in textiles, but I do know the American market
for towels and the impact which Brazilian towels have on that market.
With respect to Brazilian terry towels, the proposed legislation being
considered by your committee is wholly unnecesarv, totally unjustified,
and it represents the epitome of protectionism. We hope (hat the sub-
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committee will consider. the facts which I am about to relate and
prevent the passage of any legislation designed to restrain trade in an
already concentrated, oligopolistic towel industry in the United States.

In addition, we believe that the subcommittee should be made aware
of the abuses which are permitted under the existing Federal laws as
they apply to international trade in textiles.

Brazilian towels are subject to import quotas and are assessed with
I.S. customs duties at rates far above the average rates of duty
assessed by the United States. These towels are sold either at or above
the prices of comparable American products.

Senator RBIoFF. If you will pardon me for a second, we have
another panel here and there is a vote on. How much more do you have;
5 minutes ?

All right, you go ahead. I would suggest that Mr. Chase and
Mr. Brown, wihv do you not come back at 2 o'clock, because there is
a vote going on and I will have to go for the vote and I will have
to come back. Let's see if we can finish before the second bell, sir.

Mr. CASITEL. These towels from Brazil represent an almost in-
significant share of the American market. The competitive American
towel industry is very healthy and prosperous right now.

The American textile industry as a whole is highly competitive both
in terms of price and design and it is comprised of numerous domestic
and foreign competitors. However, this is not true with respect to the
towel segment of the American industry. In fact, one major American
textile producer has stated that, and I quote:

The domestic towel market is dominated by four manufacturers with only three
or four other domestic manufacturers in the market.

Accordingly, the American towel industry is dominated by four
principal producers. We are unaware of any American towel producer
which has complained of lost sales, declining profits, idle capacity,
or price depression as a result of import compeittion from Brazil. In
short, the United States is the largest producer of terry towels in the
world and no American producer has complained of unfair import
competition from Brazil.

Brazil is the world's second largest producer of terry towels. Over
13,000 Brazilian workers are employed in this industry which con-
tributes importantly to Brazil's economic growth. The Brazilian Gov-
ernment does not own any part of Brazil's terry towel industry. How-
ever. Brazilian producers of terry towels are at a significant
disadvantage in the world market since Brazil restricts the importa-
tion of cotton as part of its overall economic, social, and fiscal develop-
ment program.

One of the principal reasons for this restriction is to provide employ-
ment in the vast northeast region with is one of the most underdevel-
oped areas in the world. As a result of this restriction on imports of
cotton, the price of Brazilian cotton is often significantly higher than
the price of cotton in the world's markets.

The disadvantage faced by Brazilian terry towel producers in the
price of their raw material is overwhelmingly clear in the U.S. market.
Imports of terry towels from Brazil have dramatically declined, while
imports of toi:els from all other countries have very significantly
increased. In fact, the United States imported 40 percent fewer towels

34-8TO-7&-----6
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f rom Brazil in 1977 than it did in 1974, while during the same period
-of time the rest of the world increased exports of towels to the
United States by more than 25 percent.

In 1976, the United States imported over 55 million towels. Only
2.2 million of these towels, or less than 5 percent, were imported from
Brazil. In 1977, the United States imported almost 65 million towels,
-of which only 3.4 million were imported from Brazil. Further, the
quantity of Brazilian towels imported into the United States in 1977
was almost 50 percent below the quota permitted by the Brazilian-"
United States Bilaterr I Cotton Textile Agreements.

In short, imports of Brazilian towels are hardly a threat to the
American terry towel industry. Nonetheless, your committee is con-
sidering legislation which would prohibit duty reductions despite the
fact that quota restrictions do exist and that Brazilian imports are
relatively de minimis. Such action would be clear legislative overkill-
it would be devastating to Brazilian trade without creating any ap;
lreciable benefit to the U.S. industry.

In addition, the Amalgamated Clothing and Textile Workers' Union
included Brazilian towels in a countervailing duty proceeding which it
cmnmenced last year. As you are well aware, the U.S. countervailing
duty law does not require an American petitioner to demonstrate in-
jury to the domestic industry. We understand that the Subcommittee
on Tf rade of the House 11'avs and Means Committee is very much con-
cerned with the absence of an injury requirement and is presently
compiling information on this topic. We are also aware that the entire
question of countervailing duties is presently being negotiated in the
muiiltilateral trade negotiations in Geneva.
* However, the mere fact that there is no injury requirement in the
countervailing duty law does not mean that we have no remedy. We
have already discussed this matter with the Antitrust Division of the
Department of Justice and the Treasury Department. I am advised by
counsel that the T]reasury Department has, at a minimum, a legal
responsibility to advise the public that it has at least considered the
antitriist implications which will arise if countervailing duties are im-
posed on Brazilian terry towels.

We intend to bring Chis necessary attempt to exclude competition
to the attention of the American consumer. In short, our mesage is
going to be loud and clear; with respect to terry towels from Brazil,
we intend to fight for the right to compete in the American market. We
have always competed fairly and we intend to continue that practice,
but we are not going to walk away from a market in which we have
struggled to build a reputation for fairly priced, quality products.

I aiim very grateful for the opportunity to have been here today and
I will attempt to answer any questions which you may have..

Senator RiBICOFF. Thank you very much. I have no questions.
We will take a chance, Mr. Chace and Mr. Brown. When the next

bell rings, I will have to leave.

STATEMENT OF KENNETH V. CHACE, PRESIDENT, BERKSHIRE
HATHAWAY, INC., ON BEHALF OF NORTHERN TEXTILE
ASSOCIATION

Mr. CIHACE. Mr. Chairman. my name is Kenneth V. Chace. I have
with me Mr. William F. Sutherland of Northern Textile Association,
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president, and Doug Brown, a member of the board of governors of
the Northern Textile Administration.

I understand that your time is limited, and I-
Senator Rmxcorr. Well, there is a vote going on on a bill that I am

involved in, and I am going to have to go to vote, so when the next bell
rings, I am going to have to leave, because that is the second call.

Mr. CHACE. We are obviously opposed to any reduction in tariffs. We
are completely in accord with industry and labor.

I would like to talk briefly about my own company. We have been
in New Bedford since 1889. We have survived that many years of
manufacturing textiles continuously. We have seen 50 mills disappear.
We have learned to run rayon, acetate, cotton, nylon, and all the fibers
that there are and learned to live with OSHA and EPA. However I
do not think I can continue to live with a reduction in tariffs and the
resultant effect of that upon our company.

Senator RIBicon'. Your statement will go in the record as if read.
You have heard the tenor of all the testimony, the comments, and I
imagine you are in agreement with what your other collegaues have
been talking about.

Mr. CHACE. Yes, completely so, sir.
Senator Rrmicon. Well, thank you vwry much, and we understand

that, and you also get the feel of the committee, too.
[The prepared statements of the preceding panel follow:]

STATEMENT OF KENNETH V. CHACE, NORTHaq TEXTILE ASSOCIATION

My name is Kenneth V. Chace. I am a Director and a former Chairman of the
Northern Textile Association, 211 Congress Street, Boston, Massachusetts. law
speaking for the Association. I am also President of Berkshire Hathaway, Inc. of
New Bedford, Massachusetts and President of Waumbec Mills Incorporated of
Manchester, New Hampshire. We manufacture man-made fiber and cotton blended
fabrics.

I am accompanied by William F. Sullivan, President of Northern Textile As-
sociation. Our members are manufacturers of textiles located throughout the
country but principally in the Northeast and primarily in New England. These
operations use cotton, wool and man-made fibers to spin, weave broad and narrow
fabrics, as well as to braid, knit and make felt products. They produce yarn and
fabrics for apparel, home furnishings, health care products, industrial uses and
recreational and sporting goods.

The members of the Association fully support the Hollings Bill which would
remove textiles and textile products from the multilateral negotiations now in
progress in Geneva. We support the uniform position of the textile and apparel
industries, the fiber industries and the union representatives of the workers in
these mills. This position and the reasoning for it has already been presented to
you and it is not my purpose to take your time to re-state this presentation.

I would like, however, to cover three points.
1. A quick profile of the textile/apparel industry in the Northeast.
2. Two major problems with the MFA: and
3. Stress the importance of maintaining our present tariffs and of favorable

action on the Hollings Bill.
PROFILE

The Committee is aware that the fiber-textile-apparel complex Is national In
scope. In the nine states of the Northeast-namely, the six New England states
plus New York, New Jersey and Pennsylvania-the textile/apparel Industry pro-
vides slightly over 633,000 Jobs of which about 136,000 are in New England. In
the nine states textiles and apparel account for 12.8 percent of all manufacturing
employment. In an area such as this where manufacturing is a major source of
income, this is indeed significant.' The lowing table shows the breakdown by
states.
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NORTHEAST TEXTILE AND APPAREL EMPLOYMENT, NOVEMBER 1977

[in thousands)

Percent all manufacturing
Total tex-

SIC 22 SIC 23 tiles and Textiles and
textiles apparel apparel Textiles apparel

flew England ......................... 69.0 66.6 135.6 4.9 9.7
Connecticut -------------------- 11.5 10.9 22.4 2.9 b. 6
Maine --------------------------- 9.5 3.5 13.0 8.7 12.0
Massachusetts -------------------- 29.2 43.4 72.7 4.7 11.8
New Hampshire ------------------ 5.2 3.2 8.4 5.0 8.1
Rhode Island --------------------- 13.0 4.0 17.0 10.1 13.1
Vermont .......................... 7 1.6 2.3 1.6 5.2

'New York ---------------------------- 45.2 186.1 231.3 3.1 15.9,ew Jersey --------------------------- 24.0 59.8 83.8 3.1 11.0
Pennsylvania ------------ ------------ 50.1 132.4 182.5 3.8 13.7
Northeast total ------------------------ 188.3 444.9 633.2 3.8 12.1$

I mention the size and diversity of the Industry In this area only to emphasize
the fact that the operations of the MPA and the outcome of the Multilateral
Trade Negotiations are of real significance to these 633,000 people who work in
this industry and to their families and those communities where they live.

The increasing levels of imports which began In the mid-1950's have been a
major contributor to loss of jobs in our industry in the North. Employment in
New England textile mills alone dropped from 138,000 in 1957 to 68,400 in 1977.
In the last 10 years we have lost 26,000 jobs.

MFA

Now as to the MFA-we are glad that there is an MFA and a quota system
in place. We were in the forefront of the effort to secure such a system beginning
with the first cotton agreement with Japan in the late 1950's and then with the
Long Term Cotton Arrangement initiated by President Kennedy. It was not
until 1974 that the MFA was attained. In the meantime, imports of textiles and
apparel grew to over five billion square yards and almost six billion dollars
annually.

There are two major flaws in the MFA. First Is that the MFA guarantees a
minimum annual growth of 6% to Imports. I stress the word "minimum" be-
taut, like any minimum, it Is a floor, and Is frequently exceeded. There is no
maximum in the MFA. Industry and labor from the beginning urged that the
LTA and the MFA be geared to actual changes in the U.S. market. Legislation
requiring this was enacted by the House and reported by the Senate Finance
Committee in 1970 but was stalled behind a filibuster on another matter and died.

The MFA is based on the assumption that the domestic textile and apparel
industry will grow at a rate of at least 6% per year. This has not happened.

.kfter 1973 the physical output of the textile industry declined and we have
not yet attained the level of production and output that we had in 1973. Em-
ployment in textiles and employment In apparel are lower than ave years ago.

A major change in the direction of our Industry began just as the MFA came
into being. Events proved that the assumption of annual growth was false. Un-
-fortunately, that false premise was kept in the MFA and Its renewal. In dollar
-terms, because of inflation, there Is an appearance of domestic growth, but in
terms of real growth-production and employment-there has been none.

In the meantime, quota levels have been growing at 6% or more compounded
-each year.

The second major problem with the MFA (as with the LTA) is that, with
the exception of Japan, it is not applied to developed countries. This was the
-anderstanding when the LTA was created and was carried Into the MFA. This
means that a substantial amount of trqde Is not subject to control under the
MFA or bilateral agreements.

TAF7S A2D TEK MTI

We are disturbed by the 8% growth during the first four months of this
.year of Imports over the same period a year ago. The following table shows that
no segment of our industry has been spared from this rising surge.
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U.S. GENERAL IMPORTS OF COTTON, WOOL, AND MANMADE FIBER TEXTILES

Jaepary-April, million SYE
__________________ Percent:
1977 '1978 change

Three-fiber total ------------------------------------------------- 1,523 2,027 +33;

Yarns ---------------------------------- -------- 299 429 +44
Fabrics ---------------------------------------- 380 524 +38.
Apparel ------------------ 728 925 +27
Made-up and miscellaneous-------------------------------III 15 +28

Cotton, total ...................................................... 545 782 +43

Yarns ........................................................ 23 30 +30,
Fabrics -----------------------------.---------------------- 217 338 +56
Apparel ...........------------------------------------------- 239 336 +40.
made-up and miscellaneous ----------------------------------- 66 78 +19

Wood, total ------------------------------------------------------ 34 44 +28

Yarns .............------------------------------------------ 3 4 +43-
Fabrics ----------------------------------------------------- 10 I1 +9
Apparel ----------------------------------------------------- is 26 +42"
Made-up and miscellaneous ---------------------------------- - 4 4 ..............

Manmade Fiber, total ---------------------------------------------- 944 1,201 +27

Yarns ------------------------------------------------------- 273 394 +45-
Fabrics ----------------------------------------------------- 153 175 +15-
Apparel ------------------------------------------------------ 470 563 +20
Made-up and miscellaneous ------------------------------------ 48 69 +42

I Calculated using unrounded data.

The heaviest concentrations are in apparel. Every Item of apparel imported
displaces American fabrics. Cotton apparel imports are up 56%; wool, 42%;
and man-made fiber, 20%. On top of these apparel imports which put our cus-
tomers out of business as well as ourselves, fabric imports have risen 38%.

I will not belabor you with statistics. I know you have plenty of these. To
those of us who are in the textile business, they are very real. They mean losses
in sales and income. They mean layoffs and loss in employment. They mean hard-
ship In the towns and cities where we are located. They remind us again of our
colleagues who not so many years ago had viable and successful textile opera-
tions in our area and who have not survived to be here today. The high levels
of unemployment and distress are living reminders that our Industrial base It%
textiles has been eroded by a grown. level of imports of fabrics and apparel'
and other textile products. These goods are produced under working conditions
and for wages which we In America will not talerate.

This is not the time to encourage more Imports. This is not the time to make
matters worse. We urge this Committee, and through the Committee, urge Con-
gress to intervene and to act favorably on the Hollings Bill.

There are some who feel that because of the MFA and a structure of quota re-
straints, the U.S. can reduce its tariffs and not Increase unemployment or dam-
age the textile Industry. We respectfully submit that this Is not the case. Our
experience of the last 20 years has proven that tariffs are very important. The
purpose of cutting our textile tariffs Is to accelerate the rate of Increase of Im-
ports. And this is exactly what will happen. This does not make sense as textile
imports even with the MFA are growing while out output has been virtually
static.

The fiber-textile-apparel complex is not only a big segment of the national
economy and a major segment of the Southern economy, but it Is also a majnr
segment of the Northeast economy. The health of an Industry of this magnitude
in these metropolitan areas deserves the most serious consideration of our
Government.

I need not pursue here other areas such as the cotton and wool growing states
that depend on the well being of their customer, the textile manufacturer.

We are struggling, as we have in the past, with a very difficult situation. The
level of imports, as It rapidly rises, worsens this situation and makes the issue-
more critical.

The Hollings Bill merely says to the Administration. "Don't make it worse !"
This Bill asks for nothing more. It only asks that the Federal Government
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refrain from acting In a way 4vhich would cause more distress, more unemploy-
ment, more losses and more hardship. To us, this is a reasonable request.

There are many members of our organization, such as in the felt and other
areas who have been seriously hurt as a result of cuts in the Kennedy Round
and in earlier tariff negotiations. They would like to see us here today asking
for a restoration of the protection which the former tariffs gave to them. We are
not doing this. We are only asking that we not be hurt any more. We are asking
that our investments and the jobs that we create not be handed over to investors
in other countries and to workers in those countries. If some believe that we
should exchange our textile Jobs and investments to help other Americans export
their products, I can assure you that the textile investors and the textile workers
who have been the victims of a growing level of Imports do not see It that way.
We feel we are doing our share and have been doing our share in the whole
post-war period. We urge this Committee, and through this Committee, the
Congress to put a stop to offering tariff reductions which is just another way
of offering our much needed American jobs and investments to others.

Thank you.

STATEMENT OF DOUGLAS C. BROWN, CHAIRMAN, WOOL MANUFACTURERS
COUNCIL, NORTHERN TEXTILE ASSOCIATION

My name is Douglas C. Brown. I am Chairman of the Wool Manufacturers
Council of Northern Textile Association and a Vice President of the Association,
211 Congress Street, Boston, Massachusetts 02110.

I am also President of Homestead Woolen Mills, West Swanzey, New Hiamp-
shire. I, along with my two brothers, own and operate three woolen system mills
in New England: two mills are located in New Hampshire and one is in Con-
necticut. Together they provide over 700 jobs.

I am speaking for the members of the Council who are manufacturers of yarn
and fabrics on the woolen and worsted systems. They spin, weave, dye and finish
their fabrics and are located In New England, the Middle Atlantic states and in
Oregon.

Our members include mills such as Pendleton In Oregon and Woolrich In
Pennsylvania as well as many others in New England. Together we employ
about 12,500 workers, more than half of the workforce of the wool broadwoven
sector of the United States textile industry.

The wool sector of the United States textile industry has experienced a long
period of decline which began back in the 1950's. Twenty years ago there were
57,300 workers weaving and finishing wool textiles throughout the country and
as recently, as ten years ago there were 44,200 workers. Today there are some
22,700 workers--only one third of our former workforce. Production of wovet
apparel fabrics last year was about one third of what it was only 15 years ago.

EMPLOYMENT ANO-PIOODUCTION, U.S. WOOL BIROADWOVEN TEXTILE MI.LS, 1958-78

Production of
wool apparel

Total fabric (miIlion
emloyaent square yards)

1958 .......................................................................... 57,300 429
1963 .......................................................................... 49,600 450
1968 .......................................................................... 44 200 384
1973 .......................................................................... 2 30 166
1977 .......................................................................... 22 8oo 140
1978 .......................................................................... 22,700 NA

S5.tmo average.

Wool textiles-woven cloth and apparel-are the classic case of growing In-
port penetration in the textile industry and demonstrate the two major weak-
nesses of the MFA, namely its built in annual growth and its limited coverage.

In 1961-1962 when President Kennedy initiated the Textile Program import
penetration was about 12%.

Ten years ago Import penetration had risen to 22%. Just before the MI'A was
made, it had reached 28%. Last year the penetration was over 87%.

AU this time our production was getting lower and lower--down 16% since
1973 while imports rose.

Our Government and our negotiators are aware of this and have negotiated
lower growth rates for wool textiles than for others. We appreciate their con-
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cern, but it does not alter the fact that any import growth in a declining market
takes a bigger share and makes matters worse.

In the first four months of this year, imports are rising at an alarming rate.
Wool textile and apparel Imports are 28% above a year ago, wool apparel Is
up 42%!

This renewed surge began in 1976 and has been climbing for over 21/ years.
The second weakness of the MFA, namely that it Is not applied to all export

sources is particularly true in the case of wool textiles and apparel impQrts.
Last year, over 43Y2% of imports originated from the uncontrolled countries.

This year it may exceed 50%.
This means that tariffs are of major importance to us. They are critical. It

Is no secret that the European Community and particularly the United Kingdom
want our tariffs, established In 1960, cut and cut drastically. They eve, have a
public relations campaign In. this country to that effect.. In the Kennedy Round two wool items were cut. One a blended man-made
fiber fabric containing 17% or more wool by weight and the other wool felt.
Since then Imports have risen 716% and 805%, respectively. Lower tariffs are
Intended to Increase Imports and they certainly do Just that. In the case of
textiles and apparel, imports increase without tariff cuts and increase even
faster with cuts.

On behalf of the industry and myself, as a domestic manufacturer, we ask
that matters not be made worse by reducing tariffs and that the Hollings Bill
S. 2920 be reported out favorably as soon as possible.

Thank you.
Senator RTBICOrF. The committee will stand adjourned, and thank

you for your courtesy.
[Thereupon. at 1:15 p.m. the hearings in the above-entitled matter

were adjourned.]
[By direction of the chairman, the following communications were

made a part of the record:]

STATMUZN? OF S5"ATOR HowARw BAxKm, JR.

Mr. Chairman and distinguished members of the Committee, I appreciate the
opportunity to reiterate my support for S. 2920 and urge that it be reported to
the floor of the Senate without delay. Few, if any, major Industries in this coun-
try have suffered the hardships experienced by the textile and apparel industry.

According to some estimates, almost 400,000 jobs have been lost in the last
ten years to the ever-increasing influx of Importe from the Par East. In that
same time period, the value of textile and apparel imports has jumped from
$1.5 billion to over $6 billion. This represents a 800 percent increase over the past
ten years and a crippling of the domestic textile and apparel industry.

Our manufacturers simply cannot compete with low-wage foreign industries
that are backed and subsidized by their government. For instance, in South
Korea, the average textile worker is paid $.55/hour, while in this country he is
paid $4.53/hour. Stuh disparities in the wage scale when combined with a favor-
able export climate created by their respective governments give a clear advant-
age to the foreign textile and apparel industries.

What is proposed In S. 2920 Is not the Imposition of protectionist barriers, but
rather a defense of the status quo so that this problem will not worsen. Spe-
cifically, .. 2920 would amend the Trade Act of 1974 so as to include textile and
apparel goods among those items not subject to tariff reduction.

It is necessary to take this step. Mr. Chairman. because of the size of the
industry in this country and the gravity of the problem. It has already been
stated that textiles and apparels constitute the largest employer of manufacturing
labor In the entire country. It Is a $70 billion-a-year industry.

In my own State of Tennessee, the textile and apparel industry employs over
1.0.000 people and pays hundreds of millions of dollars In local, state and federal
taxes. however, the industry is struggling and desperately needs help.

For instance, In Chattanooga, the DuPont Company has a plant In which they
maufacture nylon and Dacron polyester fiber. Although that plant employs
around 3.700 people and has a payroll of over $60 million, more than 1,000 em-
ployees have been laid off in the past four years, or almost one quarter of the
total employees at that plant.

Such statistics are typical of those available at other plants throughout my
state. It is for that reason that I urge the Committee to seriously consider this
measure and report it out favorably to the floor of the Senate.
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STATEMENT OF SENATOR THOMAS J. MoINTYR

Mr. Chairman, as a cosponsor of S. 2920, I want to express my wholehearted
support for this bill, and to urge favorable action on it. This bill would exempt
textiles from tariff cuts in the current multilateral trade negotiations, and is vital
to the preservation.of a major domestic industry and thosuands of Jobs in the
New England region.

The textile-and apparel industry cannot afford to lose its current level of tariff
protection. We have lost half the textile jobs in New Hampshire since 1965, and
I do not want to see us jeopardize any further the 8400 Jobs that remain.

Moreover, the level of imports is rising sharply even with tariffs at their
present levels. In the first five months of this year imports have grown sharply-
28% over the same period a year ago. The trade deficit for textiles and apparel
is running at an annual rate of $4.4 billion, up 83% from last year. In these
circumstances, Mr. Chairman, it is senseless to reduce tariffs. And it is incon-
sistent with previous Federal recognition' of the industry's need for aid and action
to help. Reduction of tariff can only lead to more imports, more unemployment,
and more hardship for these unemployed workers and their communities. It is a
spiral we have seen before, especially in New England, and we must not allow It
to happen again.

Again, I strongly urge favorable action on this bill. It is a reasonable and
moderate approach. It only requires that we hold the line on tariffs where there
has been a clearly demonstrated, continuing need for protection.

STATEMENT BY WILLIAM JENIzNGS BRYAN DORN, FORMER U.S. CONGRESSMAN,
THIRD DIsTRicT or SOUTH CAROLINA

I am William Jennings Bryan Dorn, former United States Congressman from
the Third District of South Carolina and now a tree farmer and raiser of beef
cattle in my native Greenwood, South Carolina.

As a citizen and former state and national representative of the people of
South Carolina, whose principal industry has been and is now the production
of fiber, textiles and apparel, I hose followed with intense interest the con-
stantly worsening imports problem and its impact on the economy of our state
-and other parts of the nation.

I wish to commend Sen. Ernest F. Hollings on his sponsorship of S. 2920 of
which I am in strong support.

For most of my 26 years as a United States congressman the inequities of
international trade policies as they affect this nation's largest industrial em-
ployer was of chief concern. And this concern was shared-as it is now-by
majority of my colleagues in the House.

It was this concern that led us to establish in 1961 the Houge Informal Textile
Committee, which I served as secretary for more than a decade.

In June of this year this committee was reorganized into the Textile Caucus
with a membership 4cf 247 congressmen whose constituencies stretch across the
length and breadth of this nation.

Of particular note to this committee is that the fiber/textile/apparel imports
problem affects all regions. It is not a problem isolated to any one business or
industrial segment. Directly or indirectly, it becomes everyone's problem.

There is not a state in this country that can escape the impact of these imports.
From Maine to California, the 29,000 textile and apparel plants employ 2.5 mil.
lion people of which 65 percent are female and 23 percent minorities.

Cotton, wool and man-made fiber producers, who rely on the U.S. textile in.
dustry for sales of nearly $7 billion a year, employ another half million Ameri-
cans in every state.

Beyond these industries, are many others who rely on textiles and apparel
for a substantial part, if not all, of their income.

The purchases of textile companies, alone, amount to more than $1 billion an-
nually for building contractors and machinery manufacturers, $900 million for
chemical and dyestuff industries, $500 million for paper products and $100 mil-
lion for warehousing and transportation. And there are others, as varied as bank-
ing, printing and cornstarch, who need this vital market for the sale of their
goods and services.

Of paramount importance are the expenditures of employees. Based on Labor
Department statistics, the nearly $17 billion payroll of textile and apparel work-
ers amount to purchases of approximately $3 billion for food, $4.6 billion for
housing, $1.2 billion for clothing and upkeep, $3.2 billion for transportation, $1
billion for health care, and $1.7 billion for recreation.
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I might add that these people also pay approximately $2 billion in locally, state
und federal taxes each year.

The Labor Department also has revealed that for the seven months ending in
July 346,000 textile and apparel workers were out of work or on short time as a
result of imports which now hold 24 percent of the U.S. apparel-related textile
market.

One can only guess at the precise impact on other segments of the economy.
But due to the size and distribution of the. textile and apparel industries it is
substantial, and cuts across all areas of employment.

The fiber/textile/apparel industry occupies a unique role in the economy. It
contributes to the economic growth of the entire nation. It is absolutely essential.

As a resident of a state which employs more than 210,000 people in the fiber/
textile/apparel industry I have read with dismay accounts, published by the
Commerce Department, of the 28 percent growth of imports occuring in the first
six months of 1978, despite MFA agreements which are supposed to restrain
imports to an annual increase of six percent.

Compounding this dismay are reports that the U.S. has offered to cut, by at
least 25 percent, tariffs on textiles and apparel.

An independent consulting agency, Data Resources, Inc., has projected that
the U.S. textile/apparel Industry will grow at no more than 1.5 percent a year
through 1985, but imports are projected-and based on current levels I think
it is underestimated-to grow at an annual rate of eight percent. This, says
Data Resources, will mean a direct loss in the industry of 400,000 jobs through
1985, even if tariffs remain at their present levels. And, when you consider the
importance of the industry to other areas of the economy, that loss escalates to
1.4 million jobs.

If tariffs are cut in half, Data Resources estimates there will be a total of
600,000 jobs lost directly in fibers, textiles and apparel and 2.2 million through-
out the economy.

It is claimed that only "small" cuts will be made in textiles and apparel. But
An offer to cut tariffs by only one or two percentage points per year over period
of 10 years means an aegegate cut of 40 to 60 percent from present levels. Small
thee cuts may seem. but large they are.

With its current level of unemployment and need to create millions of addi-
tional jobs for persons who will be entering, or trying to enter, the work force,
it Is clear that the United States cannot afford to trade away such a basic and
essential employer as fibers, textiles and apparel.

As one who has lived with the imports problem for many years. and who has
seen Its effects on the economy at close range, I urgently reqnat that S. 2920
he reported out of committee so that it may be approved by the full Senate at
the earliest possible date. The future of this nation's economy depends on It.

Auerst 14, 1V'T8,
Hon. FtRNwr HOLLfl!s,
Senate Ofee BuihMs,,
Washington, DO.

DEzA SzwAToR HoLUWrGos I wish to express my wholehearted support for your
bill, S. 2920, and House Bill HR. 1085 "onsored by Representative Holland.
I, too, find the situation in the textile industry alarming.

Tariff reduction may sound attractive on the national level. but it would be
ruinous to South Carolina. As you know, the nation's textile industry is centered
here in the Carolinas; thirty-eight percent of our state's manufacturing workers
are textile employees. Although we have made extraordinary progress over the
last decade In expanding and diversifying our industrial base, South Carolina
remains heavily dependent on textiles. Even a slight reduction in tariffs could
mean the loss of thousands of Jobs here. At a time when overall employment in
South Carolina is rising steadily, employment in the textile Industry has dropped
4.4 percent in the last year. This severe threat to Jobs, and in turn the economy
of our state, was clearly evidenced last week as another plant closed, the eighth
in the Greenville area to shut down over the last 18 months.

The potential damage to the textile Industry is not confined to our state. since
this industry employs one of every eight manufacturing workers in the country,
or nbnnt 2.3 million people.

Although T believe in free trade to bring the lowest possible prices to con-
Pnmers, it sometimes becomes necessary to provide threatened dominant em-
ployers time to adjust to massive competition. This is such a time.
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I urge the Congress to act responsibly and remove textiles from the current
round of tariff reduction negotiations in Geneva until 1983.

Sincerely,
CnHu.Ls D. RAvTi'iaL.

STATEMENT OF CONsUMER8 Fon WORLD TRADE

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee: Ocesumers for World Trade
(CWT) Is a newly-created organization formed by American economists, trade
experts, consumer specialists and others to identify and protect the consumer
interest in expanded world trade. This statement Is presented to oppose S. 2920.

As stated in your announcement of hearings, S. 2920 proposes to exempt textile
and apparel items from tariff cuts in the Tokyo Round of Multilateral Trade
Negotiations. This would be accomplished by excluding from tariff-cutting au-
thority items for which action has been taken under Section 204 of the Agri-
cultural Act of 1956. Such exclusion is already provided in the Trade Act of
1974 for articles which have been subject to import restrictions under the escape
clause or national security provisions.

Consumers for World Trade strongly opposes S. 2920 for the following
reasons:

1. The textile and apparel industry is the most highly protected tnanufactur-
Ing Industry in the United States.

Tariffs on textile and apparel items currently average about 25 percent on an
ad valorem basis, with some duties ranging over 100 percent. The cost of these
high tariffs is borne most heavily by low income consumers. As estimated by Nor-
man S. Fieleke in "The Cost of Tariffs to Consumers," published in the New
England Economic Review in 1971, tariffs absorb a 10 percent greater share of
the budget outlays of low-income consumers than of middle- income consumers,
and a 20 percent greater share of the budget of low-ineome consumers than of
high-Income consumers. This is because Internationally-traded items weigh more
heavily on the consumption patterns of lower Income consumers, and because
tariff rates appear to be higher on lower quality goods which are purchased more
heavily by lower income groups.

In addition to a high tariff wall, the textile and apparel Industry enjoys the
protection of a "voluntary" restraint agreement among major supplying coun-
tries. The MAltitifber Arrangement, as the restraint agreement Is called, was
,concluded on cotton, wool and manmade produCts without any economic finding
.of Injury or market disruption to our domestic industry, but again with a tre-
mendous cost to the American consumer.

Because of the nature of these "voluntary" restraint agreements, foreign ex-'
porters are encouraged to ship higher priced Items under quota to maximize their
returns. The lower priced goods, often not produced in sufficient quantities do-
mestically, are no longer readily available to low Income consumers. This is
partktfiafty true o lower-priced imports of shirts and men's and boys' apparel.
Imports of less expensive children's clothing have also been eqneeted out of the
market because of other problems inherent in the "voluntary" agreement.

The difficulty encountered in estimating the total cost to the UI.S. consumer of
this ironclad protection afforded the domestic textile industry ts enormous. How-
ever, the most conservative estimates range In the billions of dOllars.

2. All U.S. consumers have a stake in the successful conclusion Of the Multi.
lateral Trade Negotiations in progress to reduce trade barriers around the world.
Liberalizing trade restrictions mesas less Inflationary pressure on our economy,
lower prices for consumers, and a wider variety of goods In the marketplace

Since these negotiations are conducted on the basis of reciprocity, exempting
textile and apparel products from tariff cutting authority would linait the ability
of our negotiators to reduce foreign trade barriers and gain better access for
U.S. exports.

Further, if textile and apparel products were excluded from the negotiations,
what is to prevent other industries less insulated from imports from a seeking
the same kind of "special treatment"?

Consumers for World Trade respectfully suggests that, Instead of exempting
textile and apparel products from the MTN, Congress insist that our negotiators
offer the full 40 percent formula reduction on these Items, so that they can exer-
cise maximum leverage to obtain favorable terms for our exports.
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STATEMENT ON BEHAL? OP THE CORDAGE INSTITUTE,
ROBERT J. KEEFE, EXECUTIVE DiRnuTOro

As Executive Director of the Cordage Institute, I would like to voice our vigor-
ous support of S. 2920 introduced by Senator Hollings which amends the Trade
Act of 1974 to exempt textiles and textile products from tariff reductions in the
current "Tokyo Round" of the Multilateral Trade Negotiations.

The Cordage Institute is a nonprofit association of principal rope and twine
manufacturers of the United States who produce approximately 85 percent of
the total U.S. cordage products employing about 5,000 people in sixteen states.
Sales for 1977 were 62.7 million pounds of rope and twine. A list of members is
attached to our statement.

The Cordage Institute has by necessity maintanied a philosophy on interna-
tional trade that strongly encourages and supports fair trade--by necessity since
natural fibers for rope are not grown in the United States but are imported as
bled raw fiber or yarn and processed into finished products.

The basic object of the Institute is to retain a viable cordage industry to meet
the nation's cordage requirements--agricultural, industrial, maritime and mili-
tary. It is of vital interest to the nation that we maintain a solid manufacturing
base in the United States for the production of both natural fiber and man-made
fiber rope and twine.

This has become increasingly difficult with the onslaught of cheap textile prod-
ucts exported to the United States. If this is allowed to continue unchecked, a
general weakening of the industry will occur. The natural filber cordage industry
was devastated by the reduction and repeal of duties on these products in the
1950's and our members are concerned that this will now be repeated in the
synthetic cordage industry if tariffs are reduced.

Since 1950, the U.S. cordage industry has gone through a period In which Im-
ports of natural fiber rope and twine have gradually overtaken the U.S. market
and have virtually destroyed the U.S. cordage manufacturing capability in natu-
ral fiber rope and twine. In 1950, there were 22 companies producing natural fiber
rope from raw fiber with approximately 95 percent of the U.S. market. Today
there is one company producing such rope from raw fiber. A similar situation
has developed over the years in the natural fiber farm and industrial twine
market. In 1951 the duty was removed from imported sisal farm twine and today
only one manufacturer still produces such twine in the United States from 15
companies in 1950. The U.S. manufacturers' share of that market has dropped
from 85 percent in 1950 to 8 percent in 1976. Attachments A, B, and C are tables
summarizing what has happened to the U.S. natural fiber cordage production
from 1950 to 1976.

Our concern with any further reductions in tariffs on cordage products is
clearly warranted.

While the natural fiber cordage business was diminishing, the U.S. manufac-
turers continued the development of the synthetic fiber market. During World
War II, when the natural fibers for cordagewere Impossible to obtain, the Ameri-
can cordage industry pioneered the substitution of synthetic fiber for natural
fiber. And so, for the first time in the history of the cordage industry, the oldest
industry in the United States, the development of suitable man-made fibers can
eliminate total reliance on offshore sources for both raw materials or finished
products. The direction of the industry is clearly one of greater use of man-
made fibers, for there the future of the domestic cordage industry lies.

Since 1973, imports of synthetic cordage have increased dramatically. For
example, Imports of synthetic cordage of stranded construction (TSUS 316.6020)
from the Republic of Korea are alarming. From 1973 to 1977, imports of this
item rose from 28,518 pounds in 1973 to 1,365,923 pounds In 1977, an Increase of
over 4600 percent. Korean imports of stranded synthetic rope as a percentage of
all such imports have also been increasing rapidly-from 4.5 percent in 1973 to
66 percent in 1977 (See Attachment D).

Raw material costs alone run close to the landed cost of polypropylene rope.
Polypropylene resin is a basic petrochemical and our Amerl.an petrochemical
industry is the most efficient in the world. But in Korea, it is produced by a
government-owned plant and the free market supply-demand relationships are
thereby averted.

American cordage manufacturers also face much greater government regula-
tion. Workplace safety regulations under OSHA, toxic substance controls, product
liability, and energy legislation are adding to our competitive burdens--as are
air. noise and water pollution abatement. While the cordage industry recognizes
and supports the need for quality of life goals, we are facing these added costs
to the detriment of our competitive position.
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We pray that the Senate Finance Committee, and ultimately the Congress, will
be responsive to the changing realities of trade. If the import duty is reduced or
eliminated on synthetic cordage, the U.S. market will be flooded with imports,
new domestic expansion will cease, and some present manufacturing capability
will be abandoned. The result will be Increased unemployment, increased outflow
of dollars, and Increased reliance on foreign sources of supply. The virtual de-
struction of the natural fiber cordage Industry will be repeated in the synthetic
cordage industry.

CORDAGE INSTITUTz

MEMBERS OF THE CORDAGE INSTITUTE
Regular members

American Cotton Yarns, Inc., 240 Shore Drive, Hinsdale, 111. 60521, 312-654-
3600.

American Manufacturing Co., Inc., P.O. Box 631, Honesdale, Pa. 18431, 717-
253-5860.

Lafayette Rope Division, P.O. Box 52125-0il Center, Lafayette, La. 70505,
318-837-9241.

Arteraft Braid Co., 39 Manton Avenue, Providence, R.I. 02909, 401-831-9077.
Blue Mountain Industries, Blue Mountain, Ala. 36201, 205-237--9461.
Bridon Cordage, Inc., 909 16th Street, Albert Lea, Minn. 56007, 507-377-1601.
Brownell & Co., Inc., Main Street, Moodus, Conn. 06460, 203-878-8625.
Cavnar-Johnson Cordage Co., Inc., P.O. Box 38, Prattville, Ala. 36067, 205-

365-5416.
The Cordage Group, Division of Columbian Rope Co, Columbian Drive, Au-

burn, N.Y. 13021, 315-253-3221.
Exxon Chemical Company U.S.A., Twine Division, P.O. Box 3272, Houston,

Tex. 77001, 713-056-0139.
The Hooven and Allison Co., P.O. Box 340, Xenia, Ohio 45385, 513-372-4421.
Jackson Rope Co., Division of Tubbs Cordage Co., P.O. Box 557, Reading, Pa.

19603, 215-376-6761.
Lambeth Corp., P.O. Box G-825, New Bedford, Mass. 02742, 617-995-2626,
Lehigh Cordage, 1929 Vultee Street, Allentown, Pa. 18105, 215-797-6470.
New England Ropes, Inc., Popes Island, New Bedford, Mass. 02740, 617-999-

2351.
Nova Products, Inc., P.O. Box 116, Carrollton, Ga., 30117, 404-832-9086.
Samson Ocean Systems, Inc., 99 High Street, Boston, Mass. 02110, 617-426-

8550.
Sunshine Cordage Corp., 7250 N.W. 41st Street, Miami, Fla. 33166,

305-592-3750.
Tubbs Cordage Co., P.O. Box 7986, San Francisco, Calif. 94120, 415-495-7155.
Wall Industries, Inc., Railroad Avenue, Beverly, N.J. 08010, 609-877-1800.

Special members
Canada Western Cordage Co., Ltd., 100-909 Beach Avenue, Vancouver, B.C.,

Canada V6Z 1E2, 604--681-3154.
Cordage Institute of Canada, 1080 Beaver Hall Hill, Suite 1002, Montreal,

Quebec, Canada H2Z ITO, 514-866-2081.
Doon Twines, Ltd., P.O. Box 158, Kitchener, Ontario, Canada N2G, 3Y2,

519-745-7391.
Affliate member

Cordemex S.A. de C.V., Apartado Postal 1, Cordemex, Yucatan, Mex.,
2-01-00.
Nonmembers contributing statistical data

Badger Cordage Mills, Inc., 193 North Broadway, Milwaukee, Wis. 53202,
414-271-2569.

International Harvester Co., Agricultural/Industrial Equipment Division,
P.O. Box 15285, New Orleans, La. 70115, 504-890-561.

Wellington Puritan Mills, Inc., P.O. Box 244, Madison, Ga. 30650,
404--342-1916.

Yale Cordage, Inc., Old Sparhawk Mill, Box 27, Yarmouth, Maine 04096,
207-846-904&

Guelph Twines, Ltd., 50 Crimea Street, P.O. Box 125, Guelph, Ontario,
Canada NIH 6J6, 519-821-9140.

Poli-Twine Corp., Ltd., 180 Bethridge Road, Rexdale, Ontario, Canada M9W
1NS, 41-745-9990.



HARD FIBER

fUnit in millions of pounds!

Source 1950 1952 1954 1956 1958 1960 1962 1964 1966 1968 1970 1972 1974 1976

ROPE
Imports:

Philippine Republic -------------------------------------- 4.3 4.4 2.5 5.5 5.4 4.6 5.2 5.8 5.7 5.5 5.9 6.8 9.6 12.8
Portugal --------------------------------------------------------- 1. 2.5 2. 1 32.5 .4 .4 1.2 1.a 1.8 3.0 2.4 .5 1.1

3-5 3.3 4.3 6.1 6.8 5.3 10.3 10.8 7.1
Other ----------------------------------------------------------- 1.7 1.3 1.6 .9 1.9 1.4 1.5 1.7 2.5 3.5 37 2.8 .8 1.5

(A) Total imports ----------------------------------------------- 7.3 8.2 6.2 8.9 10.3 9.9 10.4 13.0 16.1 17.6 18.4 22.3 21.7 22.5

U.S. Producers:
Commercial sales ------------------------------------------------- 107.2 109.0 83.3 101.5 82.3 67.0 64.4 46.8 62.9 47.2 35.0 29.7 27.7 22.1
Prison sales ------------------------------------------------------ 1.0 .6 .6 .4 .3 .3 .3 .2 .2 .2 .2 .2 .2 .5

(B) Total U.S. producers ----------------------------------- 108.2 109.6 83.9 101.9 82.6 67.3 64.7 57.0 63.1 47.4 35.2 29.9 27.9 22.6

Total U.S. Market (A plus 6) ------------------------------------ 115.5 117.8 90.1 110.8 92.9 77.2 75.1 70.0 79.2 65.0 53.6 52.2 49.6 45.1 0
Percent U.S. market-Imports --------------------------------------- 6.3 7.0 6.9 8.0 11.1 12.3 13.8 18.6 20.3 27.0 34.3 42.7 43.8 49.9
Percent U.S. market- U.S. producers ----------------------------------- 93.7 93.0 93.1 92.0 88.9 87.2 86.2 8[.4 79.7 73.0 65.7 57.3 56.2 50.1

AGRICULTURAL TWINE
Imports:

Canada...... ...... .....................- 16.8 30.2 28.7 27.6 24.4 20.8 24.6 25.6 S7.4 18.2 14.0 66 1.8 .6 .1
Mexico -----------.-.---------- ...........------------- 13.9 39.5 63.5 78. 0 109.8 103.7 134.1 102. 0 73.8 54.7 65.6 83.2 79.5 30.7 63.2
Brazil -- ---------------------------- (5 (2 2 2 2 2 2 21 14.0 25.4 27.7 54.6 37.5 80.1
Nethierlands ----------------------------------------- ( 20 16. 21. 27.3 16.9 22.6 21.9 33. 6 30.5 25.9 21.1 11.2 8.4
Portugal ------------------------------------------------- ) () 14.3 36.3 36.2 47.8 48.0 42.2 44.3 76.9 32-5 18.5
Tanzania ------------------------------------------------. ').. (5) ) (2) 9.3 18.3 15.5 15.4 19.8 9.6 40.4
Other-----------------------------------------------. 95 4. 63.6 50.6 59.7 47.8 47.6 70.0 5&.4 80.2 87.0 56.7 22.6

(A) Total imports ------------- ------------ 32.0 77.8 127.9 167.3 225.1 20K3 277.3 233.5 264.3 253.7 245.0 278.5 330.8 176.0 225.4

U.S. Producers:
Commercial sales ----------------------------------------- 161.5 144.0 135.7 91.3 76.0 56.2 66.3 63.4 70.4 39.8 27.2 20.0 35.1 16.9 29. 0
Prison sales ---------.------------------------------------ 21.2 18.0 16.9 16.0 14.2 16.0 15.2 11.2 14.0 7.6 4.0 1.3 0 0 0

(8) Total U.S. producers -------------------------- 182.7 162.0 152.6 107.3 90.2 72.2 81.5 74.6 84.4 47.4 31.2 21.3 35.1 16.9 20.0

Total U.S. market (A plus B) ..............------ -214.7 239.8 280.5 274.6 315.3 278.5 358.8 308.1 348.7 301.1 276.2 299.8 365.9 192.9 245.4
Percent US. market-imports .................................. 14.9 32.5 45.6 61.0 71.5 74.0 77.2 75.8 75.8 84.2 88.7 92.9 90.4 91.2 91.9
Percent U.S. market-U.S. producer; ........................... 85.1 67.5 54.4 39.0 28.5 26.0 22.8 24.2 24.2 15.8 11.3 7.1 9.6 8.8 8.1



INDUSTRIAL TWINEImports:
Mexico ----------------------------------------------------------- 26.9 16.9 24.9 27.8 29.0 30.6 31.3 221 187 18.0 14.6 1.7 20.7 12.2
Catadr------------------------------------------------------------~ () 2. (5 1 .1 0" 2
Portugal --------------------------------------------------- ~ (1 19 3 2 " 4. 5.3 1F 1! 18.k( IN~ 12!? ? 2 3"Oer ------------------------------------------------ ---------- 2!2.3, 4.6 & 3 3.1 1.6 1.8 1.8 1.0 1.2 1.1 .5

(A) Total Imports -----------.-...................------------ 33.0 17.7 26.8 31.0 35.8 39.8 44.5 ,1.9 38.7 33.6 28.3 28.6 24.5 16.2

U.S. Producers:
Commercial sales ----------------------------.-.-.................. 35.0 18.2 20.3 22.5 18.3 16.8 16.8 15.0 7.3 3.4 2.6 2.3 2.3 1.6
Prison sales ----------------------------------------------------- . 8 .4 .5 .6 .7 .7 .8 .8 1.0 1.0 .8 .8 .6 .2

(B) Total U.S. producers----------------------------. 35.8 18.6 20.8 23.1 19.0 17.5 17.6 15.8 8.3 4.4 3.4 3.1 2.9 1.8

Total U.S. market (A plus B) ------------------------------------- 68.8 36.3 47.6 54.1 54.8 57.3 62.1 50.7 47.0 38.0 31.7 31.7 27.4 18.0
Percent U.S. market-Imports ------------.... ..--------.. 48.0 48.7 56.3 57.2 65.5 69.4 71.6 68.8 82.3 88.4 89.3 90.2 89.4 90.0
Percent U.S. market-U.S. producers ----------------------------------- 52.0 51.3 43.7 42.8 34.5 30.6 28.4 31.2 17.7 11.6 10.7 9.8 10.6 10.0

I Included in "Other" or no imports that year, Source: Cordage Institift
2 Included in "Others,"
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IMPORTS OF MANI-MADE FIBER CORDAGE OF STRANDED CONSTRUCTION (TSUS 316.6020), 1973-77

[In poundsl

Korea as a
Imports from percent of

Year Total imports Korea total

1973 ............................................................. 633,935 28,518 4.5
1974 ............................................................. 492,120 1C6.778 21.7
1975 ............................................................ 1,527,264 216,118 14.2
1976 ............................................................. 1 442,960 889,966 61.7
1977 ............................................................. 2:080,077 1,365,923 65.67

Source: National Technical Informatio Service, U.S. Department of Commerce.

AMERICAN TEXTILE MANUFACTURERS INSTITUTE, INC.,
Washington, D.C., August 29, 1978.

'Hon. ABRAHAM RIBICOFF,
Chairman, Subcomrnittee on International Trade, Committee on Finamce,

U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.
DEAR 11. CHAIRMAN: The industry panel which appeared before the Sub-

committee on International Trade on August 15 In support of S. 2920 appreciated
the opportunity to present their joint views on this important piece of legislation
of the members of the Subcommittee. They particularly welcomed your intro-
duction of the question of globalization of import restraints versus the present
practice of a cumulative approach to the problem. You asked us for our views
on the matter and we are currently studying the pros and cons of a globalization
concept with a view to an early report to you on the matter.

At the moment, however, we felt it desirable to convey to you and the other
raembers of the Subcommittee some views relevant to this question.

1. Whether globalization or a cumulative approach is followed, the system is
only as good as the willingness of those who administer the program to do an
effective job of restraining textile and apparel imports to eliminate the market
disruption which such imports cause. While globalization in the context of
establshing a maximum level of imports would offer a degree of certainty, if
the global limits were set too high this could be as damaging as an uncertain
cumulative approach.

Examples of the problems created for the domestic industry through the
administration of the import program include the following:

New starters are not controlled soon enough to avoid added disruption to
the market. A major textile and apparel supplier, the People's Republic of
China, still remains uncontrolled.

Ceilings are relaxed when imports reach their ceilings permitting embargoed
goods to enter the I'.S. despite the commitments undertaken by exporting coun-
tries to hold their exports to certain agreed levels.

Even when Melings are not relaxed substantial overshipments have been
permitted, particularly at the end of 1977.

The bilateral agreements permit annual growth in imports of at least 6 per-
cent, more than double the growth of the domestic market.

In addition, flexibility provisions in the agreements permit as much as 17
percent or more creasee in annual ceilings for specific categories.

2. A shift to a gloLalization concept will not take care of the current threat
to the firms and workers in the industry through pending tariff cuts in the
Geneva negotiations. It would take a considerable time for the Administration
to shift its import program on textiles and apparel to a global system, even
with the best intentions and complete willingness to do so.

Meanwhile the critical period facing the industry is now because of the
Administration's intentions to cut textile and apparel tariffs in the Multilateral
Trade Negotiations.

3. What must be recognized Is that the import program is a combination of
both existing tariffs and the Multifiber Arrangement with the current 17 bilateral
agreements In force. The MFA was negotiated on the basis of existing tariffs.
If the latter are reduced, the import protection inherent in the program will also
be reduced.
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Thus, reduced tariffs and an already ineffective MFA will make the import
program of significantly reduced and possibly dubious benefit to the firms and
workers in the industry. For these reasons we feel that S. 2920 offers the industry
the only hope that an important part of the Import program--tariffs-will remain
intact.

Respectfully submitted,
W. RAY SHOCKLEY,

Bxecutive Vice President.

STATEMENT BY GAIL T. CUMMINS ON BEHALF OF INTERNATIONAL APPAREL
IMPORTERs AssOCIATION, INC.

This statement in opposition to S. 2920 is submitted on behalf of the Interna-
tional Apparel Importers Association, Inc. (hereinafter referred to as the
IAIA). The IAIA is an association of over 30 of the largest apparel importers
in the United States whose members, collectively, supply retail stores In the
United States with a substantial segment of all wearing apparel sold to the
American consumer.

The merchandise imported by IAIA members is covered principally by item
numbers 376.M4-376.56 (rainwear), 380.00 through 382.87 (textile wearing
apparel) and 772.30 (rubber or plastics wearing apparel) of the Tariff Schedules
of the United States (TSUS), and the majority of this merchandise is currently
subject to quantitative limits on imports, by reason of bilateral agreements
negotiated by the United States and foreign governments pursuant to the provi-
sions of the "Arrangement Regarding International Trade in Textiles" (MFA).

This brief is submitted in opposition to S. 2920, which would exempt textile and
apparel items from tariff cuts in the "Tokyo Round" of Multinational Trade
Negotiations. If enacted, S. 2920 would seriously undermine the United States'
ability to negotiate a comprehensive multinational trade agreement in a manner
beneficial to the entire country. Any "trade war" which might result if the Tokyo
Round negotiations are not successful could only have an adverse effect on all
American citizens faced with perhaps the most severe inflationary pressures in
this country's history. If the United States is to win its fight against inflation and
to negotiate a comprehensive trade agreement containing provisions designed to
protect U.S. workers from unfair trade practices, It is essential that the grossly
excessive tariffs in effect for wearing apparel products be reduced.

Moreover, an examination of the current regulatory scheme affecting textile
imports conclusively establishes that the tariff cuts contemplated by the Tokyo
Round could not possibly harm the U.S. wearing apparel industry.

The duty structure for textile apparel, as it presently exists, is artificially high,
in both absolute and relative terms. For example, products classified in tariff
Items 380.04 and 382.04, TSUS, which provide for ornamented wearing apparel
of man-made fibers are dutiable at the rate of 42% percent ad valoreum. Orna-
mented cotton apparel products, classified in items 380.00 and 382.00, TSUS, are
dutiable at a rate of 35 percent ad valorem. And ornamented wool apparel,
classified in items 380.02 and 382.02. TSUS, Is dutiable at 42% percent ad valo-
rem. Similarly, nonornamented knit cotton apparel, items 380.06 and 382.06,
TSUS, is dutiable at a rate of 21 percent ad valorem. Many unornamented wool
apparel products are dutiable at a rate of 37.5 cents per pound plus 32 percent, 80
percent, 21 percent, 20 percent, or 151 percent ad valorem (items 380.57, 380.61,380.06, 382.48, 3S2.54, 382.56, 382.58 and 382.63). And unornamented man-made
fiber apparel is dutiable at 25 cents per pound plus 821h percent (if knit) or
27% percent (if woven) ad valoren (items 380.81, 380.84, 882.78 and 382.81).

While these rates are obviously high in absolute terms, their excessive nature
is also shown when they are compared with rates on other products imported into
the United States. For example, the majority of imported machines, which are
classified in Part 4 of Schedule 6 of the Tariff Schedules, are dutiable at rates
ranging from 4 to 7% percent ad valorem. Foreign-made automobiles (classifiable
in item 692.10. TSUS) are dutiable at 8 percent ad valorem. Thus, the duty rates
on textile wearing apparel are In many instances over 10 times those rated which
apply to other finished imported products.

Similarly, the rates applicable to apparel imported into the United States are
substantially higher than the duty on similar merchandise Imported into those
nations belonging to the European Economic Community, in which duty rates
on imported apparel products range from 10%, percent for babies garments to
17 percent for most textilo wearing apparel.
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The high rates of duty which currently exist on apparel are the result of
strong pressures by protectionist forces in the domestic apparel industry. And
not only are these rates no longer in line with the rates on most other U.S.
Im orts and the rates which most other nations place on apparel products, but
the U.S. rates are no longer necessary to protect the domestic apparel industry.

At present the quantity of apparel products imported into the United States
is severely curtailed by quota limitations imposed pursuant to bilateral agree-
ments negotiated under the 31FA, securing for the domestic apparel industry
what amounts to a protected market in which to sell its goods.

At the end of 1977, the United States had signed bilateral agreements with
18 maJor textile importing cmntries providing limitations on imports into the
United States of most textile apparel items (See The Hif8tory and Current Status
of the Aldtf-fiber Arrangement, January, 1078, USITO Publication 850 (hereln-
after cited as ITC Report) ). During 1076, Imports from these countries accounted
for 82 percent of total cotton textile imports. 53 percent of wool textile imports
and 75 percent of man-made fiber textile Imports (ITC Report at 39). And the
effigettveness of these agreements In protecting U.S. apparel manufacturers is
apparent inasmuch as many quota categories have been completely filled or
almost filled during the course (of recent quota years. For example, the quota on
Imports of woven cotton men's and boys' sports shirts (MFA category 46) from
Hong Kong (which accounted for 45 percent of total Imports of this product
into the United States) was completely. filled for the quota year ending on
September 30, 1976, and the new Hong Kong textile agreement allowed an annual
increase of only 3 percent for woven cotton shirts (ITO Report at 35). Thus,
domestic Industry cannot possibly be harmed by a tariff reduction on this article.
Regardless of the reduction In duty rates on woven shirts, the U.S. importer will
not be able to Increase its share of the market, and any refusal to allow a
tariff reduction on these shirts will only serve to increase prices for the U.S.
consumer. The effectiveness of the MFA in protecting domestic apparel producers
of other textile items Is further established by reviewing the exhibt attached
to this statement setting forth those MFA levels which were 85 percent or more
filled during 1976 (ITC Report at C-70-C-71).

Inasmuch as the domestic apparel industry is more than adequately protected
by these quota agreements, the maintenance of high rates of duty on apparel
merely forces the U.S. consumer to pay higher prices for such merchandise than
would otherwise be necessary. Moreover, the U.S. industry has additional pro-
tection in the many provisions of U.S. law-i.e., Antidumping Act, Counter-
vailing Duty Law, etc.-which can be used to increase duty rates on apparel
products when specific documented needs may arise.

Given the existing quota structure and those laws protecting American manu-
facturers from unfair trade practices, the U.S. apparel industry cannot reason-
ably conclude that they would be harmed by Tokyo Round tariff reductions.
.Moreover, the U.S. apparel Industry cannot cite the existence of a trade deficit
as a reason for enacting S. 2920. The difference in labor costs between U.S. and
foreign manufacturing is not as significant as in the past and the bottom line
cost of manufacturing and importing apparel from the Far East approximates
the costs of manufacturing the same garments In the U.S. (See Dally News
Record, Monday, June 26, 1978, at 6). The domestic apparel Industry abonld
attempt to decrease its own manufacturing costs and Increase its export activity
before taking steps which could adversely affect the American consumer and the
U.S. Importing community. For example. in Its recent report on sweaters, the-
International Trade Commission noted that "U.S. sweater manufacturers have
exhibited little effort to use U.S. Government agencies such as the Bureau of
International Commerce to help them establish export markets for their good",
while "In contrast, the three largest exporters of sweaters to the United States
* * depend heavily on their promotion centers."

(Summar., of Trade and Tariff Information, Sweaters, USITC Pub. No. 841,
3annary 1978. at 15). Thus a world-wide reduction in tariff rates for textile
articles would help the U.S. manufacturing industry provided that industry
spent as much time, interest and effort in exporting their products as they do
in attempting to binder the importation of apparel items into the United States.

Finally, with the severe quotas imposed on imported apparel products, the
American apparel Importing industry, which consists of American businessmen
emnlnyine tenq of thousands of American employees in the United States, needs
reduced dutv rates in order to remain competitive with U.S. manufacturers who
are allowed to sell all the merchandise they are able to produce.
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In summary, therefore, we submit that the domestic apparel industry is more
than protected from imports by existing and contemplated quotas on imported
goods. The high rates of duty on imported apparel are not lessening the plight
of the domestic apparel industry, but are adversely affecting both the importing
community and the consumer.

A reduction in the rates of duty at the present time would provide a badly
needed stimulus to the importing industry without having a significant adverse
impact on domestic producers. In fact, any stimulus to the apparel industry is
likely to benefit the industry as a whole. Reductions in the rates of duty will
almost certainly result in reductions in the price of the consumer. Such reduced
prices may serve to reawaken consumer interest, not only in imports, but all
production of apparel goods.

Accordingly, we request that every consideration be given to an across-the-
board reduction in the rates of duty applicable to articles of textile wearing
apparel, and that this Subcommittee vote not to approve S. 2920 which would
exempt textiles from tariff reductions negotiated pursuant to the Tokyo Round.

TABLE 67.-MFA LEVELS WHICH WERE 85 PERCENT OR MORE FILLED IN SPECIFIED AGREEMENT PERIODS,
BY COUNTRIES AND BY CATEGORIES

Agree-
ment
level Imports I

Unit of (thou- (thou- Percent
Country Agreement period Category quantity sands) sands) filled

Arab Republic of Jan. 1, 1976-Dec. 31, 1976 -------------------------------------.............................
Egypt.

Brazil -------- Apr. 1, 1976-Mar. 31, 1977 --- 1-4 ---------- Pound ....... 9652 8700 92.7
Colombia ...... July 1, 1976-June 30, 1977 ...... 19 ----------- Square Yard-. 1,000 1,412 141.2

120 ---------- Number ------ 125 119 95.3
228 ---------- Dozen ........ 48 66 137.3

Haiti ............. Jan. 1, 1976-Dec. 31, 1976 ...... 224 ............ Pound ........ 590 555 94.1
229 ---------- Dozen ........ 99 86 86.0
231 -----------.... .. do ------ 16 19 114.4
238 -------------- _ do ------- 333 333 100.0
239 -------------- do ------- 231 211 91.2

Hong Kong ....... OctI, 1975-Sept. 30,1976-...- 1-27, 200-213... Square Yard' 241,854 210,115 86.8
Equivalent

22/23 ------------- do ------- 38,110 43,877 115.1
283864-241-43 _-do ------ 54,614 55, 373 101.4
39-63,214-240 ----- do..-- 549,400 593,376 103.0
41/42/43 and ,do- - 2019 3,519 174.3

4/67~ _do.- 48,575 49,695 102.3
48.- ....... Doze n.... 24 36 152.2
49/63 ............... do..::--. 301 543 180.2
50/51 ............... do ....... 4,584 4,964 103.3
116/1172 ---------- do ------- 1,117 1,290 115.2
218/219/224 (pt) ---- do ------- 3,456 4,255 123.1
221 -------------- do ....... 1,115 1,256 112.7
222 ------------- do ------- 778 752 96.7
237 ............ Number ...... 132 318 241.3

India ............ Oct. 1, 1975-Sept. 30,1976...-. 9/10 -------- Square Yard '_ 47, 857 46,664 102.6
18/19 ........---- -do- 10,075 10,075 97.5
26 (pt) 3 ............. do ------- 44,079 42,002 95.3
26 ............. do ....... 14,000 13,099 96.6
28-38,64 ....... Square Yard 12,000 12,000 100.0

equivalent.
39-63 ............ do ....... 20,000 19,853 99.3

Japan O .......... Oc 1 1, 1975-Sept. 30,19762...0. 20-213, 241, . .do ....... 569,753 90.4
243 ().

Kre ........... Oct. 1, 1975-SepL 30, 1976.....9/10 ................. d ....... 7,153 6 403 89.8
18/19/ 26 (pt) ........ do ....... 5,935 5,743 96.9
22/23 ............... do ....... 3,917 3,680 93.5
26 (pt) 4 ............. do ....... 24,873 21,595 86.8
31 ............. Number ...... 5,747 5,669 98.6
39 ............. Dozen pair .... 266 266 100.0
43 ............. Dozen ....... 173 173 100.0
48 .................. do ....... 24 36 152.2
49 .................. do ....... 54 52 95.8
54 .................. do ....... 84 84 99.7
63(pt) ........ Pound ....... 935 931 99.6
64.................. do ....... 1,957 1,762 90.0
101-132 ....... Square yard .. 14,704 13, 421 91.3
104 ..............-. do ....... 1,700 1,679 98.8
116/117 ........ Pound ....... 517 499 96.4
120 ............ Number ...... 356 356 100.0
121 ................. do ....... 213 204 95.8
209 ............ Square yard.. 2,000 2,000 100.0
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TABLE 67.-MFA LEVELS WHICH WERE 85 PERCENT OR MORE FILLED IN SPECIFIED AGREEMENT PERIODS,
BY COUNTRIES AND BY CATEGORIES

Agree-
Ment
level Imports I

Unit of (thou- (thou- Percent
Country Agreement period Category quantity sands) sands) filled

210 ........... do ....... 1,170 1,170 100.01
218 ............ Dozen ....... 829 769 92.8
219 ..............do.. 4. 398 4,393 100.0
221 ........... do ....... 3,018 3,018 100.0
224 (p1....d 47 47 100.0.I2 ip r................. do ...... ... 24 7 47 !80

224 ( .t . .do 44 39 8.9
224 (pt ...... Pound ....... 3,868 3,748 96.9
225 ............ Dozen ....... 147 140 95.2
228 ................ do ...... 965 859 88.01
229 ........... do ....... 797 797 100.0
235 ................. do.. 1, 599 1,574 98.4
237 ............ Number ...... 168 168 100.0
238 ............ Dozen....... 231 231 100.01
242 ............ Pound ....... 192 192 100.0
243........... do.. 1, 282 1,333 103.9

Macau . ... Jan. 1976-Oec. 31. 1976 ...... 46.........Dozen 29 29 97.1
,Jn. 1 1976-Dec. 31, 1976 ...... 26 ......... Square ya.. 6,475 5,549 85.7

45/46/47. Square yrd 5,330 5,303 100.0
equivalent.

64 ............. Pound ....... 233 250 107.3
Melco .......... May 1, 1976-Apr. 30 1977 ...... 116/117 ........ do ....... 103 97 94.2

225 ............ Dozen ....... 2,181 2.100 96.3
228 ........... ..do 137 154 112.1
237 ......... Number ...... 156 143 91.9
238........... Dozen..... 1,038 1,008 97.3
240 ............ Pound ....... -861 871 101.1

PklIstan ......... Jan. 1, 1976-Dec. 31, 1976 ...... 1-27 ........... Square yard 101,220 86,237 85.2
equivalent.

9/10 ........ Square yard.. 53,563 47,079 87.9
22/23....... . do ....... 6,314 5,682 90.0 +
261 ................ do . 12,028 10,534 87.6
28-64 .......... Square yard 23,626 25, 543 108.1equivalent.
31........... Number ...... 15,017 15,017 100.0
39-63 .......... Square yard 11, 850 13,302 112.3

equivalent.
Philippines . .Oct. 1, 1975-Sept. 30,1976...- 39 ----------- Dozen pair... 387 344 88.81

42/43/62(pt)".. Dozen_. 450 387 88.
51................. do ------- 100 89 89.2
52 ................. do ....... 48 54 112.7
54 .............. do ------- 94 87 92.9'
63 (pt) ........ Pound ....... 1,159 1,124 97.1
64 .................. do- 217 431 198.1
204 ................ do ....... 728 1,181 162.2'
214 ........... Dozen..... 1,000 916 91.6
219 ........... do.--:-.: 326 302 92.5
221 (ptl ....... d.. do ------- 19 21 111.9
223 ................ do ------- 300 292 97.3
224 ...... . Pound ....... 385 612 159.1
224pt .... -... do ...... . 100 100 100.0
224 (p -.. . do ....... 100 75 74.7
225 .......... Dozen ........ 2,500 2,269 90.8

Poland. ......... Jan1, 1975-Dec. 31, 1976 ... 43 .................. do ------- 415 435 104.9
48 ................. do --..... 20 28 142.3
62 ............. Pound .... 326 820 251.5
63 ------------------ do ....... 152 257 168.8

Romnl...... Jan. 1, 1976-Dec. 31, 1976 .. 34......... Number ...... 323 314 97.2
46 ............. Dozen ........ 39 50 127.9
49 ................. do ....... 92 81 87.6
62 ............. Pound ....... 1,087 1,614 148.5

Sinapore..... Jan. 1, 1976-Deco 31, 1976 .... 15 ......... Square yard.. 1,000 917 91.7
31 .......... Number ...... 2,874 4,047 140.8
219 .......... Dozen ........ 2, 373 2,190 92.3

Taiwan........ Jan. 1, 1976-Oec. 31, 1976 .... 9/10........ Square yard.. 40,185 34,815 86.6
18/19 ............do__.... 2, 392 2,289 95.7
22/23 ....... do........ 4,312 3,664 85.0
43/62 .......... Square yard 933 918 98. 4

equivident
45/46/47 . do........ 15,168 14,810 97.6
50/51 .......... Dozen ........ 777 751 96.7
52 . ...... do ......... 317 289 91.3
54 .............. do ......... 56 54 97.2
55 ............... do........ 14 12 90.1
60 ................ do.........48 48 100.O1
101-132 ........ Squire yard.. 5,497 4,846 88.21

equivalent,
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TABLE 67.-MFA LEVELS WHICH WERE 85 PERCENT OR MORE FILLED IN SPECIFIED AGREEMENT PERIODS,
BY COUNTRIES AND BY CATEGORIES

Agree-
ment
level ImportsI

Unit of (thou- (thou- PercentCountry Agreement period Category quantity sands) sands) filled

125 ............ Pound ....... 950 864 91.0
210 ............ Square yard.. 2,000 1,837 91.8
213 ............ Pound ....... 9,523 9,523 100.0
214 ............ Dozen ........ 1,771 1,615 91.2
219 ............... do ......... 5,303 5,052 95.3221 ------------ do ......... 4,069 3,913 96.2224 ---------- Pound ...... -10,769 9,703 90.1
229 ............ Dozen ........ 388 407 104.9
238 ............... do ......... 758 780 102.9
243 ........... Pound ....... 897 896 99.9

Thailand ......... Jan. 1, 1976-Dec. 31, 1976 ...... 15 --------- Square yard.. 1,000 979 97.9
26 --------- ... do-2.300 2,478 107.72627............do--------4,400 4,100 93.2
48............. Dozen ........ 15 710.0
208 ............ Square yard.. 1,000 1,422 142.2

I Import figures represent the exports that are shipped from a foreign country during the agreement period specified.
However, some shipments may actually be imported into the United States after the specified agreement period.

I Wool sweaters.I Excludes duck (all TSUS items in category 26, except TSUS items with prefixes of 320,321, 322,326, or 327 and common
suffixes of -41 through -04, -06 and -08).

6 Includes duck.
I Japan has no agreement limitation on category, group, or aggregate levels. Elimination was carried out in two stages.

The first stage, effective Dec. 19,1975, eliminated limitations on all cotton plus manmade fiber category levels. The second
stage, effective Feb 15 1977 eliminated the reminder of manmade fiber limitations and all those on wool.'Includes shoe uppers'(TSUS items 380.3980 and 382.3380).7 Includes men's and boys' suits (TSUSA items 380.0420 and 380.8143).
8 Includes other wearing apparel knit men's and bo s' coats, (TSUSA items 380.0402 and 380.8103).
I Other wearing appeal, kniT lnc(udes all of cvtqgory 224 except TSUSA items 380.0420,380.3143,380.0402, and 3 08103.1n Towels, excluding shop towels (TSUSA item 366.2740).
1 1 Includes all of category 43 and TSUSA items 380.0027,382.0002, 282.0026, 382.060, and 382.0610 In category 62.
12'ftarng apparel not knit, n.e.s.1sOther,. ..

Source: Compiled from official statistics of the U.S. Department of Commerce.
Note.-Data are compiled from Census reports through Feb 28 1977, except for the following: Brazil through July 29,

1977; Colombia and Mexico, through June 30, 1977; India and taiwan, through Mar. 25, 1977; and Romania, through
Apr. I, 1977.

STATEMENT OF ANDREW J. BIEMILLEB, DIRECTOR, DEPARTMENT Or LEGISLATION,
AFL-CIO

The AFL-CIO supports S. 2920 to exempt textiles and apparel products from
the negotiations now underway in Geneva. This bill will make a technical change
to carry out the Congressional intent to reserve from such negotiations those
products on which the President has taken import-restraining actions. Textile
and appeal products clearly fall into this classification..

The bill amends Section 127(b) of the Trade Act of 1974 which directs the
President to reserve from negotiations those products which are already subject
to import restraints under Section 203 of the Trade Act of 1974 because Import
injury has been determined. Under this provision, for example, color TV sets,
shoes, CB radios and specialty steel are reserved from negotiations. But textiles
and apparel imports are restrained under authority of the Agricultural Act of
1956 and therefore not excluded under the Trade Act. S. 2920 extends 127(b)
to include them.

Import injury to jobs and production in textiles and apparel is an interna-
tionally accepted fact. There is no rational dispute about it. Floods of imports of
all types of textile and apparel products have cost jobs and production through-
out the nation. Hundreds of thousands of jobs are gone and communities have
been disrupted throughout the country. The potential for further displacement
of a work force of about 2 million manufacturing workers should be a matter
of serious concern.

Presidential action is In effect for textile and apparel products to prevent exces-
sive import injury. Section 204 of the Agriculture Act of 1956 allows the President
to negotiate agreements limiting imports into the United States of any agricul.
tural of textile product.
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An international agreement, the Multifiber Arrangement (MFA), has also been
negotiated and accepted by nearly 50 nations. Under the provisions of the MFA,
a country may restrain imports of textile and apparel products through the
negotiations of Bilateral Agreements with exporting countries, or, where no
agreement can be reached, through unilateral actions.

The U.S. has therefore negotiated under the Multifiber Arrangement (MFA)
and Section 204 of the Agricultural Act of 1956 quotas to limit imports of tex-
tile and apparel products of cotton, wool and man-made fiber. These quota agree-
ments have been negotiated bilaterally between the U.S. and 18 countries. There-
fore, textile and apparel products meet the intent of Congress in Section 127(b)
to reserve from negotiations those items which are subject to Presidential actions
because injury has been found.

This bill should not be necessary. The provisions of Section 127(b) also allow
the President to "reserve from negotiations other articles which he determines
to be appropriate" taking into consideration information and advice concerning
negotiations from the various agencies of government. Unfortunately negotia-
tions from the various agencies of government. Unfortunately, however, the ex-
perience of the past few years in both Administrations has been a lack of concern
for the import problems of American Industry and jobs.

Since January 1975, when the Trade Act of 1974 became law, the United States
has imported over $400 billion worth of merchandise. Only 13 cases have been
decided under Section 201 of the Trade of 1974 which provides for investigation
by the International Trade Commission to determine whether imports have
caused injury to U.S. industry. Action 203, which provides for import relief, has
been put in effect for only 4 cases-shoes, color TV sets, CB's and specialty steel.
Only these industries have received positive action by the President. It is no
wonder that the textile and apparel industries have come to prevent further
injury.

This subcommittee is well aware that even in the 19 cases where injury has
been determined by the Commission, remedies have not always been forthcoming.
The most serious case recently was that of industrial fasteners where this sub-
committee recommended action and where the problem was referred back to the
International Trade Commission for further study.

The Congress has made its intent about import-sensitive industry abundantly
clear. The Trade Act of 1974 exempted textiles and apparel items under in-
ternational agreement from Title V preferential tariffs-zero duties on imports
from developing countries. Thus, it did not intend that further Injury be allowed
to take place. The same exemption was listed for "import sensitive'! manufactured
products. But, as the inrush of imports from the low-wage areas of the world
attests, the government agencies do not usually act in the national Interest
against injurious imports.

Estimates of potential job losses from tariff-cutting are, therefore, not neces-
sary to demonstrate the need for passage of S. 2920. But as the subcommittee is
well aware, there are estimates for job losses in apparel from a variety of sources.
Data Resources, Inc., states that a 50 percent cut would result in a loss of 200,000
Jobs by 1985. This does not count the loss from supplying industrie.

American industry that has been injured is thus threatened with even further
injury from tariff-cutting. This was not the intent of Congress.

Similar problems have arisen in other industries. Many members of Congress,
for example, have urged action to exempt the steel industry from tariff-cutting
under certain conditions. Despite the Administration's efforts, imports of steel in
the first five months of 1978 have been 50 percent higher than in the same period
of 1977. according to Commerce Department figures.

The New York Times recently highlighted the fact that manufactured imports
Pre now a primary cause of the U.S. trade deficit. The attached copy of an article
from the U.S. economy and on the dollar. The current disastrous situation Iq the
result of administrative failure to protect the interests of U.S. Jobs and produc-
tion. $5 billion more imports than exports of manufactured goods in the first five
months of this year Is testimony to the cost that American workers and producers
aro saying.

For these reasons, the AFI-CIO urares Immediate action on S. 2920. We also
urce additional oversight on the on-going trade negotiations and on the need to
carry-out and improve existing law.
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[From the New York Times, Xuly 4, 1978

MACHINEaY, MANUFACTURED GOODS REPLAoz OIL AS THU Top U.S. IMPORT

(By Richard Halloran)

DRAMATIC SHIFT SAID TO ALTER ADMINISTRATION STRATEGY ]Po OBTAINING
CONCESSIONS IN UPCOMING BONN TALKS

Washington, July 4-Imports of machinery and transport equipment and of
manufactured goods, mostly from Western Europe and Japan, have overtaken oil
imports as the biggest drains In the nation's expanding trade deficit.

This dramatic shift in the trade picture appears to be having an effect on the
Administration's economic policies and the planned tactics President Carter will
use to try to gain concessions from industrialized nations at the Bonn economic
summit meeting later this month.

The change in the import pattern emerged after an analysis of trade statistics
covering the first five months of 1978 released by the Department of Commerce
lnst week. It showed that oil, once the nation's leading Import item, had dropped
to third place behind the now first-time category of machinery and transport
equipment and the new second-ranking category of manufactured goods.

The change reflects the sustained American economic expansion, which has
pulled in more manufactured imports, as well as the decline in the United States
dollar, which has made imports more costly in dollar terms. The decline in oil
imports, meanwhile, resulted from successful conservation efforts, especially by
American industry, and public resistance to higher prices.

85.6 PERCENT INCREASE IN YEAR

According to the figures, from January to May, Americans bought $19.1 billion
worth of machinery and transport equipment of all kinds Including machine
tools, electronic equipment including radios and televisions, automobiles, trucks,
railroad equipment and ships, mostly from Europe and Japan. That was a 35.6
percent increase over the year-ago period.

In addition, the United States imported $1B.2 billion worth of manufactured
goods including Iron and steel, nonferrous metals, alloys, plastics, instruments,
medical equipment, bicycles and other items, again mostly from Japan and
Europe. That was a 38.8 percent Increase.

Altogether, the value of those two categories came to $37.8 billion, or 45.9 per-
cent of all imports, more than double the $15.9 billion Americans paid for im-
ported oil during the same period.

During the five months, the United States imported 1.2 billion barrels of oil
worth $15.9 billion, down from 1.34 billion barrels worth $17.6 billion during the
same five months the year before. In fact, oil imports have declined by 10 percent
over the past year-the only import category to do so. The President and spokes-
men for the Administration have taken little public notice of the change in im-
port patterns--instead following the official line of emphasizing the size of oil
imports in order to push the bogged-down energy bill through Congress.

Even so, Administration officials Indicated that new policy decisions based on
a revised assessment of the trade figures were taking shape.

OFFSETTING IMPORTS

One would be a modified strategy to reduce the trade deficit and to strengthen
the dollar. It reportedly calls for holding the line on oil imports, reducing im-
ports of machinery and manufactured goods and increasing exports to offset the
cost of imports.

Second. the President, at the Bonn meeting, "will point to the fact that the
energy ratio in our gross national product has gone down in industry and among
consumers," a senior official said.

According to sources in the Administrntion, Mr. Carter will switch tactics then
and tell the Europeans and Japanese that the flood of industrial goods from their
countries, rather than oil, is causing the huge trade deficit in the United States,
and thus the dollar weakness they deplore.

Leaders in West Germany, France, Britain and Japan In recent months have
openly criticized the United States for the trade deficit and the dollar's decline,
and have attributed them to excessive oil imports.
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Officials here said that Mr. Carter, who has not taken Issue with the criticism
lp an effort to persuade Congress to pass his energy bill, would urge the
Europeans and Japanese to open more of their markets to American exports,
focusing on hidden barriers to American exports. He wag also said to be pre-
paring to urge other leaders to stimulate their economics to absorb more of both
their own products and the American exports.

But the President was further expected, as, originally planned, to assure the
other leaders that the United States would continue to hold down oil Imports.

Senior economists within the Carter Administration cautioned that the trend
to lower oil imports might be temporary, although several suggested that it would
-last for at least the rest of this year.

POLITICAL EFFECT UNCLEAR

"It's intriguing to speculate about what's been going oii recently with oil," said
William Cox, the deputy chief economist at the Department of Commerce. "We
will have to see what happens during the rest of the year."

A study group appointed by President Carter to find ways to improve the na-
tion's export performance, which has been lackluster for two years, is expected
to make its recommendations known within a few weeks.

Politically, the effect of the changing import patterns on the President's energy
bill is unclear. Mr. Carter has proposed taxes to Increase the price of oil and thus
slow imports, and has threatened to impose import fees or quotas if Congress fails
to approve those taxes.

But Congress is reluctant to pass any new taxes in this election year, particu-
larly with the tax revolt, and the Senate has approved a measure forbidding the
President to impose oil Import fees.

The trade deficit rose from $8.2 billion during the January-to-May period of
1977 to $14.8 billion for the comparable time this year-a stunning 79.percent
rise. Imports of industrial goods accounted for most of that.

Senior Government economists explained that the United States' expanding
economy partly accounted for the competitive drive of foreigners-their produc-
tivity rates were better than American rates, and thus they kept their prices
down. Slow economic growth in Europe and Japan also forced more of their goods
Into export markets.

CHEAPER DOLLAR A FACTOR

'But some of the import increase, ironically came from the cheaper dollar.
Classic economics says that a devalued dollar Is supposed to slow imports because
foreign goods cost more.

Instead, Americans have been importing as much or more than before and
paying higher prices. Some orders had already been placed. Finding less ex-
pnsive suppliers takes time, and Americans having grown accustomed to such
foreign goods as Japanese cameras and West German cars, are continuing to buy
them despite the higher prices.

Government economists contend that the import surge will not last, that
eventually the higher prices will slow down the imports. But asked when, they
xeplied with estimates ranging from a year to five years.

Compounding the trade imbalance has been a relatively poor performance in
American exports. Exports of raw materials in the January-May period rose
only 2 percent and chemicals ouly 5.3 percent.

But shipments of machinery and transport equipment, the biggest item In
American exports, jumped 9 percent to $23.2 billion. Experts of manufactured
*goods were up 10 percent and, shipments of agricultural products, another export
staple, rose 18 percent.

PUBLIC LAW 98-618--JAUARY 3, 1975
"Major indus- (d) For purposes of this section, "major industrial country"
trial country." means Canada. the European 'Economic Community, the individual

member countries of such Community, Japan, and any other for-
eign country designated by the President for purposes of this
subsection.
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SEC. 127. RESERVATION OF ARTICLES FOR NATIONAL SECURITY OR OTHER
REA SONS

19 USC 2137. (a) No proclamation shall be made pursuant to the provisions
of this Act reducing or eliminating the duty or other import re-
striction on any article if the President determines that such
reduction or elimination wouiI threaten to impair the national
security.

19 USC 2137. (b) While there is in effect with respect to any article any
Poet, p. 2015. action taken under section 203 of this Act, or section 232 or 351

of the Trade Expansion Act of 1962 (19 U.S.C. 1862 or 1981), the
President shall reserve such article from negotiations under this
title (and from any action under section 122(c)) contemplating
reduction or elimination of-

Ante, p. 1987. (A) any duty on such article,
(B) any Import restriction imposed under such section, or
(C) any other import restriction, the removal of which will

be likely to undermine the effect of the Import restrictions
referred to in subparagraph (B).

In addition, the President shall also reserve any other article
which he determines to be appropriate, taking Into consideration
information and advice available pursuant to and with respect to
the matters covered by sections 131, 132, and 133, where applicable.

Annual report (c) The President shall submit to the Congress an annual re-to Congress.19 C 18. port on section 232 of the Trade Expansion Act of 1962. Within
19 UsC 1862: 60 days after he takes any action under such section 232, the

President shall report to the Congress the action taken and the
reasons therefor.

19 use 1862. (d) Section 232 of the Trade Expansion Act of 1962 is amended-
(1) by striking out "Director of the Office of Emergency

Planning (hereinafter in this section referred to as the
'Director')" in the first sentence of subsection (b) and in-
-sertiug in lieu thereof "Secretary of the Treasury (herein-
after referred to as the 'Secretary')";

(2) by striking out "advice from other appropriate depart-
ments and agencies" in the first sentence of subsection (b)
and inserting in lieu thereof "advice from, and shall consult
with, the Secretary of Defense, the Secretary of Commerce,
and other appropriate officers of the United States";

Hearings. (3) by striking out the last sentence of subsection (b) and
inserting in lieu thereof the following: "The Secretary shall,
if it is appropriate and after reasonable notice, hold public
hearings or otherwise afford interested parties an opportun-
Ity to present Information and advice relevant to such inves-
tigation. The Secretary shall report the findings of his in-

Report to vestigation under this subsection with respect to the effect
President. of the importation of such article In such quantities to the

effect of the importation of such national security and, based
on such findings, his recommendation for action or inaction
under this section to the President within one year after
receiving an application from an interested party or other-
wise beginning an investigation under this subsection. If the
Secretary finds that such article is being imported into the
United States in such quantities or under such circumstances
as to threaten to impair the national security, he shall so
advise the President and the President shall take such action,

and for * * *

STATEMENT OF DAVID J. STEINBERG, PRESIDENT, U.S. COUNCIL FOR AN
OPEN WORLD ECONOMY

The U.S. Council for an Open World Economy, representing no commercial In-
terest, is a private, nonprofit organization engaged in research and public educa-
tion on the merits and problems of achieving an open international economic sys-
tein in the overall public interest.

The Council is here opposing legislation which would exempt from tariff
reductions in the current round of trade negotiations those products subject to
trade controls under section 204 of the Agricultural Act of 1956. The products
currently so covered are textiles and apparel of cotton, wool and man-mad*
fibers.
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The statutory exemption of certain products from the trade negotiations was,
at the outset, ill-advised. Such exemptions, and provision for executive exemp-
tion of other products, was in effect a revival of the old "peril point" exercise
which in its own day was a farce. This discredited practice was discontinued in
the 1962 trade legislation, but implicitly it still tarnishes trade-policy judgments
in Congress, the Administration and the International Trade Commission. Gov-
ernment should be concerning itself with the problems of the nation's weaker
industries, but doing so coherently and constructively. Exemption from trade
negotiations does not meet this standard. Direct, deliberate concern with adjust-
ment problems Is the course needed. Exemption from the trade negotiations is a
form of government assistance. To the extent that any trade-control assistance
is needed, it is Justifiable only as part of a balanced coherent policy of con-
structive assistance to a deserving industry whose problems and needs have been
thoroughly diagnosed. Exemption alone tends to divert attention from the search
for sound answers to these problems and needs.

Since products subject to trade regulation under the escape clause and other
import-control measures stipulated in the Trade Act of 1974 are exempted by that
legislation from the current round of trade negotiations, It would theoretically
appear consistent with such exemptions to exempt section 204 products as well.
However, such an exemption, if made at all, should have been made when the
Trade Act was enacted. To do it now, at this advanced stage of the trade negoti-
ations, would be highly disruptive, indeed a mischievous step, in addition to
expanding the distortions of what Is simply and simplistically a textile-trade-
restriction policy and a far cry from the coherent textile policy-the textile ad-
Justment strategy-that is long overdue.

The systematic renewals of the multifiber textile arrangement, without the
framework of an Industry adjustment strategy looking toward the earliest termi-
nation of this trade-control agreement, are distortion enough. Exemption of tex-
tiles from the trade negotiations, particularly at thiR late date, would not only
magnify this distortion. It would have serious consequences for the effectiveness
of the whole trade negotiation, threatening the benefits which the nation stands
to gain from this round of negotiations. Another cost would be the weakened
credibility of U.S. concern with the aspirations of countries which are not only
less developed but whose raw-material resources are crucial to our country's
economic viability-thus weakening U.S. leverage in urging these countries to
be reasonable and responsible in their raw-material export policies.

Congress should reject the exemption bills, and instead of such measures ask
the President to devise as quickly as possible (in cooperation with industry, labor
and the affected communities) a coherent adjustment strategy, not only for tex-
tiles (which should be given a high priority) but for all products covered by spe-
cial trade controls. An adjustment strategy calls for more than what "adjustment
assistance" has come to mean under the trade legislation. It should include a re-
assessment of all domestic policies materially affecting the particular industry,
to make sure that none of these policies unfairly impedes the industry's ability
to adjust to increasingly freer foreign competition. For example, nearly 15 years
ago the government corrected the two-price-cotton inequity which had placed
U.S. cotton-textile production at an unfair disadvantage in international compe-
tition. How many other inequities are there? Let's find out and correct those
that are found.

In short, instead of expanding the ill-conceived exemptions in the original
statute, the government should apply to textiles as perhaps the top priority the
adjustment strategy that should have been set in motion for all industries whose
products are deemed exceptionally sensitive to foreign competition. This would
show determination to address the real problems of these industries and set the
stage for a new, more enlightened approach to these issues when the next round
of trade negotiations is planned.

STATEMENT OF MICHAEL P. DANIELS ON BEHALF OF THE AMERICAN
I MPOBTERS ASSOCIATION

Mr. Chairman, members of the Subcommittee, my nam~e Is Michael P. Daniels.
I am a partner in the firm of Daniels, Houlihan & Palmnter of this City. This
statement Is being made on behalf of the American Importers Association, of
420 Lexington Avenue, New York City. The American Importers Association is
the recognized spokesman for importer interests with a membership of over
1,100 firms engaged in importing. A substantial number of these firms are en-
gaged In the importation of textiles and apparel which are the subject of this
bill. We would be pleased to supply a membership list should the Committee
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wish to examine the composition of our membership. It is inconvenient, how.
ever, to attach such a list to our testimony.

We are opposed to S. 2920. We believe this legislation is based on a conceptual
error; is absolutely unnecessary; represents a clear cause of overreaching on
the part of the textile and apparel Industries and their unions; would not be
in the best interests of the United States in the Multilateral Trade Negotiations
and if passed these exemption would be paid for by other industries in the
United States. Ultimately this legislation would be paid for by the American
consumer.

The conceptual error which I refer to is the attempt by the proponents of this
legislation to draw an analogy between those products which are subject to
import relief pursuant to Section 201 of the Trade Act of 1974 (and therefore
exempt from duty reduction by virtue of Section 127(b)) and products subject
to negotiations under Section 204 of the Agricultural Act of 1956 as amended.

The analogy does not bear close analysis. In 201 proceedings relief is only
granted when there is a finding of injury pursuant to an extensive investigation
by the International Trade Commission, including staff investigation, public
hearings and the collection of evidence and data by questionnaire and other
methods. Such findings are subject to review by the Executive Branch which in-
cludes the invitation of views by the Trade Policy Staff Committee and inter-
agency deliberations up to the highest level of the United States Government.

In negotiations conducted under the authority of Section 20M there is no re-
quirement for any public or investigative proceedings nor is there any criteria
of injury or indeed any other criteria for such action.

United States action under Section 204 is governed by the Multifiber Arrange-
ment (MFA) as extended. Articles 3 and 4 of the MFA are the provisions under
which restrictive actions are taken. There are standards and criteria for taking
action under Article 3 which governs unilateral action, but there are practically
no standards for Article 4 action, which is the authority under which bilateral
agreements are negotiated, and which governs all of the restraints taken by the
United States. The administration has never, and apparently will not make
findings on injury or market disruption prior to taking such Article 4 action.
Indeed the characteristic of American action under Article 4 has been the so-
called comprehensive approach which covers all textile and apparel products
whether or not there is any evidence of market disruption relating to any par-
ticular product. This has been a result strongly desired by the American indus-
try since they thereby obtain protection for products where there clearly is no
market disruption involved at all. If American textile restraints were all by
way of Article 3, and if the United States prior to taking Article 3 action made
findings of market disruption pursuant to the standards and criteria of the
Multifier Arrangement then perhaps there would be some analogy with Section
201 of the Trade Act governing safeguard actions. This is not, however, the way
in which the United States operates its textile program. Therefore we belie% .3
that the attempt to equate 201 and Section 204 actions is indefensible.

It is ironic that in the Kennedy Round the textile and apparel industries
were arguing against tariff cuts in the wool and man-made fiber sectors since
these fiber sectors were not covered by the then Long-Term Arrangement on
cotton textiles. In this round of negotiations they have reversed field and argue
that because such arrangements are in place there should be no tariff reduc-
tions. The arguments advanced on behalf of this legislation then appear to be
arguments of convenience and not of substance.

Even if the textile and apparel industries had a case for reduced reductions
in duties from the formula approach agreed upon in Geneva or the exemption
of particular products, this legislation represents an extreme and unnecessary
approach to the problem. The Congress has set forth in the Trade Act of 1974
elaborate pre-negotiation procedures which have given these industries every
opportunity to make their case and affect the final shape of the United States
offer for duty reduction. These have included intensive investigation by the
International Trade Commission and procedures before the Executive Branch
of government. As members of an ISAC committee, representatives of these in-
dustries have helped develop and have been privy to the offers made by the
United State& and have had full opportunity to comment upon them.

Indeed, our understanding is that the United States offer in the textile and
apparel sectors is substantially less than the 40 percent reduction agreed upon
in Geneva as the general rule and there are a substantial number of exemptions
of particular products in the United States offer. We further understand that
this offer is currently under review for further withdrawals. It appears to us
that the procedures of the Trade Act represent more than adequate protection
for these industries. Based upon our knowledge of the United States offer this
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industry has effectively presented its concerns and obtained extraordinary spe-
cial treatment.

There is a very weak case against duty reduction for this Industry. The
textile and apparel industries are the most protected and, in our opinion, over-
protected industries in the United States. The 18 bilateral agreements which
the United States has negotiated under the authority of the MFA cover the bulk
of our textile and apparel import trade, and, as stated by the administration,
"only 6 percent of United States textile and apparel imports are from less de-
veloped countries with which we have no agreement." These agreements are
extraordinarily restrictive. Again, as stated by the administration, imports
from countries covered by these agreements grew by an average annual rate of
only 0.7 percent between 1072 and 1977. In addition to the bilateral agreements
textile products are completely exempted from the provisions relating to the
generalized system of preferences (GSP). Exactly to the point of the bill before
the Committee, the textile and apparel sectors have the highest duty structure
of any major industrial group in the tariff schedules. Attached hereto is Table 1
which shows the value of United States imports for consumption by traiff
schedule by ranges of ad valorem equivalents. Table 2 shows U.S. imports for
consumption by tariff schedule, and proportions dutiable in various ranges of
ad valorem equivalents. An examination of the tables substantiates our conten-
tion that these industries have the highest'rate of duty protection of any indus-
try in the United States. These duty levels are also considerably higher than
duties on textile and apparel products by the other principal importing coun-
tries, the European Community and Japan. Attached hereto as Table 3 is a com-
parison of textile tariffs as computed by the European Commission showing the
ad valorem equivalent of the United States duties substantially above that of
the EEC and Japan. In the distribution of imports by the level of duties a very
substantial proportion of the United States textile products are in the higher
ranges above 20 percent with practically all of the EEC and Japanese duties
under the 20 percent range. The recent ITC study on conversion of specific and
compound rates of duty to ad valorem equivalents shows extraordinarily high
individual duties in the textile schedules ranging up to an advalorem equivalent
of 122.8 percent for certain wool fabrics. The extremely low rates of duty
existing in Japan and the TC have made this a difficult negotiation, since these
countries are reluctant to reduce their duties further in the face of such ex-
traordinarily high United States duties in these sectors.

Given these extraordinarily high rates of duties we believe that they should
lie subject to at least the formula duty reduction of 40 percent, a result which
should be palatable to our economic interests, particularly since it is contem-
plated that these duty reductions will be staged over a long time period.

We believe that the Committee should bear clearly in mind that if this legis-
lation is pased and the textile and apparel sectors are exempted from the Multi-
lateral Trade Negotiations there is a substantial risk that the entire negotiations
could fail.

It is also important to note that should this legislation be passed it will be other
American industries who will pay the price. Under the rules in Geneva, exemp-
tions made in one area must be made up by cuts in other areas so that other
American industries will pay the price of greater exposure to import competition.
The way we believe it will actually work in Geneva, however, is that withdrawals
or derogations from the formula cut will be met with similar withdrawals and
cuts on the part of our major trading partners and that it is not likely that these
cuts will be confined to the textile area. Rather, we believe, withdrawals will be
sought by our trading partners in areas of greatest interest to American
exporters.

The question clearly before this Committee therefore, should it seriously con-
sider this legislation, is whether it is worth sacrificing the interest of other
indu tries with an export potential in order to grant such extraordinary protec-
tion to the textile and apparel sectors.

In the end the ultimate price of such exemption would be paid by the Ameri-
can consumer who has already faced rising prices for his clothes, a large item iII
family budgets.

I will not burden the Committee with statistics bearing on the performance of
this industry or the pattern of imports into the United States in this statement.
Should the Committee desire we would be more than pleased to submit our
analysis of the available data.

For the foregoing reasons we respectfully urge the. Committee to take no action
on this legislation.
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%A3

0

I Tariff category

1. Animal and vegetable product...
2. Wool and paper; printed matter..
3. Textile fibers and textile products-
4. Chemicals and related products.
rC IdA, * l; 4-11. sl A -A, .

1.-VALUE OF U.S. IMPORTS FOR CONSUMPTION, BY TARIFF SCHEDULE, BY RANGES OF AD VALOREM EQUIVALENTS. 1973

[In thousands of dollars

Dutiable at-

Total Duty free

8,003,459
3, 850,536
3, 358,654
6,919,702

3,232,339
3,029,721

353,294
1,563,445

Dutiable
0.1 to 5 5.1 to 10 10.1 to 15 15.1 to 20 20.1 to 30 30.1 to 40 40.1 to 49.9 50 or more but no AVE

968,747
211,733

32,502
4,461,698

2,949,623
335. 527
366,959
205,453

512,764
28,022

298, 984
532, 388

159,952
241,886
534,625
127,681

36, 950
3,617

650.843
18, 575

36,346
30

985, 455
177

18,064 25, 305

135,505 457
51 1

63, 369

3010,.233

ucts ----------------------- 1,739,070 744, 635 444, 704 118, 087 179,632 77,221 135,477 15,640 924 22, 750 ...........
metals and metal products ------- 24. 498,67 7,235, 623 9,879,351 5, 969,060 946,119 110,455 123.990 15,920 3 8,277 210,069
miscellaneous products ---------- 5,215,681 392, 397 855,518 2,465, 855 556,611 581,348 267,986 70,773 3,884 735 20,574
pecial classifications ----------- 1,183,893 1,144,321 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 39,572
temporary modifications ---------- 512,457 90,617 -------------------------------------- 392,393 14,326 6,536 2,036 6,549"-...........

Total ----------------------- 55,282,319 17,788,392 16, 854,253 12,410,564 3,054,520 2,225, 5E1 1,251,764 1,130,877 160,467 64,074 343,847

6. M
7. M
8.S
9. T

Note.-Published by the U.S. Senato, Committee on Finance, "Analysis of the Trade Agreements Source: Compiled by the U.S. Tariff Commission from official statistics of the U.S. Department of
Program and the Trade Reform Act of 1973," Juno 1974. Commerce.

0



TABLE 2.-U.S. IMPORTS FOR CONSUMPTION, BY TARIFF SCHEDULE, PROPORTIONS DUTIABLE IN VARIOUS RANGES OF AD VALOREM EQUIVALENTS, 1972

[In percent

Dutiable at-

OutiableDuty 5.1 to 10.1 to 15.1 to 20.1 to 30.1 to 40.1 to 50 or but noTariff category Total free 0.1 to 5 10 15 20 30 40 49.9 more AVE

1. Animal and vegetable products ------------------- 100 40.4 12.1 36 8 6.5 2.0 0.5 0.5 0.2 0.3 0.82. Wool and paper; printed matter ------------------ 100 78.7 5.5 8.7 .7 6.3 . I (I3. Textile fibers and textile products ----------------- 100 10.5 1.0 10.9 8. 9 15.9 19.4 2....... 4--4. Chemicals and related products ------------------ 100 22.6 64.5 3.0 7.7 1.8 .3 Q3,5. Nonmetallic minerals and products ---------------- 100 42.8 25.6 6.8 10.3 4.4 7.8 96. Metals and metal products ----------------------- 100 29.5 40.3 24.4 3.9 .4 .5 (.)7. Miscellaneous products -------------------------- 100 7.5 16.4 47.3 10.7 11.1 5.1 1.4 .48. Special classifications -------------------------. 100 96.7- - - -------------------------------------------------------------------- 3.39. Temporary modifications 1------------------------ 100 17.7 ----------------------------------- 76.5 2.8 1.3 .4 1.3 ----------
Total ----------------------------- ---- 100 32.2 30.5 22.5 5.5 4.0 2.3 2.0 .3 .1 .6

1 Less than 0.05 pcL Source: Table 1.
Note.-Published by the U.S. Senate, Committee on Finance, "Analysis of the Trade Agreements

Program and The Trade Reform Act of 1973," June 1974.
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TABLE 3.-COMPARISON OF TEXTILE TARIFFS

[In percent

EEC USA Japan

I. Average tariffs:All textile products*
Not weighted I .................... 9.6 16.9 11.9
Weighted 3 ............................ . 10.1 21.1 7.4

Tariff headings subject to duty:
Not weighted I ................................... 10.4 17.6 13.0
Weighted I ...................................... 14.4 23.9 13.5

11. Distribution of imports by volume: Mfn origin-level of duties
(percent):

AH I DH6 A' 8 1H4 AH 8 DH 4
0 ................................................. 30.0 ........ 12.0 ........ 45.0 ........
0.l to 5.0 ......................................... 2.0 3.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 4.05.1 to 10.0 .......................................... 13.0 19.0 12.0 14.0 18.0 33.010.1 to 15.0 ......................................... 17.0 24.0 12.0 14.0 16.0 29.0
15.1 to 20.0 ......................................... 38.0 54.0 11.0 12.0 12.0 21.0
20.1 to 25.0 ......................................... 0.3 0.4 11.0 13.0 6.0 12.0
25.1 to 30.0 ......................................................... 6.0 7.0 1.0 1.0
30.t to 40.0 ......................................................... 30.0 34.0 ................
40.1 to 50.0 ......................................................... 4.0 4.0 ................

Simple arithmetical average of rates.
Mfn weighted average.

'AH -all tariff headings.
DH -dutiable tariff headings.

Note.-Imports bearing zero duty ratings are almost entirely composed of primary products (but untreated wool Is
subject to tariff in the United States).

Source: European Commission.

STATEMENT OF KNITTED TEXTILE AssoCIATIoN, HARVEY GZLMAN, P8sEE5NT

The Knitted Textile Association is the national spokesman for the knitted
fabric producers of the United States. The annual output of this industry is
valued at over $4.0 billion and last year it provided a livelihood for an average of
72,000 men and women.

This Association's members account for more than 80% of that production.
The knitted 1)iece goods which we manufacture is consumed for the most part by
garment manufacturers in the United States. The portion of our output which is
vxioried is relatively insignificant. We have not been able to penetrate foreign
markets to any notable extent. Obviously, the future of the knitted fabric indus-
try is (lelendent on the existence of a flourishing American apparel industry.

lBut apparel production In the United States is far from flourishing. It is under
Increasing 1)ressure of Imports which are displacing the American product.

The Ksitted Textile Association is thus vitally concerned about the dwindling
share of the market left for American garments. It considers that any tariff cuts
-either on knitted fabrics or on the end products made of knitted fabrics will accel-
erate the dlestructive trend already under "'ay. Any such tariff reductions can
(iluly aggravate the attrition which imports have already caused under existing
dutiesi.

We urgently request that your Committee approve S. 2920, the effect of which
would be to exclude all textiles and textile products from negotiations in the
Tokyo Round. We wish to be associated with the statement which labor and
industry repre-sentatives have jointly presented to your Committee in support of
this bill. We ask that our statement also be made part of the record.

uiiports of apparel of cotton, wool and man-made fiber In 1977 amounted to
-over 2.6 billion square yards. In the light of the estimate that approximately 40"
of all ailuarel in the U.S. market is made of knitted fabric, and applying roughly
the same proportion to imports, the seriousness of the impact of imports on the
knitted fabric industry is too clear for question.

Apparel imports, moreover, have been mounting steadily. They came to a
total of 1.9 billion square yards equivalent in 1974 as compared with the above-
mentioned total of 2.6 billion last year. Moreover, if we project the Increase of
.apparel imports in 1978 on the basis of the first five months' figures, another
rise of approximately 25% is likely this year. This would be additional to the
-increase of 35% which has occurred between 1974 and 1977.
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Meanwhile, knitted fabric production in the United States in the same inter-
val, between 1974 and 1977, has suffered a decline of 16%.

Even if it be acknowledged that not all of the ills of the knitted fabric indus-
try are to be attributed to imports, they have surely been a major factor con-
tributing to the overcapacity and overproduction that have depressed this
manufacturing sector and have caused several hundred firms to abandon pro-
duction either through insolvency or voluntary liquidation. To cite the situation
in the double knits, the largest sector of the industry, less than half of the
double knit machines that were installed and in place five years ago are oper-
ating today.

Whatever other adversities have contributed to this decline, inefficiency is
not one of them. The manufacturer of knitted fabrics in the United States is at
least as efficient as any other In the world. His machines are of high speed,
his organization is generally acknowledged to be superior. However, the knitted
fabric industry will have no opportunity for rehabilitation if the apparel market
it serves should continue to contract as imports take over an Increasing share
of American consumption.

Such a loss of market potential caused by imports is a discouragement to
capital investment. Moreover, it should be noted that machinery acquired by
America mills at high prices when new, are often disposed of at distress prices
in mill liquidations and are sometimes sold abroad at prices far lower than those
paid initially by American mills. Were tariffs on knitted fabrics to be reduced,
this industry wouuld suffer not only through apparel imports but through fabric
imports too made on these very machines in low-wage countries.

We therefore urge your favorable action on S. 2920.

STATEMENT OF THE AMERICAN RETAIL FEDERATION

The American Retail Federation takes this opportunity to present this state-
ment concerning S. 2920, now being considered by the Subcommittee on In-
ternational Trade of the Senate Finance Committee. The Federation represents
through its members, over 1,000,000 retail establishments that employ nearly
14,000,000 Americans.

The American Retail Federation urges you to take no action on S. 2920 for
two reasons: First, such an action would interfere with the Multilateral Trade
Negotiations and have a very adverse effect on international trade; and second,
S. 2920 would have an adverse effect upon consumer prices in the United States.

The Multilateral Trade Negotiations are in their most critical period. After
years of special study through Industry Sectoral Advisory Committee established
by the Congress under the Trade Act of 1974, the United States has developed a
balanced trade proposal. The textile industry has had the opportunity to make its
views known through those advisory committees as have other industries. When
the United States submitted its negotiating offers in January of this year it did
so based upon the advice of the ISACS, the policy committees, information from
the United States International Trade Commission, and from public comments
filed with the Trade Policy Committee. In order to achieve a U.S. tariff reduction
policy in a non-discriminatory manner, the Office of the Special Trade Repre-
sentative established standards for determining which products would be nega-
tive exceptions to the tariff reduction formula finally agreed to in the multina-
tional trade negotiations. These U.S. offers reflect a balanced approach to the
international trade problems affecting all United States industries, groups and
citizens. At this critical stage in the negotiations, an exemption for all products
covered by the Multifiber Arrangement would certainly have an adverse effect
upon the negotiations. It would also be a repudiation of the advisory system es-
tablished by Congress in the Trade Act of 1974.

The second reason, which to retailing may be the very primary reason that
14. 2920 should he disapproved by this committee, is the adverse effect which it
would have on consumer prices. In this day of rising inflation, anything which
adds to the cost of goods or limits competition will have an inflationary impact.
The marketing techniques of the American retail industry permit the offering
to the American public of a broad assortment of merchandise at reasonable
prices. The prices of small or large retailers are generally about even, so that
there is a good balance between these two categories of retailers, thus maintain-
ig stiff competition. The American public benefits from that competition. The
ability to broaden the offering of assortments of merchandise in style, quality
and price becomes an Important ingredient to a retailer.
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Merchandise imported by retailers causes the prices of domestic goods to be
lower than if there were more restrictions imposed upon retailing. United States
consumers benefit from these lower prices. To withhold the Multifiber Agreement
from the tariff reduction formula and tariff cuts of the Tokyo round would oper-
ate as a continuing or additional restriction on importing.

One of the options in dealing with inflation caused by the deflating dollar is
to reduce tariffs. In recent years the deflating dollar has added substantially
to the landed cost of imported goods, thus increasing the price to the consumer.

The use of both quotas and high tariffs on textiles and apparel as a protection
to domestic industry limits the selection of goods available to the consumer and
reduces competition.

Competition among manufacturers is Just as important as competition among
retailers, although this is not always recognized by the manufacturers and labor
unions who would discourage importing. The presence of competition at every
level of distribution Is an important factor in reducing consumer prices.

At this time we urge this committee to allow the Special Trade Representative
to continue the negotiations on tariff reductions without mandatory legislative
exceptions such as those set forth In S. 2920.

STATEMENT OF THE FEDERATION OF APPAREL MNANUFACTURERs, KURT BABNARD,
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

I am submitting this statement on behalf of the Federation of Apparel Manu.
facturers (FAM). FAM is a federation of the following nine associations col-
lectively representing some 5,500 manufacturers of women's and children's
apparel: New York Skirt & Sportswear Association, Inc.; Apparel Manufactur-
ers Association, Inc.; Affiliated Dress Manufacturers, Inc.; National Association
of Blouse Manufacturers, Inc.; New York Coat & Suit Association; New York
Raincoat Manufacturers' Association, Inc.; United Infants' & Children's Wear
Association, Inc.; The Belt Association, Inc.; and Infants' & Children's Coat
Association, Inc. PAM was formed in early 1977 to represent the women's and
children's apparel industry. FAM has a vital ongoing interest in the trade policies
of the United States. PAM's executive director is a member of the Apparel Indus-
try Sector Advisory Committee for the Multinational Trade Negotiations.

FAM strongly urges the adoption of S. 2920, a bill to amend § 127(b) of the
Trade Act of 1974 which would effectively exclude textile and apparel products
from the tariff cutting negotiations. Legislative history indicates that such an
amendment is clearly consistent with the original intent of § 127(b) : I

Under Section 127(b) of the Committee bill * * * any article which 1s sub-
ject to an import relief * * * would be excluded from any trade negotiations

It Is not disputed that the apparel industry is an import sensitive market.
This is evidenced by The Multifiber Arrangement, the eighteen bilateral textile
agreements, eleven consultative agreeni,,nts, and the Trade Act's exclusion of
textiles from being granted GSI' (Generalized System of Tariff Preferences)
treatment. To permit tariff reduction on apparel items would negate the very
purposes of these efforts to protect the industry.

Tariffs for apparel items help to offset the competitive disadvantage suffered
by domestic firms resulting from the tremendous wage differential between the
United States and foreign countries in this area of production. The following are
examples of 1975 estimates of hourly wages with which U.S. firms are competing:
Mexico-56€; Columbia--46; Costa Rica-410: Honduras-390; Jamaica-330;
Trinidad and Tobago--5SO; Haiti-180; Philippines-150. Notwithstanding
United States present tariffs, these wage differentials have encouraged increased
imports of women's and children's apparel to a point where imports account for
over 50% of certain types of apparel and 20% and more of many others.

Because of its labor intensive character in the United States, women's and
children's outerwear is not in a position to look for expansion through export to
foreign markets. In fact, as exemplified by the following table, the apparel in-
dustry is experiencing a negative trade balance:

1 1974 U.S. Code Cong & Adm News 7245.
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In MfUlo"e
Apparel exports, 1977 $524. 1
Apparel imports, 1977 --------------------------------------- 3, 694.7
Negative trade balance -------------------------------------- 3, 170.6

In the United States, payroll alone equals approximately thirty percent of the
value of shipments.

CUBRENT TARIFFS HAVE NOT DETERRED IMPORTS

The current United States tariffs on apparel items have been insufficient to
deter imports into the United States. The table below demonstrates the extent
of Import penetration into the domestic women's and children's clothes market.

Percent change between
1961 and 1976 Import penetration as percent

Do etc of domestic production

Imports production 1961 1976

Coats and Jackets .................................. .+4400.0 +0.7 1.1 49.5
Dresses and suits ................................... -582.4 -20.8 0.8 7. 2
Blouses ............................................ +379. 9 +12. 1 12. 7 54. 2
Knit sport shirts .................................... +3,284.6 +85.2 5.9 107.6
Sweaters ........................................... +1,790.2 -19.5 5. 1 119. 1
Skirts .............................................. +1,780.0 -26.8 .4 10.5
Slacks and shorts ................................... +326.0 +171.3 25.8 40.6
Rainwear ..................................... +833.3 -19.1 5.5 62.9
Dressing gowns and robes ...................... +360.0 -17.6 1.5 7.8
Nightwear and pajamas .............................. +44.4 +36.0 2.4 2.5
Underwear ................................... +1 211.8 -1.7 0.2 2.5
Brassieres .................................... 4233.3 +0.6 15.2 50. )

GEOGRAPHIC DISTRIBUTION OF APPAREL FIRMS

The geographic distribution of apparel firms is significant. More than sixty
percent of hosiery, jeans, shirts, nightwear, men's suits, and underwear is pro-
duced In 5 to 26 states. On the other hand, more than 80% of women's and
children's outerwear is produced in one state, New York.

In New York City, women's and children's apparel manufacturing accounts
for about 150,000 jobs (down from over 200,000 eight years ago). It generates
an estimated $100 million in direct and Indirect state and local taxes. An esti-
mated 100,000 buyers are drawn to New York City from stores in fifty states,
filling city hotel rooms, cabs, restaurants, shops, theaters, and service establish-

--ments. Increased imports and corresponding decreased domestic production.
would thus have deeply depressed effects on an already economically trouble.
city.

THE RETAILER, NOT THE CONSUMER, WILL BENEFIT FROM TARIFF CUTS

Presently, the risks of buying abroad (e.g., tying up funds in letters of credit,.
difficulty of returning defective or wrong merchandise, lack of quality control,
unreliable fulfillment commitments) have compelled retailers to turn to New
York manufacturers for imports. The domestic manufacturer supplements the
volume generated by his own manufacturing operation by doing importing and,
domestic distribution. This enables many manufacturers to stay In business in
spite of Imports. These manufacturers fill their customers' needs for lower-priced'
foreign goods and at the same time fill their needs for original American-made
fashions.

Tariff cuts would be incentive for retailers to bear the additional risks in im-
porting directly, bypassing the U.S. manufacturer-distributor. The tariff cut
would be enough to compensate the retailer for the additional risks involved in
importing directly.

The retail operating results 'published regularly by the Federal Trade Com--
mission, in the SES's SK-10 forms filed by retailers, the yearly Cornell University
studies of the discount department store industry and the supermarket industry,
and the annual operating results of conventional department stores issued yearly-
by the National Retail Merchants Association reveal that inflationary pressures,
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combined with consumer sophistication, have prevented most retailers from fully
passing their cost Increases on to shoppers. They absorb some or many of the
costs of doing business. Retailers severely need to enhance gross margin; tariff
reductions are not likely to be passed on as savings to consumers. Retailers will
apply the reduction to profits being eroded by escalating costs, from taxes to
advertising, from utilities to rent, from merchandise to payroll, from Interest
rates to employe benefits.

It Is not unreasonable to assume, moreover, that as the economic appeals to
retailers of low-cost apparel imports, increase, quality control will slip. If this
assumption is correct, consumers will pay the same as before, but for lower
quality merchandise. Whether or not quality deteriorates, the United States
manufacturer would be driven out of the manufacturing business and bypassed
as an importer. The jobs he provides In either capacity would vanish as would
the taxes he pays and generates Indirectly.

In 1977, the Chairman of the House Subcommittee on Trade requested that
the Library of Congress determine whether the presumed lower cost of imported
products results in an overall lower cost to the American consumer. The Library
of Congress concluded 2 that the markup ratios on apparel imports appear to be
higher than those on domestic apparel products. Any lower costs of apparel im-
ports within the United States accrue to retailers by way of higher profits, not
to consumers by way of lower prices.

For all of the above reasons, the Federation of Apparel Manufacturers strongly
endorses S. 2920.

TEXTILE DIsTRIBuToRs ASSOCIATION, INC..
New York, N.Y., August 8,1978.

Re Senator Hollings bill 2. 2920.
U.S. Senate Committee on Finance,
Dirksen OfOlee Building, Washington, D.C.

GENTLEMEN: The following Is a statement, for the record, to the U.S. Senate
Committee on Finance, submitted by Mr. Irving Kaplow as Chairman of the
Board of the Textile Distributors Association, Inc. Mr. Kaplow is also President
of the Greige Goods Division of Reeves Brothers, Inc.

We appreciate the opportunity which this U.S. Senate subcommittee has of-
fered our Association in permitting us to submit this statement in support of
Senator Hollings bill (S. 2920).

The Textile Distributors Association is the marketing trade association for
those companies involved In the distribution of finished apparel fabric to the
apparel manufacturing and retail trades. Our membership consists of approxi-
mately 180 companies, with individual sales volume ranging from less than one
million annually to well over one hundred million. This Association takes
pride In representing both small and large business.

Here are five hard facts which the Senate must accept as axiomatic In your
deliberations on the Hollings bill:

1. An Increase in textile and apparel imports Is also an Increase In unemploy-
ment with concomitant welfare costs and the major Intangible costs which
result from an enlarged poverty segment of society.

2. The textile and apparel industry ts basically "small business". The largest
manufacturer of textiles produces less than 7 percent of our total production.
The average producer is relatively small, and this Is even more true In the ap-
parel Industry. Small business in our Industry represents a bastion of our In-
dustrial democracy, but will be the first business victim of increased imports
and tariff reduction. 

3. The textile Industry resources will be crucially taxed in order to comply
with various recent regulations relating to OSHA and environmental control.
It is likely that dust and noise control alone will require annual investments in
excess of the total annual profit of this Industry.

Significant reductions in our tariff structure will make It almost impossible
for our Industry to make these major new investments.

4. The apparel industry represents major employment opportunities for mi.
nority population cities, such as New York and Los Angeles. There Is no doubt
that the loss of jobs In these Industries in New York, for example, has con-
tributed seriously to its financial crisis. Tariff reductions on textiles and apparel

2 Subcommittee on Trade of the House Committpe on Ways and Means, Library of Con-
gress Study on Imports and, Consumer Prices (July 19, 1977).
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would undoubtedly lose jobs in New York and Los Angeles where minority groups
need stepping stones in order to become secure members of our society. Further-
more, in other geographical areas, including almost every State in the Union,
about 80% of textile and apparel workers are women and/or black and/or His-
panic people for whom such employment opportunities represent security.

5. Advocates of tariff reduction maintain that imports represent an antiln-
fiationary influence. We are not aware of any definitive studies which so prove.
On the other hand, there is very good evidence that the retail establishment
sells import products at the same price level as domestic products, realizing
as much as two to three times the mark-on. We trust that we will not be mis-
understood on this score. Profits are very important, but let us clearly under-
stand that imports are a good profitmaker and not a significant factor in reducing
the consumer's cost of living.

We complete this statement by asking that the Senate contemplate whether
there is a secure place in our society for the less skilled, the minority groups
such as women, blacks and Hispanics, or whether such Americans become perma-
nent members of a welfare class. If this country should reduce tariffs on tex-
tiles and apparel products, we will hurt these workers and we will hurt small
as well as big business at a time when we need all our resources to maintain
our market share.

Accordingly, for all of these reasons, the Textile Distributors Association
strongly supports the passage of S. 2920, and we thank you for the opportunity
to submit this statement.

Respectfully submitted,
IRVING KAPLOW,

Chairman of the Board.

STATEMENT OF EARL S. RAUEN, PRESIDENT, WORK GLOVE MANUFACTURERS

ASsOCIATION

SUMMARY

The Work Glove Manufacturers Association is seriously concerned over the
adverse impact on Its firms and workers if the U.S. offer to reduce tariffs on
textiles and apparel is implemented in the Multilateral Trade Negotiations.
Such action appears inevitable unless prevented by the intervention of Congress
through enactment of legislation such as S. 2920.

MTN tariff cuts in the fiber/textile/apparel sector would certainly result in
a greater influx of imports, thereby aggravating the industry's serious import
problem and further weakening the already ineffective import regulatory mecha-
nism under the Multiflber Arrangement (MFA) and the bilateral agreements
extant with major supplying countries.

Were tariffs to be reduced on cotton work gloves, it would represent yet an-
other cruel rebuff at the hands of the Executive Branch for this industry, which
has seen two separate petitions for import relief under the safeguard provisions
of the Trade Act denied by the International Trade Commission.

The production of cotton work gloves is highly labor-intensive and Far Eastern
low-wage supplying countries, including Communist China, have increasingly
penetrated the U.S. market at the expense of domestic output and jobs. Imports
in the first half of 1978 accounted for over 29 percent of the total market. This
is an import penetration rate no domestic industry can long endure and yet
survive. If tariffs on cotton work gloves were now to be reduced, it would spell
the complete demise of this small industry. We hope members of this Subcom-
mittee will help to prevent this tragic occurrence by reporting out favorably
S. 2920 and working for its passage at this session of Congress.

I am Earl S. Rauen, President and Chief Operating Officer of Indianapolis
Glove Company, Inc. I am also the President of the Work Glove Manufacturers
Association, a trade association whose members account for the great bulk of
the domestic output of cotton work gloves-an industry whose very survival is at
stake if the U.S. duty on imports of this product is reduced as we believe may
be in the offering at the multilateral trade negotiations at Geneva.

MTN tariff cuts would undermine textiles/apparel import safe.quard mechanism
We, as one segment of the thousands of firms and almost 21.., million workers

whose economic well-being depends on the viability of the textile and apparel
sector in the United States, are seriously concerned that the U.S. offers to cut
textile and apparel tariffs, if carried out, threaten to undermIne irreparably the
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essentially fragile safeguard which now exists against disruptive import surgesthrough the mechanism of the Multifiber Arrangement (MFA) and the 18 sepa.rate bilateral agreements negotiated by the United States with supply countries.
Our trade negotiators indeed have rationalized to our industries that, be.cause of the existence of these special arrangements with regard to the inter-national trade in textiles and apparel, any reduction in textile tariffs couldtake place without damaging increased import impact. Moreover, they suggest

to the contrary that tariff cuts for textile and apparel items could convey benefits
In expanding opportunities for U.S. exports of such items to third country markets.Such rationalizations are both misleading and false. Multilateral tariff re.ductions in the textile and apparel area will not compensate sufficiently for ourhigher labor and material costs to enable U.S. exports to be competitive in world
markets against the low-wage, low-cost, and frequently subsidized exports of
developing countries.

Moreover, it is indisputable that the MFA and bilaterals negotiated under
the framework of the MFA have not prevented damaging Import growth at theexpense of domestic jobs and output. The MFA and bilaterals permit imports
to enter the United States at an annual compounded rate of 6 percent or more.
Domestic output has simply been unable to keep pace with that import growthlevel. The result Is that 1977 produced the highest level of imports for apparel,
and a record textile/apparel trade deficit of $3.4 billion. Moreover, textile andapparel Imports in the first five months of 1978 were 28 percent above the sameperiod last year in yardage terms, with the textile/apparel trade deficit for the
first five months of 1978 running at an annual rate of $4.4 billion.
Cotton work glove industry would suffer new blow

The foregoing comments have direct relevance to the growing adverse eco-nomic situation in the cotton work glove industry. Our small industry produces
an item of apparel which, though embraced under the MFA and the bilateralagreements thereunder, is being supplied In our marketplace in ever increasing
quantities from foreign sources.

In proposing a cut in the tariff on cotton work gloves, our trade negotiators In
Geneva would be oblivious to the fact that our Industry has been fighting a valiantuphill battle against disruptive imports of cotton work gloves. Cutting the tariff
on cotton work gloves would constitute yet another cruel rebuff at the hands ofthe Executive Branch for this industry, which has repeatedly sought to attain ameasure of import relief under the safeguard provisions of the Trade Act of 1974.

In this regard, a Section 201 (escape clause) petition to the International
Trade Commission in 1975 covering all work gloves, including cotton work gloves,was rejected. When. in December of last year, the cotton work glove industryseparately petitioned for import relief under another Trade Act provision, i.e.,
Section 406, to counter the severe disruption of the cotton work glove marketresulting from rapidly increasing imports from Communist China, at prices noU.S. supplier could compete with, that petition too was denied by the Interna-
tional Trade Commission.

A major factor in the ITC's rejection of the escape clause petition was a judg-ment by Commission members that other industrial sectors In work glove manu-facturing seemed to be holding up better against imports than did cotton workgloves. It is therefore ironic that in the subsequent Section 406 action, the Com-
mission members appeared in agreement that cotton work gloves were beingadversely affected by rising imports but, nonetheless, they could not agree thatsnch adverse impact or injury could be specifically traced to rising imports from
the People's Republic of China.
Spiralling import growth based on price competition already threatens cotton

work glove industry
In recent years the most striking feature of the cotton work glove market hasbeen the steady penetration of imports at the expense of dome.4tic output. The

fact is that domestic output has been unable to maintain even Is proportionateshare of total market growth. As the data given in the attached table show therehas been at best stagnation for domestic output while imports have continued to
capture a greater share of the market. Taking the two categories of cotton workgloves combined (woven and knit), total imports between 1970 and 1977 increased
291 percent by quantity while domestic shipments decreased by 12.4 percent. In
this period, the overall Import penetration rate almost quintupled.

The data for 1978 show imports of both woven and knit work gloves are con.tinuing their relentless penetration of the U.S. market at the expense of domestic
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output. Total woven and knit cotton work glove Imports amounted to over 4.2
million dozen pairs in the first half of 1978, compared to 3.1 million dozen pairs
in the same period of 1977. With domestic output showing h much slower growth
rate, imports as a percent of domestic shipments rose to over 41 percent in the
first half of 1978 compared to less than 34 percent in the corresponding 1977
period. As a share of the total market, imports in the first half of 1978 accounted
for over 29 percent, running well ahead of the level for the first half of 1977.

The competition from imports at the expense of domestic output is not a re-
sponse to quality or durability but primarily is due to price competition, which
has moved increasingly against domestic manufacturers because the work glove
industry is heavily labor-intensive. This places the United States manufacturer
at a decided disadvantage in competition with other foreign low-wage produc-
tion, particularly countries in the Far East.

In the United States, Bureau of Census data show labor costs to be about 30
percent of the final cost of production, while raw material costs (i.e., cotton)
account for about 55 percent of total industry shipments. The significance of
heavy labor-intensiveness is that domestic cotton work glove production costs
are substantially above foreign production costs in the major supplying countries.
These are overwhelming the developing countries where wage rates are main-
tained at exceedingly low levels.

The wide disparity between U.S. and foreign wage rates has been substantiated
by a study of the Office of Productivity and Technology of the Bureau of Labor
Statistics. The study compared total hourly compensation of apparel production
workers in the major exporting countries. According to the study, U.S. produc-
tion workers in the apparel industry, taking into account all fringe benefits, had
average hourly earnings of $4.38 in 1977, but by comparison, production workers
in comparable Industries in Korea earned $.38-.41; in Taiwan, $.55-.57; and
in Hong Kong, $.94-.98.

In this connection, and particularly alarming to the domestic cotton work
glove industry, has been the recent emergence as a heavy supplier to the United
States market of the People's Republic of China. In just a few years time this
country has come up from zero to take 2nd place, after Hong Kong, as the leading
foreign cotton work glove supplier. For such a centrally planned economy, pro-
duction costs have absolutely no bearing in final export selling prices.
U.S. policy in tariff cut offer is inconsistent with U.S. policy to support MFA

I have already eluded to the fact that the two categories of cotton work gloves,
(TSUSA 704.4010 and 704.4510) are encompassed within the restraint categories

specified in the U.S. textile import program.
Such import ceilings are a help in preventing excessive Import surges from

controlled suppliers-but not from an uncontrolled supplier such as the People's
Republic of China. The MFA and the bilateral thus are an inadequate import
relief mechanism. On the other hand. but for the existence of the restraint cate-
gories in the MFA and the bilateral agreements, import Impact In the domestic
cotton work glove Industry doubtless would be far more serious.

It is therefore Illogical and Inconsistent for the U.S. Government to accord a
measure of import relief to cotton work glove manufacturers through the MFA
and bilateral agreement mechanism and then to have that relief vitiated by cut-
ting the tariffs on such products. Furthermore it must be noted that while the
M A has a four-year limitation, tariff cuts have Indefinite duration.

The U.S. textile import program which is based on the provisions o" Section
204 of the Agricultural Act of 1956 as amended aims at the orderly mai.ceting of
textiles and apparel. The 18 bilateral agreements that have been negotiated under
the MFA by the U.S.-aside from their being negotiated under a different
statutory authority-are no less orderly marketing agreements than those that
bare been negotiated pursuant to the "escape clause" of the Trade Act of 1974.

It is significant that cotton work gloves, as an apparel item, is accorded
statutory exclusion (Section 504(c) of the Trade Act) with respect to the grant-
Ing of zero duty treatment to developing nations under the Generalized System
of Preferences. By such statutory exclusion, Congress explicitly recognized the
Import sensitivity of cotton work gloves along with other textiles and apparel
products.

For these reasons the Work Glove Manufacturers Association strongly sup-
ports S. 2920 and other bills Identical to It which would amend Section 127(b)
of the Trade Act of 1974 by including import relief pursuant to Section 204 of
the Agricultural Act of 1956 as a basis for automatic exclusion from tariff cuts
In the current round of trade negotiations. Such action is absolutely essential
in order to prevent the demise of this small but strategic industry.
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Cotton work gloves are manufactured for a specific purpose, namely to pro.
vide basic hand protection or product protection In industrial, commercial, or
domestic activity. In a real sense, cotton work gloves are a vital ingredient of
the U.S. industrial process and continuing access to supplies of cotton work
gloves are therefore essential to the national economy. It follows therefore that
a healthy domestic cotton work glove Industry Is directly in the national interest.
Survival of cotton work glove indu8trV 08 at stake at MTN's

Due directly to the impact of low wage/cost imports, there has been steady
and continuous attrition of firms and workers in this industry. The 1967 Census
of Manufactures showed this industry to comprise 174 establishments, 110 of
which had 20 or more employees. Today, there are only 50--60 firms left employing
about 8,000 persons.

Though a relatively small industrial activity by comparison with other U.S.
Industries, the manufacture of cotton work gloves takes on added significance
by virtue of several distinguishing characteristics:

It is an industry heavily labor-intensive and the bulk of its workers are
women or of ethnic minority group origin. The average age of workers Is rel-
atively high.

Manufacturing is heavily concentrated In southern and midwestern states
and the Jobs created in rural areas are factors of considerable local economic
significance.

Closing of a plant means in effect permanent unemployment for the displaced
Individuals. They are simply not people who can transfer to other Industries,
because of age, geography or other factors.

The economic outlook for our firms and workers Is already bleak by virtue
of import price competition. Let us not further worsen that outlook by giving
foreign suppliers an even greater competitive advantage in our market by virtue
of MTN tariff cuts. The current tariff of 25 percent ad valorem provides some
help to our manufacturers in competing against foreign supply. Reducing this
benefit means the demise of firms and of jobs in this industry. The survival of
our industry is at stake in enactment of legislation like S. 2920 which would
enable automatic exclusion from tariff cuts in the current round of trade nego-
tiations tor a product like cotton work gloves.

Let mre say in closing that I believe in the benefits of expanding world trade to
stimulate economic growth. But this must be a shared and reciprocal endeavor,
not one fashioned to stimulate growth in one country at the expense of another.
The United States is relatively unique as one of the few remaining open markets
in the world. Reducing tariffs for a product like cotton work gloves would have
the effect of funneling still a greater volume of trade to this open market.

For products that are labor-intensive and come heavily from developing coun.
tries where producers and exporters benefit from extremely low wages and low
production costs that are often enhanced by outright subsidies from foreign gov-
ernments, the United States market Is as much a magnet as is pollen to a bee. In
the absence of measures to safeguard domestic industry against such unfair
Import competition, there can be only one outcome; plant shutdowns, job losses,
;and the eventual demise of the domestic industry.

We urge the adoption of S. 2920.



DOMESTIC SHIPMENTS AND IMPORTS OF COTTON WORK GLOVES

[in 1.000 dozen pairs)

Woven (TSUSA 704.4010) Knit (TSUSA 704.4510) Total woven and knit
Imports as Imports as Imports as
percent of Imports as percent of Imports as percent of Imports asDomestic domestic a percent Domestic Domestic domestic a percent Domestic domestic a percentYear shipments Imports shipments of total shipments imports shipments of total shipments Imports shipments of total

1970 --------------------- 13,082 1,421 10.9 8.8 9,158 195 2.1 2.1 22,240 1,616 7.3 6.81971 --------------------- 13,049 1.035 7.9 7.3 9:101 192 2.1 2.1 22,150 1,27 5.5 5.21972 --------------------- 13,883 1,249 9.0 8.3 9,650 233 2.4 2.4 23533 1,482 6.3 5.91973- ------------------ 14,009 1,690 12.1 10.8 10,874 802 7.4 6.9 24 93 2,492 10.1 9.11974 --------------------- 13,490 2,742 20.3 16.9 11, 096 1,189 10.7 9.7 24586 3,931 16.0 7.01975 --------------------- 10,003 1,672 16.7 14.3 8,473 837 9.9 9.0 18,476 2,509 13.6 12.01976 --------------------- 10,548 3,114 29.5 22.8 8,441 1,845 21.9 17.9 18,989 4,959 26.2 20.71977 --------------------- 1 9,794 3,437 35.1 26.0 19,694 2,88 29.8 22.6 119,488 6,325 32.5 24.51977 (January-June) '------ 14,815 1,673 34.7 25.8 14,405 1,428 32.4 24.5 19,220 3,101 33.6 25.21978 (January-June) ------- 15,130 2,533 49.4 33.1 5,117 1,689 33.0 24.8 11 0247 4,222 41.2 29.2

1 Based on WGMA survey of domestic producers representing approximately 60 pct of domestic Source: U.S. Department of Commerce data.
shipments and adjusted to reflect the national total.



STATEMENT OF GEOBOE VARGISH, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL KNITTED OUTEEWEAN
ASSOCIATION

I am George Vargish and I submit this statement as President of the National
Knitted Outerwear Association, an organization which represents approximately
625 manufacturers of sweaters, knitted shirts, swimwear and other knitted ap-
parel, located in 37 states of the Union, all striving to preserve jobs for some
80,000 men and women who depend upon this Industry for their livelihood. In
addition, our Association has over 400 associate members In the various supply
trades which supply our industry and which employ 40,000.

These jobs and the future of these firms are in jeopardy because of increasing
imports and I, therefore, thank you for the opportunity of presenting this testi-
mony in support of the speedy enactment of S. 2920.

The Trade Act now provides that where an industry is found by the United'
States International Trade Commission to have suffered or to be threatened
by serious Injury as a result of imports and the President decides that a remedy
should be applied, he may invoke four types of relief. Among them he may
negotiate orderly marketing agreements with exporting countries limiting their
shipments Into our market; and where he does so the articles affected are by
statute automatically exempt from the Tokyo Round.

Textiles and Apparel have long been recognized as requiring such special
treatment and have for years, therefore, been the subject of orderly trade agreq-
ments. The necessity for developing such controls on international trade in ap-
parel and textiles has been acknowledged by the Congress under .Section 204
of the Agricultural Adjustment Act as amended, and by its cpitlnlous interest
in the textile Import control program, by the GATT, by the major trading na-
tions of the world as far back ais 1961, and by successive administrations both
Republican and Democratic since then. To withhold exemption from apparel
and textiles which by our own and foreign governments have for so long, been
regarded as requiring orderly marketing agreements while allowing such exemp-
tion to cases approved by the U.S. International Trade Commission and the
President is both illogical and inequitable.

It is a strange anomaly that any industry which Is newly found to require,
,rderly marketing agreements under the more limited procedures of the Trade
Act is excluded from tariff cutting negotiations, while the textile and apparel
industry whose need for such alleviatory measures rests on a much broader con-
sensus of governmental and international authorities and of more extensive and
repeated reapprovals is denied this same exemption. It is that anomaly which
this Bill seeks to correct.

The facts surround the penetration by imports of our apparel and textile
markets support the enactment of S. 2920.

The knitwear industry even under existing tariff rates is highly vulnerable
to imports. Foreign sweaters in all fibers and of all types account for more than
half our domestic consumption. Last year they reached a level of more than
three times what they were in 1966. In that same period domestic production
declined by 25%. Also in excess of 509 was the import penetration of our market
for knitted shirts for women, girls and infants. Other classifications of knitwear
are rising and are similarly threatened.

It is obvious that no tariff cuts are needed for the further encouragement of
imports. This industry has borne far more than its fair share of the import
burden. What we desperately need is bilateral agreements that will better assure
the survival of this industry and Its Jobs.

Last year imports of knitted outerwear in all fibers amounted to 286 million
pounds net weight. This quantity exceeds the total number of pounds of yarns
reported by the Bureau of the Census to be consumed by the domestic industry
In the production of comparable garments.

Recently the U.S. Treasury in a preliminary determination found that seven
countries are subsidizing significantly their exports of textiles and appArel to
the United States.

If tariffs on knitted outerwear were to be cut the effect would be to encourage
Imports of competitive knitwear from Europe whose shipments to the United
States have thus far been moderate compared to the heavy influx that originate
in the low wage countries of East Asia. The danger is, moreover, that in the
case of European suppliers the prospects of negotiating any bilateral restraining
agreements such as those with countries of East Asia are for political reasons
so remote as to be altogether nil.
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Another disturbing factor now emerges. The Peoples Republic of China is
beginning to import quantities of Acrylic staple from Japan. In 1975 they im-
ported 8.3 million pounds. In 1976 22.4 million pounds and in 1977 32.9 million
pounds with 5.1 million in December alone of that year.

Shipments of sweaters from the Peoples Republic of China show the following
growth pattern:

1975--,602 Dozen.
1976-52,031 Dozen.
1977-128,504 Dozen.
The first quarter of 1978 the Peoples Republic of China shipped 24,996 dozen or

a 2"2% increase over the same period in 1977. The excessive and destructive
growth of shipments of our products were all accomplished despite the fact that
the Peoples Republic of China did not enjoy the most favored nation tariff
schedule.

Updated statistics as released by the U.S. Department of Commerce Bureau of
the Census indicate that total Imports for the first five months of 1978 are 28%
above the correepon4Mg level of last year. Any reduction of existing duty rates
will accellerate the shipment of Textile/Apparel to the United States not only
from countries with whom we have bilateral agreements but also those with
whom no agreements have been concluded. On the basis of the above accelerated
increase on imports the announced position of our Government to offer a 25.5
cut in tariffs on Textiles and Apparel will hasten the destruction of the Knitted
Outerwear Industry.

The U.S. Bureau of the Census has released the U.S. Balance of Textile trade
deficit for 1977 and the total was $3,078,000,000. As indicated in the past, we
employ less than 10% of the total labor force involved In the Textile/Apparel
Industry yet we had to absorb $1,503,000,000 of this total or about 509 of the
total textile trade defcit for 1977.
, Repnoval of apparel and textiles from Multilateral Trade Negotiations would

help prevent the further deterioration of our trade deficit that tariff cuts in
this area could otherwise induce.

Tariff cuts can only serve to aggravate our textile and apparel trade deficit.
They would, however, bring little benefit to the consumer as had been previously
and repeatedly demonstrated. The lower the acquisition prices of Imports to
American retailers the higher is the markup they enjoy in their selling price
to the American consumer.

In view of the serious decline in the number of establishments and reduction
in the labor force of the Knitted Outerwear Industry, it is our position that our
Government should adopt the policies developed by the EEC to insure the
viability of the domestic knitting industry. We have had occasion to examine
the EEC bilateral negotiated with Hong Kong, South Korea and Taiwan for the
United Kingdom and the indications are that sweater quotes for 1978 total
2,977,000 dozen or 21% lees than the 1977 shipments. Compare this with the
results of the bilaterals negotiated by the U.S. with the above countries and
we discover that the reduction for our industry for 1978 is less than 4% from
the above countries. The EEC's attitude is to preserve industry and jobs not to
export them.

These are some of the reasons why the employers of the Knitted Outerwear
Industry and the more than 120,000 employees whose jobs depend on the in.
dustry's survival want to see favorable action taken as soon as possible on the
Bill here under study. We consider prompt action essential.


